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SUMMARY 
A n  investigation has been made a t  Mach numbers of 1.61 and 2.01 
and Reynolds numbers from 1.7 X 10 t o  7.6 X 10 t o  determine the pres- 
sure distributions over a 60° de l t a  wing having 20 different  control  
configurations. Measurements were made a t  angles of a t tack  from Oo t o  
15' for control deflections from -30° t o  30°. This report presents the 
complete tabulated pressure data f o r   t h e  range of tes t  condi t ions.  
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INTRODWTION 
A s  a par t  of a general program of research on controls,  an invest i -  
gation i s  underway in  the  Langley 4- by 4-foot supersonic pressure tunnel 
t o  determine the important parameters in the design of controls for use 
on a 60° de l t a  wing a t  supersonic speeds. The r e su l t s  have been obtained 
from two ser ies  of t e s t s  by means of pressure distributions and d i r ec t  
measurements of hinge moments.  The f i r s t  s e r i e s  w a s  conducted a t  a 
Mach number of 1.61 and consisted primarily of t ip  cont ro ls ,  some fence 
configurations, and a trailing-edge control with and without a spoi ler  
mounted on the  wing ju s t  ahead of the control.  Much of the control  
hinge-moment and effectiveness results and some i l lus t ra t ive  pressure  
dis t r ibut ions from t h i s   s e r i e s  have been presented in references 1 t o  7. 
The second ser ies  of tes t s  cons is ted  of several trailing-edge controls 
and some fence conf'igurations, a l l  a t  a Mach  number of 1.61 and four of 
t h e   t i p   c o n t r o l s  a t  a Mach  number of 2.01. 
Because of the time involved in  the reduct ion and analysis of t he  
data, and the  immediate in t e re s t  in the basic pressure data,  the purpose 
of t h i s  r epor t  i s  to  present  tabulat ions of the pressures measured on 
the surfaces of the  20 configurations for both series of t e s t s  without 
any analysis. The tests were made f o r  a wing angle-of-attack range from 
Oo t o  15' and f o r  a control deflection range from -30° t o  30°. A l l  
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ConPigurations were tes ted  a t  a Reynolds number of 4.2 x 10 based on the  6 
wing m e a n  aerodynamic chord, and oGe cog igura t ion  was  a l so  tes ted  at 
Reynolds numbers of 1.7 X 10 6 and 7.6 X 10 6 a t  a Mach number of 1.61. 
”’ . I .” 
b/2 wing semispan 
CR wing root  chord 
CP pressure  coeff ic ient  , P - P2 q 
M stream Mach number 
P stream s ta t ic   p ressure  
P2 local surface pressure 
9 stream dynamic pressure 
R Reynolds number (based on wing mean aerodynamic chord) 
X distance from wing apex in chordwise d i rec t ion  
Y distance from wing apex in spanwise d i rec t ion  
a wing angle of a t tack  
6 con t ro l   de f l ec t ion   r e l a t ive   t o  wing (posit ive when control 
t r a i l i n g  edge i s  deflected down) 
APPARATUS 
Wind Tunnel 
This investigation was conducted in the Langley 4- by 4 - f ~ o t  super- 
sonic pressure tunnel, which i s  a rectangular, closed-throat, single- 
return type of wind tunnel with provisions for the control of the pressure,  
temperature, and humidity of the enclosed air. Flexible nozzle walls were 
adjusted to  give the desired tes t  sect ion Mach numbers of 1.61 md 2.01. 
During the  t e s t s ,  t he  dewpoint was kept below -20° F s’o t ha t  t he  e f f ec t s  
of water condensation in the supersonic nozzle were negligible.  
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Model and Model Mounting 
The model used in this  invest igat ion consis ted of a half-delta 
wing having 11 interchangeable controls and various associated control 
adapters (or replacement sections) required t o  f i t  the  cont ro ls  to  the  
basic wing  component. The control configurations are presented i n  f i g -  
ure 1 grouped according t o  whether they were t ip  cont ro ls  ( f ig .  l ( a )  ), 
trail ing-edge controls (fig.  l(b)),  or tip controls with modifications 
such as fences or t abs  ( f ig .  l ( c ) ) .  The 11 basic configurations are 
ident i f ied as configurations A through G, I, J, J1, and J2. Modifications 
were made to these basic configurations to obtain the remaining 9 config- 
urations. Configuration H w a s  obtained by instal l ing the control  of 
configuration F in the hinge-line hole for configuration E. Configu- 
ra t ions J3 and J& were made from configuration J by adding paddle balances 
and a spoiler, respectively. Configuration E l  was obtained by adding a 
t ab  on a boom mounted on the  inboard edge of the control  of configura- 
t i o n  E. Configurations E2, E3, and F1,  F2, and F3 were made  by mounting 
various fences on the  wing a t  the  wing-control juncture of configura- 
t ions E and F, respectively. The location of the pressure orifices can 
be determined from tables  1 and 2 and the sketches in figure 2. 
The basic wing had a 60' sweptback leading edge, a root  chord of 
18.14 inches, and a semispan of 10.48 inches. The wing had a rounded 
NACA 63-series section extending 30-percent root chord back from the  
leading edge, a constant-thickness center section w i t h  a thickness-chord 
r a t i o  of 3 percent based on the root  chord, and a sharp  t ra i l ing  edge. 
Near the  wing t i p ,   t h e  nose section joined directly to the tapered 
t r a i l i n g  edge without any f l a t  midsection. Configurations J l  and 52 
had thickened trail ing edges as shown in the sketches of f igure  1. 
The basic wing and controls were constructed of steel. (For d e t a i l s  
of construction, see ref. 1.) The paddle balances and t ab  were a l so  
constructed of s tee l .  The spoi ler  and the fences were constructed of 
1/16-inch stock brass. 
The semispan wing w a s  mounted horizontal ly  in  the tunnel from a 
turn tab le  in  a s t e e l  boundary-layer bypass p l a t e  which was located 
v e r t i c a l l y  i n  t h e  tes t  section about 10 inches from the sidewall, as 
shown in f igures  3 and 4. 
TESTS 
The model angle of a t tack  was changed by ro ta t ing  the tu rn tab le   i n  
the  bypass p l a t e  on which the wing was mounted. -(See f i g .  3 .  ) The 
angle of a t tack  was measured by a vernier on the outside of t he  tunnel, 
inasmuch as the angular deflection of the  wing under load was negligible.  -
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Control  deflection w a s  changed by a gear mechanism mounted on the  
pressure box which rotated the strain-gage balance, the torque tube, 
and' the control  as a unit. The control  def lect ions were s e t  approxi- 
mately with the aid of an electr ical  control-posi t ion indicator  mounted 
on the torque tube close to the wing root and measured under load during 
testing with a cathetometer mounted outside the tunnel. The pressure 
d is t r ibu t ions  were determined from photographs of the multiple-tube 
manometer boards t o  which the pressure leads from the  model or i f ices  
were connected. 
Tests were made over an angle-of-attack range from 0' t o  Yjo a t  
increments of e i the r  3' or 6 O .  The control deflection range was from 
-30' t o  30° at  increments of 3' or loo. Most  of t h e  t e s t s  were made a t  
a tunnel stagnation pressure of 13 Ib/sq in. absolute a t  M = 1.61, and 
17.5 lb/sq in. absolute a t  M = 2.01, corresponding t o  a Reynolds number, 
based on the  mean aerodynamic chord of 12.10 inches, of 4.2 x 10 6 . 
Configuration E was a l so  tes ted  a t  R = 1.7 X lo6 and 7.6 x 10 at  
M = 1.61. 
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P R E C I S I O N  OF DATA 
The  mean  Mach numbers in the region occupied by the model a re  
estimated from ca l ib ra t ions   t o  be 1.61 and 2.01 with local variations 
being smaller than t0.02. There is no evidence of any significant f low 
angular i t ies .  The estimated accuracies in se t t i ng  the  wing angle of 
a t tack  and control deflection are i0.05° and +0.lo, respectively,  The 
measured pressure coeff ic ients  are  bel ieved accurate  to  20.01. In order 
t o   f ac i l i t a t e   t he   pub l i ca t ion  of the data,  a complete final check has 
not been made and random errors  may be present where damage t o  a model 
or malfunctioning of an o r i f i c e  may have occurred during the tests. Such 
errors  can usually be detected by a visual Znspection of the plot ted 
pressure dis t r ibut ions.  
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
The pressure measurements fo r  t he  complete range of tes t  condi t ions 
are  presented in  tables  3 t o  28. The or i f ice  loca t ions  a re  ident ica l  on 
the upper and lower surfaces; therefore, the location of an o r i f i c e  on 
the upper surface corresponds to  the  iden t i ca l ly  numbered o r i f i c e  on the  
lower surface. In many instances the or i f ice  numbered 1 is  on the leading 
edge of the wing and the pressure coefficient has been l i s t e d  as if it 
were on the upper surface, there being no corresponding lower surface 
reading. The same is t r u e  for the  or i f ices  loca ted  a t  x cR = 0.852 on I 
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the trail ing-edge control configurations,  for these orifices are located 
on the rounded leading-edge part of the control and are shielded from 
the stream by the wing. In other cases, where o r i f i ce s  were known t o  
be bad, pressures may be l i s t e d  on one surface only. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., November 14, 1955. 
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TABLE 1 
SPANWISE LOCATION OF  ORIFICE  STATIONS 
[Chordwise extent of stations shown in f i g .  2 and t ab l e  21  
Values of 2y/b a t  s t a t  ion - 
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TABLE 2 
CHORDWISE LOCATION OF ORIFICES 
[Spanwise locat ion of o r i f i ce  s t a t ions  shown in f i g .  2 and t ab l e  1. 
(a) Configuration A 
1 










3 .219 .381 538 
4 334 .502 9 659 
747 5 .445 .612 
6 .588 756 .860 
7 .860 897 I I 









TABLE 2. - Continued 
CHORDWISE LOCATION OF ORIFICES 
E-panwise location of o r i f ice  s ta t ions  shown in f ig .  2 and t ab l e  1-I 
9 
(b) Configuration B 
13 
Values of x/cR a t  s ta t ion  - 
3 9 8 7 6 5 4 
0.372 0.819 0.769 0.77 0.875 0.708 0,535 
.400 
992 .go1 .747 
.988 .934 .986 .846 .659 
.926 .879 .835 .945 .810 .TOO .538 
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TABLE 2. - Continued 
CHORDWISE LOCATIOK OF ORIFICES 
ppanwise location of o r i f i ce  s t a t ions  shown in f i g .  2 and t ab le  J 




























Values of X/CR a t  s t a t ion  - I 
3 9 8 7 6 5 4 
0.372 
.928 .785 .TU .769 .go9 .562 .400 
0.871  0.758 0.683 0.674  0.876  0.537 
.659  .929  .876  .991 .846 
.go1 .986 
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TABLE 2. - Continued 
CHORDWISE LOCATION OF ORIFICES 
bpanwise location of or i f ice  s ta t ions  shown in f i g .  2 and t ab le  
(d) Configuration D 
13 
12 
TABLE 2. - Continued 
CHORDWISE LOCATION OF ORIFICES 
NACA RM L55LO5 
[Spanwise location of or i f  i ce  s ta t ions  shown in  f i g .  2 and table 4 
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TABLE 2. - Continued 
CHORDWISE LOCATION OF ORIFICES 
[Spanwise location of o r i f i ce  s t a t ions  shown in f ig .  2 and t ab le  
I_ Orifice 
1 7  
T 
(f) Configuration I 
Values of X/CR a t  s ta t ion  - 
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TABLE 2.- Concluded 
CHORDWISE LOCATION OF ORIFICES 
bpanwise location of o r i f i ce  s t a t ions  shown i n  f ig .  2 and t ab le  
(g) Configurations J, Jl, 52, J-3, 54 
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Table 3 
Pressure Coefficients on Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Conflguration M = 1.61 R =  4.2 X 1 0 '  
c Upper  Surface ot Stotion ._ Lower Surface  at  Station 
6 1 1 2 ( 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 ( 8 1 9 ( ) 1 1 2 ( 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 ) 9 ?  
















- e059  
-6136 
s =  
"266 
a =  J 1011 i 1 - 3 7 0  2 ,052 3 .018 4 .028 5  .011 6   -003  7  e017 8 " 0 0 9  9 -.I50 LO -8095 - 56 .48 .19 .21 e030 ,035 , 3 0 3  -.08C -so10 ,037 -023 "005  -024  -.071 ,027  8007  "159 -.19C -346   -0155   - e151  "151  -1146  -.134 -.073  -.138 "156 
8. 3 r  












- I "305 "370 - a  302 -.454 - .438 2 - .C89 - .26R -.344 - . 3 7 b  -a366 - a 3 9 3  "344 1 ,316   ,110   -139   "013  .O8h 1184 "376 3 - a 0 7 2  -.OC2 4 "054 - .1CO -e127  -e154  -.lS9  -e277 -.423 "172 " 2 9 3  - a 3 5 4  -a442 5 - . 058  -.104 "116 - a 2 2 9  -.119 "221 6  "078  "094 -.lo1 "219  -0049  -a317 5 "082 - e 2 1 7  -a231 "240 - a371  9  -a216  "212 "220  "2 7  "341 7  -.ob6 -.055 -.22a "235  "214  -.4oo .O -a174  -0221 . 1  -a241 -. . 
". . 
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Table 3 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta Wing  with Control 
Configurotion A M -1.61 R = 4.2 XlO'  
a =  0 6 O  
a149 a 1 6 2  -156 
,222  ,251 
161 
- 1 1 2  ,133 -078 
-125 
-134 ,105 -133 
-117 a119 - s o 8 0  
,145 -e077 "065 
,063 "067 -a067 
I I 
a =  2 0 "  
,223 ,239 
,146  ,105  a186 
el61  ,185 
,020 .I58 
,001 .495 
,055  -381 0.218 







a =  12 
I 
- 2 0 6  







-005 - a 0 5 8  
1 S =  00 









- I 10 11 
a =  12 
1 ,196 -4104 - 6 0 2 5  -a191 "172 -a198 "417 -a150 
2 -a294 - a 4 3 5  -..475  -.492  "491 -.500 "419  -.441 
3 "140 "185 -.441 -a453 " 4 8 6  "428 -e435 
4 - a 1 2 0  -e193 -.238 - a 3 2 8  "433 -e445 -.422 -.450 
5 -a170 "194  "190 -a350 "296 a070 
5 -e147 -a181 -a172 -e398 -.070 -a492 
"4.22 
7 -a137 "127 "269 -.368 "418  "448 
3 "137 -a273 -.280 
3 "274 "253 "266 
-.394  -.443 
3 - . 229  -e271 
-.398  -.433 
"367 
1 
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Table 3 Continued 
pressure  Coefficients  on Delta Wing with  Contro l  
Configuration A M I 1.61 R =  4.2XIO' 
,349 ,400 ,364  ,374 1778 1.350 
291 
, 2 7 3  ,289  , 8 
-253  6288  e239 ,652  09 -626 
,306  a328 ,658  78
, 2 4 2  ,247  a198 ,205  336
,240 ,217 a 2 4 8  ,208 
,635 
,965 
,199  ,226 ,005 -1014 -668  -716 
,231  -017 -016 ,557 sb2b 
,016 ,013 e132  -492  -591 
-037 ,020 -435 
,021 
,807 















































"075  "101 
"297 - .350 "379 -.34C 
-e280 - .33b -.40? 
"083 ,222 -6227  "120 
-a106  -e120  "147  "292  -e384 
-.083 -a068 -a225  -.288 
-.Ob9 -.224 -1228  -a098  -1351 
"210  -e 23 - a 2 4 2  "335 
-a197 


















iL - a 0 6 9  11 
a397 -160 ,151 ,188 ,119  a057 -a410 1 
-199  a228 ~ 2 3 5  e 2 2 4  ,237 -a010 -a057 -.Ob1 "297  "347  -a302  -el8  " 2 4 8  2 
-e210 
Q 137 a140  a143 a180 "251 ,013 -e051 -a089  -e109 3 
6100 ,117 ,101 -111 ,222 - a 2 4 8  -a146 
-.27b "334 , 3 3 3  -4174 
-.')45 -.x10 -.119 -.M -.28a -.a24 -a290 4 
,110 ,109  -e090 ,152 -a231 -a295 - s o 8 4  "082 -222  -a198  "116 1 
,096 ,101 "114  "003  -a1 3  -e066  -e092  "073  -1199 
-8328 
6 
-114 "077 -.162 - a 2 2 8  "287 -a052  -e075 -.223 - a 2 0 8  -4016 - . 2 2 b  7 
-e224 
-a086  -a069  "233 - a 2 8 8  - a 0 2 0  -a205  "223 8 
-a069  "062 - .220 -.277 
-a122  -a164 
"214 - a 2 0 8  "214  9 
-.Ob7 -a233 
"138  -e142 
- 8  1 3 1  - a  198  -a119 10 
-.182 11 
( 1 z - 0 6  ' 8. 20 
1 ,308 
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Table 3 Concluded 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 















- 6 1 2  
-.4C2 
-a456 
-.454 - s o 8 0  -a074 -249  -e163 a l l 8  
-.Ob8 
-so45 -a081  -e106 
-.298  "346  -e137 
"278 "135 
- a  049  "131 ,032 -*I14 "072 
-.ob1 "087 -.063 "232 "035 
-e949 -a372 -e216  - .299  ,068  ,211 
- . @ I 7  -a204 - e 1 7 7  
-a214 -a205 -e126 
,235 ,288 
-.135 -a197 
,248 e323  
- . l e2  
-266  
a =  -12 s =  0 5 '  
"416 
-a269 -.435  "469 - e495  - e 4 3 2  - a 4 3 1  
-0116  "151 -a348 
"107 "189 - e 2 8 8  "422 "444 -6413 "399 
-e429 "462  "420  "413 
"131  -a172 -a147 -a356 
-a146  "163  -.I18 - e 3 4 8  "273 -e409 
- a411  
- a l l 6  "153 -.26L "317  "314  "433 ! 
-a067 - a 2 5 0  -e271 "359 - a411  t 
-*259  "243  -a263 
"165  "235 
-a197 11 
1( 
-.35$ - .385 
"2.25 
8 .  - 10 
- a 2 6 8  -a436 
-.111 -.170 -.345 
"474 "492 
-a421 "475 
-.lo6  "192 -.282 " 4 2 5  "451 
-a125  -a169  -a139  -a301 
"145 "153 - a 1 5 3  -a323  -e259 
"401 
-e065 - e 2 5 4  -.267 
-a112  -a155 - .262 -a333  -a254 -a428 
-e258 - a 2 4 0  -e252 
"312  "423 
"164  -a231 
- e 3 1 3  - a395  
-0194 
"293 
s =  20 
a =  -12 
,160  -266  ,016  -e106  -a039 - s o 5 7  -128 -.It73 
, 247   , 245  
,337 e344 e 3 6 9   - 3 8 0  , 3 6 1  - 3 6 4  ~ 0 7 3  .320 
, 2 8 1   - 2 8 9   a 3 1 3  "172 .09? 
, 250   , 231  a247 -224   -259   a355  - .173  -.a73 
,229  a 7,234 ~ 0 1 8  -2RR -.332  -.187 
, 2 2 6   0 2 1 1  ~ 2 2 1  -so32  -a073 - s o 2 7  
,202  ,219 -016  -a092  -.I62  -.21b 
,208 a000 ,024 
a022 -017 -032 
"180 -.228 
a075  ,022 
-.le6  -.?n1 
-.207 














1 10 1 .e10 * 3713 -.393 -. 193  -a451 - 0 487 - -249 - a 2 2 6  "166 -.310 -a382 -a329 -e346 - a307  _. 
a = -12 
1 
3 
, 1 - .*45  -.456 "377  ,031 " 3 2 8  2 
-.114 -.x64 -.348 . -.434  366 - . l e2  ,084 3 
-."99 "190  -.270  -a368"348 - e 1 5 5  "050 4 
"262 
-. 177 
-.I48 "157 - . le4 -.280  -.294 -5057 5 
-e121  -e l65  -e138  -a312  - .331 6 
- . lo6  - . I42  -e257 "382  "162 "176 7 
"365  "251  "247 8 
" 2 5 7  -e233 -a225 
-.208  -.113 
- e l 4 4  "104  9 






Pressure Coefficlents on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion R M I 1.61 R =  4.2X10' 
,076 044 
,026 "170 e161 e002 0008 1 
"008 - e 1 7 7  ,006 ,019 ,034 2 
a 0 4 2  ,022 a 0 1 1  -e012 "147 -a011 "017 ,026 3 
a048 -.a08 -.010 -e149 
,004 ,012  "011  -e145 
"204 "278 4 
-e202 5 
L 1 ,395 2 .068 3 ,038 4 a035 6 a017 7 a 0 5 1  8 e011 9 -8139 L O  - . 0 8 8  11 -a130 5 .oas ,014 -.45? "153 "432 "437 e069 "463 -a433 -.224 -e427  a075  ,041 - 4 4 7  -a445 "424 "231 "427  -038 ,037 ,008 ,020 ,219 - 1 6  ,016 ,177 a 1 E  ,072 ~ 1 5 7  - 3 1  -e395  -e370  "435 a041 -no16  121'1  ,089 -a365  ,001  ,004 -a010 "026 -019  -022  a006  -a154 .034  .018  -.I37 -.220 ,003  -a136  "003 -.144 -a145  -a019 -e101  -a147 -a144 











1 0  
11 
,069  ,039 
- 0 3 1  ,039 -005 
e036  -a018  ,273 
a016 a479 ,159 ,835 ,777 1 
,039 ,448 ,500 ~ 7 2 0  ,832 2 
,157 ,437 ,601 ,620 e625 3 
,391  ,511 a552 4 
s =  00 - 1 0 1
" 
20 
Table 4 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration B M 1.61 R = 4.2 X 1 0 6  
NACA RM L 5 5 m  
c Upper  Surface  at  Stot ion Lower Surface  at Stotion 
; I I 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 ( 7 1 8 1 9 1 I I 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 ( 7 1 8 1 9  c 
a =  06' 
0 8 = 10 
-01341 I I 
I 
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Toble 4 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion B M = 1.61 R =  k , 2 x ~ o s  
a =  12" 1 . 
s =  00 
0 = -06 s =  1 0  - '* - a 0 5 0  -179 ,161 a225 a237 
s 139 
-114  ,179 
a116 "153 
-130  -e254 
.a005 -.247 ,. 040 
,so60 
-a312 
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Table 4 Concluded 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration R M = 1.61 R = 4.2 X I 0 6  
+ Upper  Surface  at  Station Lower Surface  at  Station 
5 ( 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 ( 5 1 6 / 7 ( 8 1 9 1 ( 1 ) 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  i 













~ 1 3 1  
139 
- 1 2 3  
. l o 8  
a 1 3 3  
, 1 1 0  
. so69  
.no37 















I I  











1 ' -e134 ,164  ,265  I 259 ,254  , 3 3 8  .355 a 2 6 1  -240  a 2 3 8  ,237  - 2 4 3  0252 ,232  - 2 4 3  ,234 ,027 , 0 3 8   , 0 7 1  -060   , 089  034 -e497  "403  e29 "273 - e 1 1 8  "184 -a353 -.453  -e 35  "421  -e 9 -.399  -.335 -a45 -.110 "152 "168 - a 1 8 9  -e347 - a 1 9 3  -a277  -a323 -e130  -e172  -a161  -1321 -a129  -?150  "261  -a322 -e125 -.256  "229 -a270 -a256 "137 - . I93  "255 -.209 -a113 
8 -  2 0  = 
"300  -1283 
-e488  -e331 
-.338 
-e347 
,295  -e0361 I 
-.453  -.435 
-.495 "43C 




1 3 4 7  
-.222 
-.118 -a184 - e 3 5 2  
"269  -a451 
-a107 
"149  "165 - a l p 7  
"192 
"129  -e168  -e155 
-a123  -e148  -a258 
-a126 "257 -a133 
"266  -e254 -.:e3 
- a 1 8 7  -a252 
-.201 










1 c  
11 
a = -12 
"290 -.>fit+ 
"140  -a417  -a269  -a45  -.45: -.318 
-a493  -.361 
"197 "339 -a109 
-a349  -e121  -a lp5  -.>54 -.313  -.394 
-e348  a150 "167 -e191  -e329 
-e193 "146 -. 3 7 3  
-a129 "174 "157 -a347 
-a127 -e148 "262 -a430 
"126 -a258 -.133 
-e265 - a 2 5 4  "175 
- e  195 
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Toble 5 
Pressure Coefficlents on  Delta Wing with  Control  
Configuration c M = 1.61 R ' 4 , 2 X l O b  
e 3 5 9  -295 -275 -a138 ,014 ~ 3 3 5  a341 -032 




,023 ,009  -a149 -001 - a 0 0 2  ,010 - a 2 8 4  ,034 a003 ,007 
-a115 -a004 -e012 ,012 e001 
,006 -.012 -sol2 "155 
-eldl -a037 -1002 -e007 -1287 
.011 .011 -.157 
-el04 - e 2 1 1  4 039 -e016 -0013 -e169  -a055 -e204 
,012 -002 -a150 
- a 0 0 4  a005 -e033 -a163 
e014 ,006 -001 -e157 
-a203 
,020 -a150  -a152 a029 ,012 -e151  -e170
-.234 
-a146 "151 
"141  -a135 -. 148 -a013 "157 -e176 "155 -e172 -4155 -e107  -a157 
-.151 
a =  00' s =  1 0 -  
1 ,389 e356 a297 a274 - a 3 2 8  -017 ,369 ,050 -.339 
2 a056 -043 ,031 a033 "335 - e 0 4 1  -.031 -.287 -.369 
3 ,027 -021 -010 "295 -a071 -.OB6 -ell1  -a393 
4 a032 -002 -a012 -a043 -e271 
5 ,011 - 0 0 8  a010 "216 
-.24b - a 2 8 4  
(I a016 6012 a003  -.225 
-e336 
8 ,003 -0146 - e 1 5 9  
7 -038 a023 -.145 "234 
9 - a 1 4 9  "140 -a153 
10  -e115  -a144 
11 -e164 
a = 00 
-.397 















a = 06 
,205 e 234 
-e002 ,227 a 2 3  
-a030 ,141 ,217 ,239 a23 
,138  a143 -154 - e 0 8 0  e098 .1b7 0154 - a 0 8  
,104 ,114 ,085 -a083 
,114 a116 ,116 "074 
,118 e114 "067 - e 0 8 5  
,092 "077 - e 0 9 8  
"074 -a100 "075 
-e049 "078 
-e083 
,181  ,1 4  ,1 6 -.076 ,107 - e 0 8 5  
-a090 
1 
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Table 5 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion c M = 1.61 R 4.2 XIO '  
a = 06 
l a =  19 
8 =  20 
I I 
1 
8 -  10 
I 
Toble 5 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficlents  on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Conflgurotion c M =la61 Rz4.2 X l O '  
L Upper  Surfoce a t  Stotion c .- Lower Surface  at Station 



























l t 7  I 1 I I I I 1 1 






.343  .349 
362 
,309 .338 
,326  e358 
a321  ,356 
a332 -100 
.121 .074 






a =  15 8; 10 





















~ 3 4 1  -350  -363 
,362 
,305  a335 .330 ,269 
.355 ,448 
a324  -354 ,347  ,237 
,319 -351 -104 , 0 8 8  
,326 ,094 -140 
-070 ' e 0 1 3  
,117 a063  ,185 
-.313 
I I '1201 I I I 1 1 
8.  20 
-"r-r -1247 " 4 3 7  "432 -e229 -6437 "430 
-e356 " 4 4 0  -a484 -e425 -a443 -.37n 
-a382 -a443 -006 -a428 "432 "415 





.337 ,345  ,359 
,413  a4 2 
~ 3 0 1  ,333 -324 
,355 .353 
,310  ,349  ,343 
-316  -349 ,155 
a320 ,093  a259 
-110  -063 ,255 
,066  ,123 
.110 












- i 5 - a 1 0 0  -e156 -a141 6 -e148 -el29  -a169 7 -a111 -e090 -.23C 8 "114 -a257 -4251 9 -e212 "264 -a175 ! O  -e104 "046 .1 -.154 -a367 - a 4 0 6  -.353 
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Toble 5 Continued 
Pressure Coeff icients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration C . M "1.61 R = 4.2 XI06 
L .- Lower Surface  at Stotion Upper  Surface ot  Stat ion 
6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 ( 8 1 9 i  
a = -06 .a 8. 00 
-123  
1 5 1  
, 263  
,047  
1-47 I I I 
"260 
a =  -06 L ,030 "365 "076 -a038 -a051  -a089  -e115 -.307  -a 39  -e 77  e127 -a056 - e 0 2 0  -a044 - a l l 2  -a101 - a161  -a168 - e 2 6 7  "447 -a213  -e293 "089 -a088 -4135 -a211 -8175  -e343 -a070 -a083  "094  -a224 -e190 "053  "076 -a204 -a264 -.093  -.209  -.222 - a220   - e225  -.209 -1169  "215 -e192 
s =  2 0  
2 ,205 
1 -302  
3 , 143  
4 ,160 
5 ,124  
6 ,129 
7 , 145  
8 . I 15  
9  "065 
0 -e032 
1 - so83  
a = -06 8: 30 
l-"L 1 "090 
! 2  .349 
1 ,176 
3 -253  
4  ,288 
5 -233  
6 a 2 2 8  
8 , 223  
7 , 233  
9 a 0 1 6  
0 a038  
1 - a 0 0 6  
-806   "372   ,426  1 
-a057  - so89   "119  ,291   -e228  e546 -100 1210 3 
0 3 2 3  "320 ,829 ,483 , 458  2 
-a044 -a119  ,005  ,241  4  
-a088 "091   - e137   - e l49  
,017 "04Q 
0229  5 
-a072 -so84 -.lo0 -e292  6 
"055  -e079  -a215  -e348 7 
-.lo1 -a215 - .088 8 
-a226  -a232  -e093 9 
"169  -a185 
- a 1 9 4  
1 0  
11 
-.on "313 
a = -12 s =  00 ~ 
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Table 5 Concluded 
Pressure Coeffments on Delta Wlng with  Control  
Conflguration C M = 1.61 R =  4.2X106 
Upper Surface at  tation Lower Surface  at Statton 
j I 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 ( 8 1 9 ( ( I 1 2 1 3 ( 4 ( 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 ) 9  6 
r - 
~ = -12  = 10 - 
a251 
.349 








































a 2 4 4  
- 2 3 8  1 I 1 I I 
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Table 6 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration 0 M = 1.61 R = 4.2 x IO '  
r .- Upper  Surfac   ot  Station I I  Lower Surface  at Station 
~ . 5 1 2 ) 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 I 1 2 1 3 1 4 ( 5 1 6 1 7 ) 8 1 9 ?  
! 











10 17 "230 r-r -.090 
a =  00 
a =  'I 00 
a = 00 
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Table 6 Continued 
Pressure Coefficlents on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration 0 M = 1.61 R =  4 . 2 X I O '  
r .- Lower Surface  at Statlon Upper  Surface  at  Siation 
8 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ?  
1 
o o o  8 E 25 
1 "407 j 1 10 1I ,051 a035 024 ,032 " 0 0 7  0033 "015 "003 0003 -0231 -a018 - e 2 5 6  -a039 ,026 ,008 -e271 ~ 1 7 3  ,016 -010 -a164 -a002 -a109 -a039 "140 - a 0 4 0  - . O S 8  -.Ob4 "049 a639 160 .185 .120 a406 ,268 -445 -524 a600 a647 a664 l - * 0 3 4 1  I I I I 1 1 1 1 















































0' L 03 
8; 00 T -.255 
(1- 06 
1 ,380 a221 a228 
2 ,005 -a071 -.139 
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Table 6 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion D M = 1.61 R = 4.2 X I 0 6  
c Upper  Surface  at  Station Lower Surface  at  Station * 
; I 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 I I 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  
0 = 06 8 E 05 n -.397 1 ,339 a096  a149 -014 ,266 ,074 2 "073  "245  "313  "343  -a372 -a408 3 - a 0 5 5  -e073  "096  -a349 1.748 4 -so42 "083 -e109  "137 -.I98 "323 5 -a078 -.OB3 "130 -.251 -.148 -a170 6  "063  -e035 -.098 -st40 "220  -a273 7  -a041  -a060  "226 "238 "244 8 -.064 -a214 -a226 9 ,206 -a205 -.226 0 -.lo9 -a212 1 - a  176 -.413 -a418 -.388 -a390 
a =  E6" a =  10 - 
1 10 11 
1 1 ,336 a096 
2 -a080 "249 
3  -e060 "076 
4 "052 "084 
5 -e087 -no87 
6  -a064 "031 
7  -a045 -.048 
9 o 194 "240 
8 -e065 -.209 
0 "110 "233 
1  -a158 
.202 .228 
,136  ,147  ,149 
o 143 
-113 e111  ,067 
.112 
,118 ,131 ,204 
,118 e111 ,004 
,104 -a036 ,004 
-004 "007 





















7 -e041 "024 "268 "205 
8 - e 0 5 2  -a201  "244 
9 -193 - a 2 3 4  "224 
0 -.OS7 -.243 
1 -.I39 
I I I I 
a =  06 s =  20 " 
"071 -.451 
-e400 













I I I I I I I ~ ~~ 1 -344 -108 ,154 -025 
2 -a061  "232  "306 -a210 
3 "050 -e060 
4  -a032 -a076 -a030  "347 
a369 
5 "071  "069  -e029  "376  -a276  -e415  "442 
6 "051 ,087 "194 -a232 -.2511-.410I I 
-a442 
,195 
-126  -141  ,148 
,237 
131 ,104 
-107  -121 ,315 
-108 ,103  ,066 
,106 ,163 -074 
-a055 a070  "014 
,093 ,052 ~ 0 1 2  
,032 ,054 
.032 
7  "036  "012  -e302 -.098 "409 
8 ,017 -e212 -e316 
9 ,195 -.240 -at119 
0 -a047  "239 
1 -e106 
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Table 6 Continued 
Pressure Coefflclents on  Delto Wlng w l t h  Control 
Configurotion D M = 1.61 R = 4.2 110' 
1 -.438 
-.472  -.460 -a449 -.144  "302-e239 -e066 2 
-e191 ,262  ,025 a157 ,110 ,341 
3 - a 0 5 1  -a066  ,718 
-e270 "232 ,195 9 
-e329 -a213 ~ 0 9 5  8 
-.443 "216 -e324 -a002 "044 7 
,523 e474 -e180 -353 ,118 ,109  -a418 "292 -a216 -a213 a129 -.OS3 6 
"438 -1426 "307 "420 ,006 -e079 -a078 5 
-a449  -a450 -a384 -e291 ,054 "076 -0038 4 
-a464 1.755 -a424 
190 
,298 a641 ,791 -e236 ,101 ,102 ,111 
,728 ,874 1.058 ,084 ,105 1 139 
,156 ,147  ,129 
~ 9 2 3  1 4 0 3 0  1.053 -237 
,098 a231 ,079 -0107 ,396 ! 
1 ,088  -007 ,089 
-e039 ,079 "026 
1( 
11 
,874 ,943 1.018 
10 
,108 -a086  11 
,056 e 1 0 7  -a231 -e038 
8. 00 (I 3 12 















a236  8243 
-237 , 263  
e226 -241 
.237 ,028 
-041 ~ 0 4 3  
e071 -040 
'022 I 














l1 r 2 1 4  I I 1














7  -e127 
8 -.I10 
9  ,190 





























~ 2 7 2  
a302 
,286 
,224 ~ 2 4 1  
-227 , 083  
,034 -096 
. 0 5 2  
a066 a101 























-a431 -a436 "431 "240 -e070 -1178  -a107 4 
-.I84 "125 3 
"046 - 4 4 3 9  "437 "295 -.454 -a424 -.285 2 
-a182 -271 -a171 -0018 -so99 -209 
-.I51 "430  1.759 -4443 
5 -.I58 -a161 -a144 -e262 "356 
-0177 1 
"309 "126 0 
"134 -a292 e156 9 
-e282 "284 -e065 8 
"390 -e165 "343 -.l28 "107 7 
"403  "377  "162 - .280 -a081 -e131 6 
"426 "412 
,937 .280  
,390 
-250 0368 
-263 -e134 ~ 4 4 1  
,244 -207 -1017 
,280 -174 -1147 
,137 .I20 
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Table 6 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with.  Control 
Configurotion D M = 1.61 R = 4.2XlO' 
u- ._ Lower Surface  at Station Upper Surface  ot  Station 
6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 l 8 1 9  
: 
(2 I 1 2 O  Fj= 3 0 '  
(1' 1 5 '  
I 
"462 1.756 "460  -e414"245  -.162 3 
- e 4 5 7  - a464  " 4 4 1  - a348  "376 - d l 4  -a142 4 
"465 -a466 "466 - .487  "481 " 4 4 7  -.363 2 
- . 4 3 8  "163 -.111 "268 "195  -.I89 . I j b  
5 -a179  "218 -.358 - a381  
"313 -.286 , 2 4 1  9 
"313  -a292 "153 8 
"347 "305 -.332 -.161 -.153 7 
"439 -.401 "338  -.32   -.196 "169 6 
"451 -a439  "352 
LO 
-e215 11 
"280  "197 
(1' 15 
2 
-.436 - e 4 3 4  - + 3 4 5  "410 -.213 -a176  - . le3 5 
" 4 3 4  " 4 0 8  -a395 "329  "101 -a171 5 
-.It37 " 4 4 6  "435 "407 -a252  319 -e146 4 
- e 4 3 9  1.754 " 4 4 2  " 2 2 3  "318 -a164 3 
-. 398 - e251  - 2 2 0  "254 "187 -a192  a128 1 
- .448  - . 4 4 8  " 4 4 2  "339 " 4 2 1  " 4 4 3  -a375 
7 -e114 -.146 "340 - a 3 4 7  - a 4 0 0  
8 -0096 
"324 .188 9 
-.285  "297 
-e215 1 
"305 -.153 0 
"169 
a = -06 
I I I 
8. 1 0  
1 il 110
2 
6 004 ,281  , 3 4 5  e 1 6 4  a169 ,368  e315  1 
a002  ,029   ,098  -236  ,218  e 2 0 0  , 185  
3 128 a140 
-e072 1 
-0090   -002  0 
"119 -e090 ,234  9 
"110 - a 0 7 5  a 1 1 1  8 
"196 "152 - + l o 6  ,120 ,132 7 
-.I66  "260 - a128  e070  , 59 a 1 0 5  6 
"091 "003  -a 23 -a076 -112 -108 - 1 1 9  5 
-019  ,032 ,023  ~ 0 0 2  ,112 - 1 0 2  , 126  4 













-a002 -e101 "171 - a 1 3 8  "099 -. 049  "109 -6078 - e055  ,028 
~ 0 0 0  , 103  - .280 
- a 1 4 1  "103 "022 
-a086 -e074 -so59  "260 - a 1 0 5  
-. 1 4 3  "183 -.113 -e181 "175 "192 
"179 "174  -a066 
- e 1 9 4  -a210 -a193 " 0 4 0  -.Ob6 
-a190 -a198  "220 - b o 5 7  -0068  -a056 












- I a = -06 8. 2 0  - T "076 -.lo8 - e061  - . 0 5 5  -.081 - r 0 9 3  -e108 -0091  "059 -.295 -e070 "064  "034 -a072 -e035 - a 1 6 7  -a072 -a117 - a161  -8102 "182 - a 1 6 1  - e198  -a175 "154 - 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 LO 11 - 
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Toble 6 Cont lnued 
Pressu re   Coe f f i c l en ts   on  Delto Wing with  Control 
C o n f i g u r o t i o n  D M = 1.61 R = 4.2 x I O '  
,371  a17  ,164 a262  "098  -a337
a145 
,198 0 2 2 3  ,237 "288 "321 "320 
,113 
-e314 1.760 -a116 a469 
- 0 3 4 9  - e 2 1 2  -.201 -.280 a119 
- 1 1 5  ,245 - e 2 8 0  "252  "187 -a363 
-167 
-a364  "180 -.16? ,167 
"237 -e252 "198  ,013 




- 0 0 7 1  - a 2 9 2  ,774  0488  ,589 2 
-e063 
-a055 
3 -0105 -a086 
- 3 7 1  -248  ,049 - e 2 4 0  -0105 
e507 ,310 ,423 
4 
-a084 -1083 -a074 -a329 ,060  ,293 
,093 ,001 -0356 ,027  -a068 - e 0 5 8  
e123 5 
6 
-a071  -0017 - a 1 1 1  -e379 ,069 7 
-a075  -e109 -a149 8 
-e195 9 -a187 -a122 


















~ 2 0 5  9 
,112  






. 028  
.028 
, 0 3 5  
1 
- e 2 5 0  -a447  "216  "265  -a261 2 
-e123  -0129  "358  -a286 "303 -a239 3 
-.118 -e189  -*307  -e270  -a279  "159 4 
-a144  " 67  -a186  -0357  -a259  -1279 "333 ' 5 
-e130  "167 -a147  "346 "262 " 3 0 0  6 
7 
-a130 - a 2 5 1  -e264 
-e130 - a 1 4 8  -e271  -e290 -.268 
8 
9 
-0162  "254 



























- e 3 5 0  
u s = '20 (I' -12 
h 11 01 
-8096 I I I I 1 1 1 .17e 
2 , 3 5 2  







,257 a016 -e101 ~ 3 2 2  ,086 
,353 ,382 , 3 8 9  ,136 - a 1 1 2  "003 
, 2 5 3  
e241 ,250 "024  "071 ,024 -a053 
,325 , 1 8 0  1.755  -a027 
,234  a278 -e110 - a 1 5 3  "$15  -a196 
,304  a183  "101  "154  "153 
~ 0 1 2  -a065 
,246  -a044  -a102  -e278 
a 0 0 7  "071 
-e447  ,418 
-.358 
-8193  -a341  -a384 
,189 
"109  "324  -e356 
-e297 
-.284 "302 -a319 
-e129 -.3oe -.326 
-. lo1 -.012 
,101 ,073 
-6265 - a 0 3 3  
-a261  "272 
-.335 
- 0 1 1 7  
-a113 
-6157 





- 8  166 
- a  166 
- a  166 
"092 
"204 
- . 218  
"244 
-2541 I I 
a =  -12 8: 30 
I I I I I 1 1 1 ,174  ,259 -023 -a090 ,271 - e 1 1 1  
,347  a356 e 3 8 0  ,389  -e204  -e262  -a229 
" 2 5 9  
~ 2 5 8  a245 , 2 5 9  -.165 -.177 -a054  "271 
- 5 0 6  -e045  1.757  -a240 .25e ,254 
-237 .23e  .353 -.m -.225 -.129 -.282 
b -236 a 3 0 5  ,171  -e148 " 2 2 5  -.24b 
7 ,256  ,272  "066 -a131 -.355 
8 ,256 ,014 "092 
9 -223 "007 -a102 
0 a097 - a 0 1 2  
1 ,043 
-760 0388 




I I I I I 1 
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Table 6 Concluded 
Pressure Coefficients on Delto  Wing  with  Control 
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Table 7 
pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion E = 1.61 R = 1,7 X I O '  
Upper Surface  ot Station Lower Surfoce  at Station 
5 I 1 2 ) 3 1 4 ( 5 1 6 ( 7 1 8 ( 9 )  0 ! 1 ] 2 / 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  0 5
* ._ 
0 = 00 8 = -30 






0 ,022  
1 , 0 2 2  t O O I R  I I I 























, 0 5 1  
e 047 
,387 ,350  a297  
- 0 4 3  a 0 4 3  - 0 4 1  , 652  






1 1< 11 
a =  00 
"064  -.199 
,222  , 293   , 074  
- a  1 9 1  
-.201 -. 176  
a =  00 
,278 ,313 ,336 
,048 - 0 0 6 6  
"038 
- e041  
-130  -e020 
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Table 7 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 





























a =  00 03 " 
- 
-109 












"320 "251 -a176 -a316 ,038 a006 ,024 4 
"161 -501 -022 -014 3 
"294 -e289 "274 -030 ,038 - 0 3 2  a059 2 
"120 "079 ,290 ~ 3 0 0  -355 ,367 
-.353 
5 ,008 -010 a 1 3 8  "304 -.I61 
"237 "172 "091 9 
-a276 -a150 ,028 8 
"164 -a263  ,124 -038 7 




"190 - e 0 3 6  




,054 r 7 0 b  e655 ,606 
4 -043 
3 ,297 -588 ,644 ,010 ,023 -046 
2 
- s o 0 3  ,054 -033 -.251 -373 ,268 
-a005 - e 1 5 6  e529 ,547 
5 
,033 ,038 - 2 2 0  -a276 ,202 6 
a010 ,069 -e018 -.261 
8 "064 -a031 -023 
7 ,240 
"120 -4015 -6105 9 
-a028 - a 0 2 3  10 
- . 008  11 
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Table 7 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration F: M = 1.61 R 1.7 x I 0 6  
c .- Upper  Surface  at  Station Lower Surface  at  Station 
6 1 1 2 ( 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ?  
0 

























,003  -a053 1U =  06 1 I 6 -  00 
2 -0069  -a214  -a287 "332  "099 -a141 -e140 
1 -330  a098 ,175 -018 ,201  ,165 
3  -a041  -a065 
4 "033  "077 -.lo0 -e124  -a171 -e135 "222 
-a179  -0229  -a252 
6 "053 -a045 -a088 "216 "211 
5 "084  "077 -a096 -e234  -a089 -a214 
7  -a049 ~ 0 2 2  -a208 -e199 
8 "057 -a206 -.2OR 













0 -e105  -st23 
1 -e140 
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Table 7 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control, 
Configuration E M = 1.61 R =  1.7xIO6 
r * .- Upper Surface  at  Stat ion Lower Surface  at  Station 
6 1 ) 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ?  
0 
n = 06 8 .  20 
2 
-a249  "219 -a136 9 
"164 -a310 ,038 -a034 7 
"274  -a203  -a032 8 
"366 -.222 -a168 -012 - 0 0 6 1  6 
"366  "136  -a297 -a063  -a079 -e083 5 
-a381 "340  "120 - s o 5 7  "047 3 
-a340  -.345 -.258 -e338 -.065 "077  -a 30 4 
-. 189 -a235 ,030 -178  -122 a338 1 
-e373 -a353 "348 -.29C -a278 -.205 -a069 
10 
-e113 I1 
-a239  -a079 
1 
- e 2 0 9  a055 8 
,059 "026 7 
,103 -a049 6 
- a 0 6 3  -a067 5 
-a065  -e026 4 
-a051 -e051 3 
-a190  -e055 2 
,134 a345 
LO -no36  "219 
9 -e061  -a229 
I1 -a063 
-a265 
"187 -a396  a016 
-e338 - a 2 2 3  -a170 
-e256 , 5 6 9  












a =  0 6 -  
1 
R -.132 "183 
a022 -a104 7 
- a  124 -. 136 6 "153 "155 5 -e153 - . 088  4 
-e136  -a140 3 
-a407 "273 2 
-8059 ,246 
.O -a132  -a224 
9 "216  "214 
.1 - a  124 
a006 -a175 
-e454 ,172 e120  -586 "426 
,003  51 




"306 -a356 -e126 
-e252  -6242 -.344 -a092 
- e 2 0 6  -e130 -a336  "334 
1-7 I I I 
a159 ,153 
e102 ,164 




-a049  ,061 
-125  ,136 
,110  , 71 a141  -e 82 
e146 ,146 - 3 7 1   " 6 1  
e130 ,220 ,095  -e105 
-e031 ,105  -e003 
,125 -107  ,013 
,092 -077 
8 .  - 2 5  
1 
e 349 







,290 ,288  -0222  -a150 ,015 
-.120 -1089 ,074 
,252  -e069 -1094  -0023 
-303 ,272 
,018  -a071 
-.257 "107 "053 a247 
- a 2 7 0  -6115 ,209  a278 



























- 3 4 1  379  a178  ,081 ,036 2 
- 2 4 2  -270 e 2 8 8  3 
-252 -270 -6013 -a008 0 0 3 1  
,112  ,031  -a125 
4 
- 2 1 9  ,300 ,262 "115 -e051  -a130 5 
e247  ,270  ,165  -a087  "211 6 
,211 ,242 - .u33  - e 0 8 7  -a191 
,247 , 028  -e051 
7 
8 
,033 , 0 2 8  -a053 9 
a033 -0008 10 
,033 11 
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Table 7 Concluded 
Pressure Coefflclents  on Delta Wlng  wtth  Control 
Conflguration E M = 1.61 R =  l . 7 X 1 0 6  
L Upper  Surface at Station . _  Lower Surface  ot  Statlon 
6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  i 





- 2 5 2  - 232 
e237 
a025 
, 0 5 3  
048 
.392 
, 288  ,239   -048   -2 8   ,048  
~ 2 5 7  ,270 -278  a257 
,244  ,028  ,048 ,117 
,260  ,252  ,040 , 69 
,048  ,046 
,028   ,028  
,048 
,097 
.257 . n e  
,377 .384 .349 
a341 ,326 -046 
a = 1 2  
2 -a252 "362  "391  "371  -.I63  "204 -.I99 
1 a255  -no 3  ,03   - .I47 .010 -.010 
3 -.OB1 -.I12 
4 "065  -a140  -.I79  -.277  "244  "204 "252 
-.387  -.244  "298 
5 -.I43 -.I40 - .I47  -a331  -a199 - * Z O O  
6 "096 "034 -.I47  -e318  "255 
7  -a083 - s o 2 8  "246  -.318 
8 -a096 -.I18 -.?LC. 
,517 ~ 3 9 2  ,349 
,418  -362  ,046 
-306   ,303  




1 a =  12 E =  1 0  





, 3 7 1  
- a =  L 1 2  .54: 271 * 391 e736  -624 ,688  .56? a284 ,494  ,294 a276 .47a  .4et L 7
1 c  
11 
-.I62  -a210  "235 
"294  "350  -a386 -.358 
"268  -a307  -e340  -a348 
-.219 -.35') -.373 
"251  -a276  -.368 
"164  -.343 
- . I 3 8  
, 1 2 0  
I 
a =  1 2  
-.386 





"369  "282 -.36t 
a320 -a361 
-.I05  -.361 "286 
- a 1 8 8  -.I64 -.24C 
-a298  "133 "340 
"345 "107 
-a164 
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Table 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion E a 1.61 R =  , , 2 x ~ 0 6  
* ._ Upper  Surfoce at  Stotion I I  Lower Surfoce  at  Station 
8 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 / 8 1 9  I 
0 
a = 00 
a =  00 
"J-. '= 0 5  
7 -.202 1 
1 
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Toble 8 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficlents on Delta Wlng with  Control  
Configuration E M = 1.61 R = 4 . 2  X I O '  
'c ._ 
8 I 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ' 1 I I 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  6 
Upper Surface  at  Station Lower Surface  ai  Station L ._ 










1 0  
1 1  
- 
- 












,285   ,278  .25'2 
,029  ,025  -021   -a364 - a 3 5 2  -a386 
-1036  -a126 
,012 
,002  -6013  -e170  -a183  -a378  -a414 
e015  -4135 -.429 
,014  .031 -.ZOO -so57  -e322 
-043  "230  -6184 
,045  -a083  "191 -1345 
"155  -a227 -. 174 -.227 
- a  187 
a =  
,464 
- 0 9 5  
-.120 
-.a45 
a =  00 8. 30 " 
1 0  11 TI ' . 2 9 4  -.435 -.458 "406 a =  03 T- 1.255 I L . 2 2 2  655 .324 - "014  -1154 "003  a038  -a006 - a 2 8 2  , 060   , 664   a167  - a 2 9 8  ,017   ,046  "027  -6272 a 0 0 0  -a047 -.Ob0 - a130  "027 -a109 "055 " 0 2 3  -a006 8: -03 ,1961 1 L 




I .1421 I 1 
-a175 "163  "163 9 
-6164  -e163 "016 8 
"171 -a166 "011 "005 7 
"-217 "176 -.024 ,007  - e 0 2 2  6 
-.Ob2 - a 1 9 1  "038 -a038 -so34  5  
"064 "050 "071 "043 -e007 4 
"050 -.048 -a029 -.018 3 
-. le9 -.172 -.120 -e061 "003 2 
-169   a237  -211  ,383  
LO 
"153  11 

















,065  ,072 
, 112  
- e108  ,041 




-a127  ,050 
-a125 , 0 3 8  




, 0 8 3  
, 0 5 9  
,065 , 0 7 4  
,547 . l o 2  
-104 
-.084 -.loo 
a065  -6106 
"071  -e100 
-.lo0 
I 
- . l o o  
a =  0 3  s =  00 - 
J 10  1I!- -e155 I I I I I 1 -a093 
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Toble 8 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion E M rl.61 R = 4.2 X 1 0 6  
c Lower Surface  at Station Upper Surface  at   Stat ion 
? I 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1   ! 1 ( 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ?  
? 




"336 - e 3 2 4  "211 "167 -4117 "062 -a002 1 
a 0 8 0  a056 0072 "386 "113 -e091 
134 
-.028 -.020 3 
,107 
-a051 ,126 ,170 a173 ~ 2 4 1  ,206 e 3 8 2  
4 "013 "042 -.Ob6 -no91 -.I10 "119 "377 e 072 -045 ,073 
1 
-e085 " 0 8 6  "178 "102 0 
9 -.089 "087 -a100 "185 "176 - a 1 6 1  9 
e -so90 -.I02 -055 "189  "173 - a 0 2 0  8 
7 "045 -a124 -e091 ,050 ,062 -a199 -a191 - s o 2 0  "007 7 
4 -e071 -.098 ,081 ,760 e091 "229 -.202 -e052 ,011 -e023 6 
5 -e072 ,098 -a104 ,038 -087 ,049 "270 -.I12 "205 -6057 "035 "040 5 
4 ,132 ,117 
"158 I 
1 c  
-a113 11 
-305 
-a079 -181  e205 
e233 -228 , 
I 
8.  10 a =  03' 
-.005 -e079 
"371 -a099  -e428 















, 052  ,088 
- 0 2 4  -a090 
"058 -1151 
-123  -e147 
-a059 
- a 0 6 6  
,115  a141 ,444 .453 ,434 
-081 ,075 0086 ,440 -379 ,072 
.OB1 ,050  ,065 ,297 ,314 
-059 ,098 0 0 1 4  -.120 ,236 a065 
-103 0698 ,156 -a195 ,075 
-071 ,014 "035 -6161 ,091 
,058  " 0 6 3  -a042 











, 0 2 5  
- 4  177 
a =  03 I 
I1 
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Table 8 Continued 
Pressure Coefficlents on  Delta Wlng with  Control  
Configuration E M = 1.61 R = 4 . 2 ~ 1 0 ~  
L .- Upper  Surface at  Station Lower Surface  at  Station 
b 1 ( 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ] 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ( 1   1 ] 2 1 3 ( 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 [ 8 1 9  5 
1 ._ 






















,082 ,088 -089 
140 
,081 ,051  -a024 
a059 -099 ~ 0 1 8  -1246 
,105 ,593 ,252 -1274 
,072 ,108 ,034 -1237 
-053 ,007 - B O Z O  
-a083 , 0 2 8  "063 
I I 1 1 1 
1 ,348  a134 ,173 a039  232 a 2 0 8  
2 "063  "219  -6372  "340 -.2+6 " 2 7 5  "271 
4  "040  -a077 -a107 "124 -4166 "194  "336 
3  -so52  -e074  -e206  -a259  -a372 
6  -a060  -e032 -so70 "207  -a243 
5  "075  "074 -e079  -a232 - a 0 9 1  "264 
7  -8041 "041 -e195 -.201 
8 "052 - a 1 8 1  -.194 
9  "187 -*le9 "197 
10 -.111 - . l e8  
11  -a169 

















1 -344 ~ 1 1 8  ,159 0025 









s =  0 05 I 1 10 11 2 3 4 a354 - 1 2 8  ,170  ,037 -e066  -a225 a314 -a327  -0314  "338  "344 . ' )E8 ,053 -8050 - s o 7 6  -a126 -.276 "041 - e 0 8 4  -8105  -a143 -.I68 -a250  -a371 -.384 -.076 -so78 -a113 -.238 "135  -a285 -0058  "030  -093 "227 "252 : 7  -a043 -a057 -0218  "217 9  -a185  "203  -a213 8 "056 -.1w -.21n 5 6 
















-a386  "313  -a188 -e144 -a107 - a 0 8 9  -e048  4 
"330 -a200 -.OB1 -e061 3 
"068 "015 
-.379  -.384 "356 "346 "321  "234 -.079 2 
a034 a166 ,123 ,344 
5 -.OB2 "087 -a106 -.238 -6139 -a365 
6 
-.221 -a233  -e184 9 
-a234 - a 2 1 2  -a056 8 
-a216 -a241 "051  "045 7 
"279 " 2 2 9  -a122 -a029 -e066 
10 
- . I81  1 1  
"225 -a121 
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Table 8 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration E M = 1.61 R = 4 0 2  X 1 0 6  
c Lower Surface at Station Upper Surface  at  Station 
; I 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 [ 8 1 9 1  I 1 1 2 . 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  6 
r .- 









- . l8 l  
- a  471 
'.377 
-.4f4 
a =  0 6 "  
a =  L 06 
8 5  20 - 
a136  ,164 
.234 
-116  , 58 
,778 e262 - a 1 8 8  
,175 -073 -a078 
,112  -056  -1140 
-010   ,019  
-032 "005 
,036 
8 =  25  
u 
3 - . lo2  "119  -a477  44
4 -.088 "134  -a151  "253 "118 
5  -.120  -a122  "090  -e371 "081 
6 " 0 9 8  "085 -e067 -.385  -4079 
8 -.lo7 "148 -a210 
7 "093 - e 0 3 1  -4225 "378 
9 -a216  -.I75  -6225 
0 -a091  -a191 
1 - a091  I a =  09 - 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 11 
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Table 8 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficlents on Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Confiqurotion E M z 1.61 R = 4 . 2  X I O ‘  
- 




s = - 2 0  ” 
f .218  
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Table 8 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta Wing  wi th  Control  







a = 09 I 1 -291 -296 -236   a237  ,193 ,193  ,182 - e009  ,008 ,012 ,079  .218 ,224 1 , 183  I I I 
03 a 3' 0 9  
-,0b3 
1 "344 -a396 -a423 
-007 , 093  -e113 
"104  -a362 
-a119 -a137 -a241 
- a 1 1 9  -a137 - e 2 7 4  
-a074  -e128 - e 2 7 2  
-e223 - a 2 4 8  
- a 2 2 2  "239 
-.225 




1 I a276 




- 1 9 4  ,187 ,233  ,395  ,340 e038 3 
, 2 0 7  4 
,173   ,258   ,162  a023 ,274  -066 
,178 ,231 ,300 ,284 
5 
, 190  ,970 - 2 0 8  ,019 ,057 6 
,162  ,166 ,006 -1044 ,082 7 
, 162  -.008 -005  8 
-.001 -008 a004 9 








- e  116 
- e 0 7 8  
-.092 
-.221 




4 - .os2  
5 "114 
6 -e101 
7 " 0 8 3  
8 -e092 
IO "155 
9  -e216 
I1 - a  207 
a =  
1 ,276 ,033  e083 "074  "125 -e172 
2 "153 "350 "402 "413  "424  -e440  "439 
3 -a096 - a 1 1 1  
4 "083 -a127 "094 -e169  -a380  -a417  -a418 
-e426  -e420  -e436 
5 - e l l 6  -.lie -e149  "262  -a253  -a435 
7 - s o 8 0  - e 0 8 2  "261  -e244 
6  "099 -.Ob4 "185 -e251  -.324 
8 " 0 8 7  "239 -a262 
9 -a  202  -a262 " 2 5 2  
L O  -a136 "271 














I' I I I I 1 
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Table 8 Continued 
Pressure Coefficlents on Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion E M = 1.61 R = 4,2 x lo6 
u- Upper  Surface  at  Siation ._ 
6 1 ) 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 ] 8 1 9 1 1   1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  i 
Lower Surface  at Station 
a = 09 8 .  1 5 "  
1 1( 1 11 
I L a = 09 ,568 I ,358 e 246 e213 ,199 , 202  ,176 ~ 2 6 1  a 194 ,858 ,170 ,162 ,212' 
a =  09 1 
I' a =  09 ,311 .2301 I 
1 10 1 a 2 4 7  .I98 ,219 195 173 ,175 1.012 e 886 1.033 -815 -561 s5b4 ~ 2 1 5  , 2 3 2  a312 -266 ,146 -0143 -181 ,195 -758 a407 -.I80 ,265 -132 -a192 97051 I ,945 ,743 '680 I 8 ,059 -125 ,161 ,023 ,128 ,016 -.224 "261 - n o 8 7  9 -e226 -e234 ,033 !O 1 5 4  "141 ! I  ,106 ,103 -a245 -e083 
= = 12 
10 
11 
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Table 8 Continued 
pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion E M = 1.61 R =  4.2XIO' 
r Upper  Surface  at  Station .- Lower Surface  at Station 
1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  6 8 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1  
u- ._ 
= -25 ' 
" 3 1 9  
- 3 6 3  
a290 
,253 
,308  ,298 
-e016 -.I48 -e057 ,273 ,298 
" 2 0 6  -e258 -a136 a301 -310 
- 2 6 8  ,293 e204 - a l l 0  -.378 
,254 
,269 
" 3 7 6  -e101 -e043 a270 
,054 
a005 e064 
-1062 a024 ,076 
- s o 6 4   - 0 3 4  
.416 - e l 6  - e 1 4 3  -121 
-a28 " 2 0 3  ,000 
8 -  -20 (I 
1 
-a200 -e143 3 
361 ,075 ,064 ,473 " 4 9 6   " 9   " 4 3 9  -a310 2 
1 -e283 a 1 4 2  a099 " 2 2 6   " 0 4 6   " 1 2 2  ,186 
.414 
" 5 0 9  ,212 -.257  ,286 -293 ,300 
2 
3 
4 "115 " 1 9 1  - a 2 8 3   " 3 6 6  " 4 3 4  -.I81 " 2 6 1  - 2 9 1  4 
5 -e160 -a203 -.140 " 3 6 5   - e 2 7 5  -3333 
,267 " 0 0 7  -e104 - a 0 0 2  
,249 ,303 -276   -a109  -a223 " 1 7 5  5 
6 " 1 4 8  -.174 " 1 6 0  " 3 0 8  - 0 3 3 3  e264 - 2 9 0  
-a052 - 0 2 5  , 0 6 9   " 3 0 0-a238  -a256 9 
" 0 5 3   - 0 3 0  ,263 " 3 0 5   - a 2 2 2  -e142 8 
7 - e 3 3 1  -4094 -e037 ,257 ,245 " 3 0 3   " 2 9 2  " 0 7 3  -.137 7 






-a224  -a075 ,087 
- 8 0 3 9   " 0 2 4  
10 
I1 
,007 ,059 -a260  -.149 
" 1 4 9  
0' 12 8. -15  
1 ,191 " 1 2 5   - e 0 4 2a 2 02 4 9   0 2 4 3  
2 " 3 0 6  - . 4 t f l   " 4 7 5   " 4 8 5   ~ 3 0 4   - a 0 6 5   " 1 0 3  
3 -e137 -e192 
4 -.12O - e 1 8 6   " 2 7 7   - a 3 4 7  - a 4 2 2  -e257 -.318 
-.500 -a039  -e343 
I ~1-.1391-.1701-.1711-.3O~I-.327l I I I I I - 0 1 5 6   - a 1 9 5   - . 1 6 0   - 4 3 3 1   " 2 8 9   " 3 7 8  
" 0 7 2  -a306 -e290 
-a229  -a293 
" 2 4 3   - e 2 9 1  
-a262 
1 
(I' 1 2  
- 3 6 1  
,288 e295  ,30
.414  ,204  a127  ,097 
-154  ,098  -a154 
292 
0 2 4 9  ,308  ,266  -a064  -a116  -a129 
,271  a052 -a003 ,050 
,269 ,293 - 2 0 8  -e066  -e272 
,251  -255  -e026  -e071 -4238 
,264  ,036  -so34 
-070   0027   -a035  
,060 ,009 
a041 
- 0 1  
8 5  -10 
" 1 7 1  - a 1 7 4  " 2 7 9  
- . O R 8  " 2 8 9  - * 2 6 7  
-a242  -a295 
" 2 5 3   - a 2 9 2  
- a  267 
"" 
,327  ,267  a292  a209  -e046 - a 0 8 8  
,251 ,266 -e011 -e049  -e189 
,265  ,035 -e018 
a070 0015 








7 - 0 1 2 7  
8 -a131 
9 " 2 4 5  
1 1  -a137 
10 -0164 
" 1 0 7   - a 0 3 7   - e 2 2 8  
- a  190 
-a425  -0471  - .486  -a166 
-a483  -e423 
-.195  -a186 " 3 4 3   - 4 2 9 6  
-e167  -e137  -a230  -0337 
- a 1 1 0  -a276  -e242 
- a 2 5 3   " 2 6 9  
-a242  -.273 
-e267 
- . l e 5  -.:64  -a297 " 3 7 3  
" 4 0 0  




a410  ,307  ,294  ,277 2 
,309 3 
-283 e167  ,204 a198 
,246  ,233  -e034 
4 
-273  ,019 ,116 -mo l7  5 
a226  -a007 -a080 6 
e012 " 0 1 5  -6110 7 
a004 8 
4 006 9 
10 
11 
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Table 8 Continued 
Pressure   Coef f i c len ts  on Delta Wing w i t h   C o n t r o l  
C o n f i g u r a t i o n  E M = l e 6 1  R = 4.2 x 1 0 '  
1  10 11 ,371 ,324 ,280 -058 e364 ~ 0 3 0  1 e199 "111 "036  -a221 -.035 -e097 2 "298  -a431  "474 -.490 -a348  "425  "421 3  -e1 3  -e194 -e479 -e 20 4  - . lo8 - .18B "273  -a339  "371  -a389 "401 -e424 5 -a160  "199  "216  "340  -a310  "382 7 -a135  -e116  "278  "245 6 "138 -.171  -e167  -a321  "348 9  -e252  "254  -a269 8 "135  "269  "269 0 "177 "263 1 -.201 -302 - 4 1 1   - 3 6 1  a317 a274  ,243  -272 ,257  e063 ,265 -256 ,044 ,056 a039  ,044  -071 a032 ,042 a =  8. 03 " 
1 10 11 - 1 3 R  a =  1 1 5  
- 






















,388  6385 
-334  ,337 




.444 I:::: .I79 E:: -.377 "400 "340 "366 146 141 
i: -a223 -e336 -.338 ,450 ,359 e336 ,423 ,271 "023 006 -e022 4 10 1-.347 -.190 -e297 ,048  -6165 "050 - a 1 7 7  "055 -.012 -a182 -a142  -a254  "230 -1079  -a367 -,057 -.39a a412 ,347  a342 ,349 ,307  ,366 ,314 ,393 ,336 ,349 a385  -092 ,135 ,085 ,114  ,060 ,107  8 E -25 
1 1 1 1 1 a346 ,359 ,394 - 0 9 1  * 347 a090 ,061 -a049 -e106 -.le: ,021 - a  174 -.333 a 305 ,310 * 335 ,376  -1291 ,109 ,103 4 10 
11 1: -.193 
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Table 8 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta Wing  with  Control 
Configuration E M = 1.61 R = 4 , 2 ~ ~ 0 6  
c .- Lower Surface  at Station Upper  Surface  at  Station 
8 e 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 ( 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  
IC 
0 
n = 15 8 = -15 
a =  15 
1 ,145 -.I72 -.I56 -a264 -.018 -e094 
2 "365 "458  -+496 -e505 -.I34  -.405 - .405 
3  "154  "243 -.481  -.433 
4  -a141  -a219  "369  -a355  "408  -a355 "400 
-.414 
6 -.I69 "203 - .228 "321  "357 
5 -e184  "238  -r284 - a 3 6 9  "342 - .402 
7 "154 - a 1 2 0  -e321 "266 
8 "162 -.264 - e 3 1 7  
9 " 2 7 5  -0274 "313 
LO "187 "276 
11 -e196 
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Table 8 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion E M = 1.61 R = 4.2 X 10' 
8 = -03 
1 I I I 
a E -03 s =  00' 
"019 -e124 "164 -a216 
- m o l 3  -e048 -a051 -e074 -.lo& 
-.008 
-8040 a028 -a063 -e232 -4074 - a 2 3 1  
-so14  -a024  -a187 -8191 
-so25  -a175 -a181 
"169 -e170 -e180 
-a116 -e176 
-.I53 
- . o w  -.06b -.ow -.ose 












I-.102 I I 
8. 05 (2: -03 























' I  104 
-.ole 
"011 -a037 - e 0 4 4  
-a119 -,on -.Ob7 
"007 -so65  -a074 "076 -.04C 
-e055 -a032 
"039  ,030 " 0 4 9  -8195 - a 0 4 8  -.19C 
-a017 -e016 "173 -e178 "144 
,033  ,754 -a019  -e185 -.lUl 
-4027 "164  -.1b4 
-.I68  "155  "172 
-.lo9  -.158 
-.I43 
s =  10 I 
1 10 17





._ I 1 ,355  ,328  ,235 2 ,125  ,129  a136 3 ,073  e075 5 ,063 -061 a052 4 ~ 0 7 9  ,054 ,059 6 ,061 .I14  ,005 7 a075 -070 -.158 8 ,061 -e119 "165 9 -8017  -e127 -a160 0 -e047 "139 .1 -a102 -a017  -1124 -a011 -e032  -e048 -.008 "040 ,028 "024 -8283 ,016 -.Ob9 -a102  -e037 -a018 -e008 -a143 -1222 - e 0 5 5  a033 a696 ,016 "259 -e101 - a 0 1 8  "142 " 1 3 7  -a103  -a134 -e168 -.133 -e155 -.I16 
" 
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Toble 0 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion E M = 1.61 R 4.2 ~ 1 0 '  
NACA RM L35LO5 
.1 -.081 
- 
-.OD9 -. 345 
-a412 
-.391 
01-.0121-.0491 I I I 
1 L 306 -363 
2 a196 ,206 
3  e122 a 1 5 1  
4 a 1 2 4  ,111 
5   ,115  ,115 
7 I 125 -128 
6 a099 ,164 
9 -114  "066 
-6017 -.128 e715  ,551   -587  
-so03 -e048 -a046 e489  ,489 $213 
-.001 "066  -a292 ,250  ,445 1 
- e 0 3 9  ,033 " 0 2 8  -a289 -210 , 197  
,038   a613   -101  -a321 e126 
"017  ,012 " 0 8 9  -a330  -196 
"027  "089  -a115 1 
"157  "076  "155 
-a069  "074 
-n038 
1( 




s =  00 
1 1 1 1 1 
-a066 
"045 "003  - .I10 
-e284  -e200 -e26 
"251  -e26 
-.Ob0 -6101  -e l40  "117  -a23 
-e075  "072  -e100  -e221 -.112 - a25  
-6056  1.095  -do74  -4229  -a210 
"U5u "053  "211  -a226  10719 






Toble 8 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delto Wing with Control 
Configurotion E M = 1.61 R = 4 .2  x 1 0 ~  
= -06 














"069 "290  -.166 -1206 - a 2 0 8  
-e052  -a092  -e119 - a 2 6 2  -8227 -a351 
"048 -.110 -a128 "154 -e194 
-e080 -e081 -a090 - 0 2 3 8  -a092 "245 
-a063 1.056 -e066 -1224 -a216 
"052 -a047 -6211 -1211 1.714 
-.058  "196 -e192 
-.197  "186 -a207 
-8126 -a195 
- a  169 
8; 1 0 "  
1 ~ 2 9 4  -345 ,183 ,169  ,268  ,254 
2 a187  ,191 a214 ,217 a108 a064 ,040 
3 a115 ,147 -094 a076 - .202 
-so63 
4 ,120 a101 ,110 "007 - 0 2 8  a 0 3 2  -e180 
" 0 4 2  
-so40 
5  ,110  ,106  ,099 -a072  -a018  -e162  -a07  
0 
-6144 "076 1 
-a176 -a121 -a095 - e 0 2 8  10 
11 













I I -.001 -e272 -.24i "247 
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Table 8 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration E M =  1.61 R = ,,,$IO' 
a =  -09 [ 
10 
1 1  1731 I I 
I 
a -  -09 L 
190 
(I = -09 
1 -214 -315 
2 -263 ~ 2 7 6  
3 ,190 0203 
4 .I94 ,163 
5 a 167 -16P 
6 ,175 ,219 
7 ,181 -166 
"-Yr 
1 
-a329 1 10 11 
8. -20  - 1 
- e 3 5 8  
-.182 
"096  "136  "172 -e462  -a472 -a402 
-a401 - e 4 5 1  -e457  -1432 
- a 1 2 2  -.lo1 "123 -e220 -a292 -6439 
"096 -e035 ,007 - a 4 5 0  -0451 
"097 -e005 "208 -a192 -a428 
-6129 - e 2 6 8  -e149 
"036 -e225  -e261 
-.I01 -e275 
-e127 
-.096 -.oao "304 -0156 - A 2 8  1 10 1
I 
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Toble 8 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delto Wing with  Control  
Configuration E M = 1.61 R =  4,2X1o6 
+ Lower Surfoce at Stotion r Upper  Surface  at  Station 
g l l ) 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ( I  1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  6 
.- 
8 = -10 T; -1378 
10 
11 
a = -09 I 
O =  -09 ! 9 10 11 I 9 I 2 ,256  -279  ,2 8  ,309 ,327 ~ 3 2 3  a 3 3 3  1 , 217   -319   00 5  -a012 "047 -a093 3 , 186  ,203 4 ,192  ,166 ,178 -177 a 2 1 8  ,226  "036 ,205  ,265  -a066 6 ,174 ,221 a173 -a017 -8019 5 0 166 ,175 -183 -002 a193  - a 0 2 3  8 ,158  "023 - 0 0 2 5  7 ,182 e 1 7 8  -a025  "016 9  -a017 -a024 -e031 0 a 0 2 4  - s o 2 0  1 - so29  
a = -09 a =  03 - - 
235 















q" - .088 -1361 
1 -a066 "017 
a = -12 
Table 8 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration E M 11.61 R = 4.2 x t 0 6  
c .- Upper  Surface  at  Station Lower Surface ot Station 
6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ) 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 [ 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  























~ 0 1 6  
106 
a 133 















e 2 7 7  "116  "182 -a372 
- .281  -.448 
,373  "113 
"156  -.142  "147 -e322 
-a140  -6353 
-e115  -a091 -.261 -1240 
-e133  -a113  -a328  -a222 
-e091 -ai67 " 2 7 0  
-a184 - 0 2 8 8  -e213 
"127 -e312 
- a  143 





6  ,242 
7 -247 
8 a233 
9  ,028 
0 ,077 
- 6 0 8  
e330 




































- I- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 - - e 156 e 332 -252 0 245 243 234 245 a 225 ,031 0 073 033 - - -245 ,358 -262 ,238 238 a286 ,235 ,037 a053 ,056 - ,222 s 47P .394 ,113 - .28€ ,484 e06C ,101 I I 1  I I .002 .383 -.013 I -095 ,114 ,065 "197 I I I  I I 
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Table 8 Continued 
Pressure Coefficlents on  Delta  Wing w i th  Control 
Configuration E M = 1.61 R =  4 . 2 ~ 1 0 ~  
L Upper  Surface  at  Station 
~ 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ) 6 1 7 1 8 ) 9 1 I l 1 2 ] 3 1 4 1 5 [ 6 ) 7 1 8 1 9  t 
Lower Surface  at  Station Y 
8 E 00 
-a274 
-1451  "415 
-a432 -a401  -e3 4  -a214 - a 1 1 3  
-.45( -e420 
"371 -0191 - e 1 1 9  
-. 449 




- .258 -a245  " 46 
-e273 -0263  -a127 
-.3OC -0311   - a271  
-.147 - . 4 l i  -.x1 -.354 - . l e3  "143 























1 0  












L O  
1 1  
- 
- 
a 163  
,337  
a 248 














, 2 8 8  


































8 033  
, 0 7 8  1 1 c  11 
- 
e . 1 1 1  
.388 
,238  
, 2 0 1  
~ 0 3 6  
. o l e  
,018 
- 
, 011  






















a =  -15 







-a442 -0421  "457 
"447 "448  -a401 
"303 -a421 
"421  -a447  -e414 -.28O 
"437  -.451 
-e352 -1301 "419 





-.155  -.343 
"157 
-a177  -a104 
"154  -.123 
-.127 "140 
-a057  -a299 
-4186  -a311 
























-a400 -.167 -a341 
-.432 
"169 -a165 -e428 
-a190  -e091 
"155 -a186  -e326 
-a316 -a084  "301 
-a320 - a 3 9 1  "151  -a136 
-8366  -a325 -a161  -a090 
-a392 "1.99 
-6141  -e254 
- e  1 1 9  
Table 8 Concluded 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion E M = 1.61 R =  4 . 2 ~ 1 0 '  












1 1  
- 
,074 ,190  -a095 - a 1 8 4  
, 407   , 425   , 434  ,440 
a325   -3 3   e513  
,319   a311  a356  - 33  
a307   , 337   , 4   a185  
0 3 2 3  ,408 -500 - so18  
0325   -178   , 176  
,194  .180 
223 
.;59 .407 .21e  -.054 
,101 . l e 0  .1m 
1 
2 ,399 -419   a434  a434  ,800 r 6 8 8   - 6 0 5  
1 e014 0184  -1096 -.le5  "362  " 73 
-a362  .438  6 -.460 "407 
3 ,317  ,323  a532  ,750  a258  "152  -e335  "419 
4 , 313   , 316   , 353  ,522   -549   , 594   , 358  - a  156  
-e445  "441  -1379 
1 
5 ,303 , 3 3 6   - 7 7  , 2 1 5  a 5 8 7  , 396  
-a318  -a363  "431  "421 
"176 -8098 "400 -8390 -a400 "394 
6 , 3 1 8   1 3 9 9  e 4 4 4  ,066 ,315  -a152  -e121  -6390  -a309  -6381 € 
7 .35e  ,378  .182 - .007 - a159  "143 -a366  -4321  -a365 
R a322  -144  ,165  "144  -6292  -a327 f 
9 ,108  -151  ,172  -a238  -a313  -6316 
1 c  
11 
-. 349 
LO ,169  a156  -a172  -a205 






























a 294 I ! ,112 a 4 1 0  -319  306 -326  396 .339 .OR9 a095  a096  318 .349 328 ,079 139 .oes 7 9 
1 0  
11 
-.366 
-.1.51 "337 - a 4 0 8  
"441  "417  -1 720 3 
- e  155 "392 -4330 - .405 -a450 
" 4 0 1  -a470 "421 
"176  "105  -e382  -a339  "340  -a425 
-e151  -a151 "347  -e272  "373 
-e167 "138  "367  1.777  -a311 
- e158  "253 "3'57 
-.272 - a248   - . 2 l i  
-61P5  -.258 
- . la2 
-.40' 
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Table 9 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Conflgurotion E M = 1.61 R 7.6 X 1 0 6  
Upper  Surfoce  at  Slotion Lower Surfoce  at  Station 1 ._ 
j l 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1  1 1 ] 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  5 m ,273 ,271 ,017 ,011 ,019 "017 0013 "235 . l o 1  -.248 "077 -e211 
6 ,003 ,047 a048 "183 -e089 
7 ,026  ,011 -0117 -6171 
8 ,004 -e124 -a112 
9 -a134 -.122 -6121 
0 -a071 -0118 
1 -a138 
= 00 s i -20 
1 a =  d o o  
1 a =  00 1 
1 10 11 
-.378 







a = 00 s =  10 
.080 ,051  e231 ,227  e244 
-041 a015 ,008 ,305 ,163 -a077 
,041 
,009 ,061 -001 -1148 ,060 -1085 
-a011 ,026 a076  ,125 
,025 ,024 ,056 -1177 -e070 
,030 ,024 -a105 -8162 -8069 
a016 -a117  -1104 
-.132 -.lo8 - . l l O  
-a057 
129 
-1074  -a107 
60 
Table 9 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delto Wing  wi th  Control  
Configurotion E M = 1.61 R = 7.6XIO' 
NACA FM L55W5 
"- ._ Upper  Surface  at  Stot ion  bwer  Surface  ot  Stotion 
8 1 1 2 ) 3 ( 4 1 5 ) 6 ( 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  2 
.- 














a =  o o o  
,065  a040  , 26  a027  "341  -e381 - a 4 1 0  
,395   -365  ,280 - 2 8 5  -.159 -.23R 
,024   a028 e399  "193  "450 
4015  -004 ,102 "290 -a208 -a377 
,022  ,005 -e010 -a324  -e243 -a398 -a400 
,004  -054  "099  -e199  -4377 
,022  -063  -a265 -el88 
a012  "149  -e267 
,099  -4185  -a263 
-038   -a199 
a 107 
a =  e-6 
. a79 172 1 e 4 1 4  ,454 ,438 2 
,036 ,012 e005 ,353  ,357  e 67 3 
,038  "014 -a030 e259  ,299 4 
a 0 0 8  ,058  "021  -e225  a167  ,059 1 
,025   -019  a110 -e271  ,036 b 
,028  ,020  -a071  -a206  e059 








-.134 - . o n  -4098 
a 06 8 -  00 - 
2 -a068 - d b 7  -a331  "360  -a248 - 0 2 7 7  - e 2 8 8  
1 a345 -110 a147 ,025   ,2 0  a155 
3 -e061 - a 0 7 1  "199  "269  -0384 
4  -0051  "087 -4111 -a139  "166  "197  "367 
5  -a083 -.OB8 -.lo0 -e231  -e121  -e271 
6  "065  -a040 r e 0 8 1  "221  -e238 
7 -so49  -a060 -a210 - e 2 2 2  
8 -so66  "194 "209 
9  -e194  -6197  "213 
!O "127  -a199 
i l  -.le4 
a =  06 
2 -4069  -a268  -a333  "361  "372  -e424  "422 
1 ,346  -110 , 148   , 025  ~ 0 0 5  "090 
3  -a062  -a069  -.087 -.347  -.433 
4  "054  -so89 - r l l l  "142 - e 2 0 8  "308 -a418 
6 " 0 6 7  "036 -.I10 "234  -a293 
5 -e084 - a 0 8 8  "112  "238 "134 -.403 
7 -e051 -4068  -a239  -.212 
9 -e184 "225  -a230 
0 -.129 -e221 
1 -.I84 
a -.ob3 - . n 7  -.234 
"021  "025 
! 10 1
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Toble 9 Concluded 
Pressure Coefflclents on Delta  Wlng  with  Control 
Configurotion E M = 1.61 R 7a6XIOb 
.A- Lower Surface of Station .- Upper  Surfoce ot  Stot ion 
6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1  1 ] 2 1 3 ] 4 1 5 1 6 ) 7 1 8 1 9  6 
L .- 







Pressure Coefficients on  Delta  Wing with  Control 
Configuration €1 M I 1.61 R = 4.2 XIO'  
NACA RM L35LO5 
r .- Lower Surface at  Stotion Upper Surface ot Stotion 
8 1 1 2 ) 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ?  
: 
o o o  8 .  00 O 
1 a036 ,076 "160 -m140 -a138 -018  -036  a027 -a130 e005  e020  -a001  ,014 -030 .008 ,012 .010 ,008 a025 a 0 3 4  -029  e 7  a040 -058 ,010 - . 1 ~  .oo1 - d l 4 0  -.or1 -002 
11 -e124 -.122 
8. 1 0 -  
l1 I-. lZ6 I 
4 -043 
5 ,031 
6  ,023 
7  a036 
9  "168 
LO -so84 
11  "123 
-a168 




,409 e401  e251 ,011  a037 ,058 - 0 7 3  -a249 "219 -e140  ,052  e039 ,045 
1 -a326 ,005 -so03 ,176 - 3 3 4  a312 
a019 - 2 0 3  -001 -.Ole 
-a077 -.153 -a097 ,015 
,130 ,344 -308 a123  e032 035 -a320  "232 
"253 " 2 4 1  -a189  "039 0 0 5 1  
"255 -.110 "199  -a009  ,090 
4 ,132  ,078 -255  -e041  "001 ,014 - 0 3 9  -0306  "199 
,009 a012 -a040  -e200  a178  ,067 
,027  a049 -122  -a247  ,051 ,059 6 
-064  -e186  -e151 
1( -e058 "070 205 
5 "095  -a058  -e102 "190 7.176 
E -a065 -a084 -049 -a186  "145 
7 ,027  -e190 "065  e023  ,027 -a224 
"096 11 
o =  00 8. 30 
1 ,432 
,570 a640 -545 ,064  ,032  -052  ,069 "334 -a304 -a289  ,3 3 a035  a042 -062  2 
1 "358 "195  "183 -a029  a341  -30R -311  ,542 
2 
3 .030 ,013  ,095 
1 a205 -a301  "016 -076  ,007 -e294 "153  -a234 ,048 -169  7 
6 ,315 -258 -e313 a200 -040 -021  - a 3 3 1  "320  -a216 -e098  ,041 ,017  6 
5 - 3 3 4  ,389 -e284 "016  -a001-003 "348  -a239 -a270  "005 -211  ,027 5 
4 ,421  -264 ,544 -a189 ,000 a009 .035  "348 -a329 -a161 -.322 -so10 -011  -039 4 
3 ,435 ,622 ,638  e203  -007,031 -0377  "331 - a 1 0 2  - 4 0 1  
9  "189  -0172  "241 -.112 -0020 -.118 9 
1 0  
-eo12 11 
8 a -.Ob1 -e024  e012 -a237 "115 
10 
-e086 11 
-a016 -e015 e193 -a124 
a =  03 I 
8 .  00 
-e070 
2 ,212  a202 ,249  ,222  -153 -164 ,146 
1 
"047 -e022  -134 e058  -061 -080 -086  
3 ,091 ,084 - 0 5 9  ,140 ,158 -a037 
4 
- 0 6 5  ,057 -024  -so85 -101 -e037 
8 -e089  -e103 m065 
7 "045 -a086 "086  ,064  a065 
6  -e065  -a059 -a093  ,068 -100 - 0 7 3  
5 
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Toble 10 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delto Wing  with  Control 






- 2 5 8  
276 
2  -a072 "236 
3  -a055 "091 
4  "037 -e087 
6  -a061 -a023 
5 -a072 -a085 
7  -a054  "031 
8 
9  -a164  "135 
-. 128 
1 0  -.080 .218 
11 -a077 
e039 
r . 1 9 5 1  I I 
~ 
1 c  






,209  a234  ,2 0 
.144 
a145  ,119  ,107 
.220 
,130  e189  , 1  
,116   - 38  -111 
- 0 7 3  ,131  "111 
- 0 8 8  -a089 -.130 
"042 "096 "145 















,136 e162 , 1 2 3  a336 .22C 
-a231 -.316 "349 -so72 -e213 
- s o 8 1  -a116 "131 -a170 -.22C 
-.OB6 "097 "226 - e 0 8 5  -a214 
-0070 -.093  -.244 - .081 -a244 
-0038  "061  "212  -a249  -.263 
"038  "198  -e216  "252 
"176  "178 
-a182  "199 
1 -319 
2  -e068 
3  "050 
6 -a059 
7  -e037 
LO "115 
9  "187 
1 1  "151 
,210  -235  ,241  ,3 5 ,437 , 28 $114 
-145  
a148 a 1 1 8  -140   , 15   a091 -.039 -a084 
~ 0 8 5  ,055  e135  ,103  "071 
-117  a087  e104  - 082  -046  -a035 
a133  -186  ,099 "105  -.lo7 - a 0 8 4  
-087  ,126 -.OB2 -a114 -.094 
"029  -a071  "107 
-126  "073  -.096 
"012  "073 
"056 
-.105 
8. 00 e a =  06 
/ - a 1 6 1  . I 1 ,319  ,144  -166 2 -a062  "202  -.282 4  "032  -8078  -a104 3 "045 -a081  "094 5  -so63 -a101 -a064 6  -no55 "020 "076 7  -a069 "052 -e207 "195  "194 0 -a131  e245 9  "191  -a204  "206 -.29I - 2 5 i  -.21i -.21i -.134 - .21i -a214 ,208  ,095  a224 "024 ,069  -122  a117 a305 a333 ,144   ,169  144  ,352  ,482  ,299 .241 -231  ,149  -113  a130 ,136  -e037 -.055 - 1 2 7  .05E ,057 -a034  a141  -172 -134 .O8i ,269 ,127  ,118  -e032 -0026  a037 -e041 "046 "040 "027  "042 "072 
8. 10 
"298 
a = 06 
1 
-a172 1 
a227 - a  134 0 
"205  "212 
-a205  "236 -a197  9 
8 
-.348  -.280  -.222  -a109  "023 "049  6 
-e278 "214  "214  -a032 "077 7 
"354 -.137 -a240  "083  -a095 "068  5 
"393  "324  - . l8l   -e094 -.114  -.081  "037 4 
-.400 -a394 -.262 -a302 -.304  226  no69  2 
"386 -a059 "073 a178 -114   , 163  -135  a317 















e136  ,100  -337 ,202   -109  -115 -148  
142 
,393  -403  ,462  a222 ,241  ,233 
-216  ,226  a427  a360  ,138 
-115   ,148   -053  e009  -278  
-048 -a120 -011  , 2 - 1 4 8  
-089  ,098 -a094  ,201  a153 e130 
- 1 0 4  
"045  -e005 a004 
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Table 10 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration EI M = 1.61 R = 4.2 X 1 0 6  
1 a315 a135 ,162 -333 -e031 "245 "254 "36; 
2 -.06LI  -.231  "315 -a176  -a367 "415  "414 
3  -1052 -e088 -192 -.168 -a132 "415 -a426 
4 "037 - e 0 8 4  -.le3 "282 -a235 "393  "390 
5  -e066 -053 -.lo2 -a262 "198  "404 
6  -so62 "090  -.164  -.220 -a336  -a385 
7 0029 a006 -.272 "162 "346 
8 
9 -a248 "232  "252 
-.le8  "272 
10 -a136 ,219 
11 "150 I 06" 
-,234 "320 -.I34 "411 -e432 -.407 
-so90 "074 ,555 -a158 -0439 "412 
"014 -a098 -a341 -a266 -a399 
-a086 ,010 "354 -a293 -e423  -a379 
,043 "270  -.301  "385  "359 
-e021  -e358  "260 -.389 
"224  -.240 
"240 -a245 


































a 612 1 
-235  -254  -881 e881 a729  2 
,161  ,426  ,898 -887 ,699 3 
.1l6  .099 ,945 .4e1 ,622 4 
.231  -.220 ,748 .583 5 
e365 -a251 a548 -519 6 






-e289 -a206 -a219 9 
8 
-a280 -0320 -e277  -a111 -.I29 7 
-e259 "301 -a339 "136 -a142 -a128  6 
"231  "268 -a372 "166  "179 -a140 5 
"187 -a067 -.274 -e357 -.241 "195 -.lo9 4 
"139 -048  -355 "473 "331 -a207 -.118 3 
,224 a168  ,679 -.475  "456 -a428 -a273 2 
"127 -so11 "060 a074 "103 "034 ,034 ~ 2 4 3  
-.le5 "290 
10 -. 101 11 -228 -e123 




10 "015 -065 
9 "116 a004 ,084 
8 "093 -a005 ,223 
7 -a259  -e116 "059 ,247 -167 
6 -a193 -a314  -a120 a212 ,331 ,258 
5 "152 -a195 "147 ,324 -337  -249 
4 -0247 "172 -a003 -a106 ,226 ,262 ,258 
3 "237 "152 -a017 ,425  ,523 e269 
2 "147 -a135 a041 -378  0401 ,387 
-a293 
8. -20 




9 -a055 ,022 a076 -e306 -e222 -e244 9 
8 "055 -028 ,265 -.294 -a206 8 
7 -.175 -e109 .231.-.045 -173 "312 -a278 -.273 -a092 "116 7 
6 "110 -a243 -e105 ,195  ,332 -274 
-e059 -a068 "067  ,2 1,222 -240 
-e357 "333 -a278 -el60 "155 -.128 6 
5 "354 "281 -a316 -a177 -a168 "141 5 
4 -a113 -.065 ,064 a020 -282 -261 .258 "329 -a236 "372 -e318 "247 -6197 -.110 4 
3 -a102  ,089 -115 ,376 -280 e 268 -a316 "160 a024  -a464 "333 -a208 -e119 3 




-006 ,061 ,247 -.148 
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Toble 10 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficlents on  Delta Wing with  Control  














I I  I I I 
t 38C -e033 -a078 ,410 ,033 ,059 - 8  
-e336 -.436 -.154 -.362 "407 
"439 -a446 -.I70 "399 -.396 
-a225 -a272  -1356 "361  "390 
-e184 -a312 -.281  "397 
-a203 "267  "353 -1374 
"277 -a226 "330 
"230 
-a257 
4  -e107 -a193 
5 -.138 -a189 
7 -.I27 -e094 
6 "126 -a137 
8 "205 
10 -a157 a266 
9 -a244 - a 2 5 0  
11 -a157 
- 077 
a =  12 
1(.239 













- a  127 





"131 -. 163 
-.270 
"264 
-.280  -.303 1 -0240 1 1 I I 






-394 ,379 ~ 4 9 0  ,549  ,457 2 
-369 ,391  ,606  ,53   , 10 3 
-254 ,389  ,514  ,212  ,315 4 
,191  ,149 -477 ,257 5 
a358  ,005  ,244 ,230  6 


























a =  12 s =  20 - 1 
10 
11 
2  -e276 
1 ,239 
3  -a121 
4  -e112 
6  -a129 
5  -a143 



















































.280 1 .395 1 
L L I I 












- II 681 - -037 - 0 5 2  a368 -172 -a122  ,383 1 1.261 1 "408 a413 ,212  ,469 "183 -423 ,125  e419 "419 ,416 ~ 1 8 6  ,360 -a387 -380 -311 -226 -394 a226 - a 4 0 7  ,357 -a389 "351 - 365 "368 -.353 4 -113 *136 5  6 1.134 a1 4  - 08 1:O:"037 024 9 e198 "300 !O a183 ,236 .1 ,260 t-191 I I I -105 I I I 315 I 
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Table 10 Concluded 
pressure  Coefficients  on Delta Wing wi th   Contro l  
Configuration EI M I 1.61 R = 4.2 X IO6 
L . _  Upper Surface  at  Stat ion 
8 I I 2 I - 3 4  I] 
Lower Surfoce  at  Station 
1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 6 1 9  6 
- .- 
a = 1 5 O  8 .  o o O  
4 -.142 -.299 -0366 -e323 
5  “173 -0198 - a 2 6 4  -.37C 
7  -a181 -e116 “385  “256 
6 “155 - e 1 1 3  -a354 -.34E 
8 “245 -.358 
9  -e257 -a270 -a352 





e170 -416   -394  ,374  -375 
-183 -128 - 3 4 5  -419   - 70,373 
,361  ,426 -289  a593  -450 




-035 - 1 6 1  -135 ,340 
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Table l1 
pressure Coefficlents on Delto Wlng with  Control  
Configuration E 2  = 1.61 R =  4 , Z ~ ~ 0 6  
Upper  Surfoce  at  Siation 
6 ! 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 / 5 1 6 / 7 / 8 1 9  
- Lower Surfoce  at Stofton 







a = 00 7 "351 
a = 00 
6 = -,o 
"1384 


















- e 0 8 2  -.151 
"052  "149 





-e017  -a126 
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Toble 11 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta  Wing with Control 
Configurotion E 2  M 1.61 R -  4,2x~o'  
,-n nt Stntinn I I  I nWnr Slrr fnrP nt 
S =  30- a =  00" 
T 1.742 












,392 ,348 ,284 , 266  
, 0 6 1   0 0 4 0  ,033 a536  "369   -e406  -e392 
1.691  "278 
e032  ,0 4  
,033   a007 a100 -4068  "245  -a365  "400 
-.002 -.337 -.233 
-014  e003 -e001 -e191  "242 
,009  ,119  "024  -a157  - .354 
,035   , 027  -a183 "164 
a065  -a149 - 4 1 8 7  
e084   -a154 "183 





2 -a089 " 2 6 8  "335  -a160  ,526  ,595  - 53 
I ,336   a083,1 7  - a 0 2 2  , 194  -..?I5 
3 -a063  -a079 
4  -e047  "090  "067  -e097  e537  ,405  ,124 
-a272  ,466   ,042  
6  -e074 -a002 "240  -a165  ,055 
5 -e083 -a089 - a 2 1 0  - e 1 7 8  , 3 8 8  1.747 
7  "047  -a107 -.I80 -4167 
8 -0044  "270  - e 1 4 9  
9  -a169  "292  -e154 










l a  
-a263 L -e056 -.200 -e227 - a  192 -. 165 -a170 -. 105 -.I74 "156 -. 172 1 
a = 06 'I 2 -1071  -e253 - a 3 1 3  "150 1 4349  ,089   ,145  -e008 3 -e052  "071 -. 259 4  -e039  -6077  -a052  "106 6  "059  ,009 -.22@ - a 1 5 7  5 -a069  -a079  -4197  -e187 7 -a038 -e076 -a191 - a 1 6 9  8 -4034 "261 -a186 9 -0159  "279 -.I85 0 -. 127 - a  269 1 -a206 -.131 ,001 -1001 -e194 
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Toble 11 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delto  Wing  wlth  Control 
Configurotion EZ M = 1.61 R = 4 , 2 ~ ~ 0 6  
69 
L Upper  Surfoce  ot  Stotion Lower Surfoce  at  Station 
~ 1 1 1 2 ) 3 1 4 1 5 ) 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 I I 1 2 1 3 1 4 ( 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  6 
1 ._ 
I 
a O b  II a =  06 s =  10 
-.0341- I I ,043 .037 
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Table 11 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 




















e471  ,215 
,395  ,246 ,022 
,266 -321  *013 
,353 -050 e 0 4 6  
,067  ,041 
,043 








a =  l z O  
I 
8 = -10 " 






8 -  10 - I 
1 10  11 372 ,114 095 1 I I I I 
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Table 11 Continued 
Pressure Coefficlents on Delta Wing  wlth Control 
Configuration E Z  M = l a 6 1  R = 4.2 X lo6 
c r .- Lower Surface  ot Stotion  Upper  Surfoce at  Stat ion 








' e347  ,165 
.I42 
, 201  a 2 2 8  
. l o1  ,239 
,110  ,160 
, 267  -077 
,160 ,001 
"055  -003  















. O  t*049 I I I 





















































a357 1 a169 146  
e884 , 635  
- 1 6 9  ,625 
a052  e716 




- 4  058  -e277  a396  -e36   -0411 
"035 
- a 0 3 4  -a070  -a 98  -a287  -e381  1 .757 
-a037  -a099 - e 2 4 6  - e 4 0 5  
-e067  - so46  - a 2 0 0  -1195 -4230 - e 4 0 6  
"043 -a010 -a179 - a 1 0 8  -e329 
"056 -.OB5 - e 1 8 9  -a182 -a330 
-a028  -e237  "193 
-6151  -1259 - a 1 0 3  




a =  -06 S =  -10 
-a052 
-a025 "061 - a 0 8 8  
"279 "321 -a302 -a354 
-a149  -a313  1 .748 
-e036 
-e059 - e 0 5 1  -a195  -6191 -0175 "348 
"036 -e102 -e162 -1334 
-6036 -a003 "184 - a 1 8 8  -a272 
-a048 -a085  -e190  -a183  -a265 
-e027 -e246  -a191 
-a147  -e261  - .I l l4 
- . I09  -a241 
-e206 
- a  370 
,155  
243 
e 0 2 4  
,044 
. O M  
S =  00 - 
1 
-. 373 I I  I I 1 I 1 1 1 .353 








..056 I 2 , 189  1 ,294 3 ~ 1 2 6  4 ,128 5 ,120  7  ,152 6 0 1 0 6  8 a241  . O  e040 9 .021 .l - a 0 3 8  r 7 3 1  I I 8 9 1 0  11 1 
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Table 11 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta Wing with Control 





























e 184  
a205  
, 2 0 1  -.I55 
a906  "337  -a353 "354 
.158  -.le3 -.34a 
"112  -a162 1.747 
"093  "290 -. 1 0 3  
1 






















,105  ,026 
,042 I 
-066  "24 
,626   e55  1 a14  




-.118 -. 148 
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Table 11 Concluded 
Pressure Coefflclents on Delta  Wlng  with  Control 
Conflguratlon ~2 M = 1.61 R = 4 , 2 x ~ 0 6  
1 1.750 
t 1 ,170   a234   , 019   - a104  2 , 337  ~ 3 5 5  a385  1 .200   -0043 ~ 1 5 0  ,191 .211 .22: 3 a251   a256   , 50   , 002  4 a258  a241  , 67  ,187 ,135 , 1 0 5  "14: "25: 
6 , 230   , 420   e224   a002   - e104  
5 , 236   , 236   , 324   - a013  .OB2 1.754 
7 , 434  ~ 3 3 8  ,044 ~ 0 3 3  
8 , 365  ,074 ,033 
9 a113  6051 ,034 
1 0  a108 , 0 4 1  
11 a053  
I I -12 8 i 00 
.04' 
- . l l 2  
1.195  -.211 - . lo8 
~ 3 4 0  "022 
- a 0 1 4  - a 0 5 0  1 .753  
,180 -.010  -.049 
- 0 1 2  "187 T - e223  - a306  -6259 
I 
I a =  -12 
~ 2 3 ' 3   , 0 2 0   - a 1 0 3  
, 2 4 6   , 0   , 1 9 3  
a239  ,323   -a015 
- 4 2 3   , 2 6   , 0 1 1  
-341  ,044 , 0 3 7  
a 0 7 5  ,037 
,056   ,033  
"271 
- a123  - a 1 6 1  "369 
-a460 -.339 -.)e5 -a362 
-e180 - a 2 9 3   1 , 7 5 0  
- a115  
"157  "165  -e267  -a248  -a180  -e324 
-a206  -e297  "157  -a221 
-.121 "111 "324  -e233  -a293 
-e127 "175 "407 -0157 "301 
-e096  -e316  -6377 
-4206  -e328  -a233 
-a165  -e343 
"263 
-.39i 
8 -  1 0  
- a267  -.453 - e l 6 8  "093 - a 1 1 1  
-.115 
- a 1 1 9  "161  -1369 - a 1 0 8  "062  1.754 
-a199  -a290 " 0 5 5  -1051  
- e153  "151 "263  -8244 " 0 8 9  - a237  
- a123  "191 "407 -1161 -e237 
- a123  - a 1 1 1  -.32@ -a225  -a225 
- e 0 8 5  -a312 -63G5 
"202  -a320  "233 
-a161  "335 
- a259  
-a312 
8: 20 
-. 112 - a253  
- a  1 0 6  
- a140  
"113 
- a130  






i 10 11 
10 :I 
li 
1 10 11 
6. 3 0  - I 
- a032  
11 
10 
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Toble 12 
pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion €3  M rl.61 R 4.2 x I 0 6  
a = 00 = -30 










-286  -266 
a029 ,420 ,797 
,002  a765 
,072 -068 -682 
-006 ,229 ,312 
,171  ,259  ,175 
,022 ,270 
1 
0 '  o o o  
a =  0 0  
1',333 -279  ,262 ,033 ,023 a417  a471 -007 ,441 1 
10 
11 
I I I I 1 
I a =  00 .'l12 I I I " 
_. 1 -e255 r; 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 10 11 1.m a004 2 ,056  a035  ,026 -424  -036 1 ,381 -337 ,281 ,264 3 ,023 a015 "005 ,023 4 ,029 ,002 ,069 -003 ,002 5 -004 ,004 -a001 -.147 ,003 6 ,009 ,109 - a 0 2 4  "126 -.153 7 ,030 ,020 -4153 "132 8 ,057 "175 "143 9 "094 "162 "144 10 - a 0 5 2  -.145 11 "151 ,080 e044 ,028 ,014 049 ,033  14,043  e091  ,003 -.OS3 "025 ,013  "016 ,010 ,015 -no04 -e136 ,006 -e176 e034 ,093 -a011 -e134 "142 -031 a032 "145 -a134 "128 -r072 -a145 -6131 ,063 -e159 "136 - a 0 4 4  "132 -e141 -.020 -e187 













a = 00 
11.725 ! 10 1 I 1 I I 1 
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Table 12 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficlents  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Conflguration E3 M = 1.61 R = 4.2 x1o6 
1 10 11 j: -6017 T - ,384 a 059 027 ,032 ,011 006 8 033 066 e 240 - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 - ,035 ,003 "016 ,072 -.O22 a175 ma039 -a084 461 a63 .72 ,713  ,696 a741  ,604 ,643 -486 ,219  a257 .182 ,2118 a061 ,222 ,290 ,289 a114 "073  "193 "298 ,020 "240  "164 I.:::: I::: I I ,.049  -.a03 135 I 
--"- 
-. 112 
8 ,049 "276 -e144 
9 o 1 . 1 2 5  0 04 I-.ow "161 I "175 1 1 
1 .220 
8. -20  1 a =  06 
Ij 10734 1 -so62 -e127 -.09C 

































rl 10 11 I I  I I I 1 1 ,157 ,239 a289 134 "127 -041 -.lo8 I-.o98 ,203 ,142  ,156 ,146 a113 a116 a 1 1 4  ,251 ,130 ,140 ,245 "059 a023 -8055 -a149 "090 109 -. 274 -. 296 -. 212 s =  00 - a = 06 1 9 
10 
11 I 1 ,341 2 -0067 3 -so50 4 -a035 5 -0079 7 -8043 6 "059 8 -e037 9 .202 0 -1127 -.243 ,095 -e073 "085 -.OR4 004 -.lo1 -e265 -a290 -e257 
76 
Toble 12 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delto  Wing with Control 
Configuration €3 M = 1.61 = 4.2 X 10' 
. . , . . . . . . 
,154 "223 
a =  
2 "269 -.416 -e455 - a 4 2 4  a425 a452 a398 
1 ,224 "095 -a012 -e170 e094 "174 
(2' 12 
1 ,222: -a097  -a012  -e172  ,188 .a58 
2 -a269 -e426 -e465 "416 -099 -165 e231 
3 "123 -e173 "461 -e033 
4 -0104 "167 -e175  -e326 -127 ,025  -a189 
-.zoo 
5  -0156 -e175 -e266 "309 -a255 1.736 
6  -6135 -a101 -a340 -.26@ -e369 
8 -e094 "316  "190 
7 -e122  -a191 - a 2 6 5  "247 
9 ,191 -a333 " 2 1 5  
10 - a  173 - a  343 
11 -e254 
a =  12 
1 
. " 2 2 3  -e329 ,197 9 -e217 "313 "090 8 
- a 2 1 4  -e312 "186 -e118 7 
-a323 " 2 2 7  -e344 "103 -0129  6 
1.738 -a293 "294 -e269 -a173 -e150 5 
-e290 -a080 - a 0 2 8  "316 -a174 -e169 "103 4 
-0213 "113  "461 -.I72 -.l2l 3 
-e100 "141 -4186 "416 -a461 "415 -8270 2 




a -  12 
1 
-e189 
-e359 "194  "12  -a318 -a175 "172 -e102 4 
-6172 "460 "175 -a120 3 
-.@39 .088 
-e338 "321 "275 -a407 -a459 -e424 "266 2 
"169 -a011 -6098 ,220  
5 -1154) -a178 -e269 -a359 - 4 2 8 0  1.737 
6 
-a235 "330  e189 9 
-a246 -e321 -so95 8 
'-261  "378  "190 "122 7 
"277 -e295 -4339 "105 "132 
11 
-.338 -.182 10 
-e253 
1 
-390  -a168 "092 -e124 2 
273 ,462 e000 -a017  -a049 4 
,234 -244 a 2 5 4  -a114  -a051 -1209 5 
8234 .3?l el22 -a087  -e205 6 
,407 e296 -e066 -1075  -e225 
,348 ,030 -e055 
7 
8 







, 2 7 1  ,274  ,291 ,004 -e036 1.736 3 
s =  -10 - 
1 I 1 1 1 1 
e 341  ,385 
,270  _jni ,278 ,290 4661
a 2 3 8  -240 a259 





. ..._... . . 
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Table 12 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficlents on Delta Wing with  Control  
Configurotion E3 M = 1.61 R = 4.2 x106  
c Lower Surface  ot Stotlon .- Upper  Surfoce  ot  Stotion 
6 8 I 1 2 1 3 1 4 ( 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1   1 1 1 ' 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  
r ._ 













-8244 "372 -a466 -a177 -e121 3 
-a413 "422 "390 "418  -.458  "418 - e 2 7 2  2 
-e295 a 0 4 4  "172 "015 -.lo0 ,218 
351 ,387 06b7 ~ 7 5 9  
a112  ,171 ,089 
,152  ,069  ,348 -e271 -.325 -so98 8 
-.226 "337 ,210 9 
- 2 9 2  -8125  ,201 -295 -402 "244 -a409  -e192  -e126 7 
-259 -e138 ,359  ,370  ,235 
a505 ,486 1006 -258 ,242 e 2 4 4  
"392 "235 "337 -e107 -e134 6 
,617  ,761 a388 ,464 .278 
1.730 -a346  -a311 -a281 -a177 -a154 5 
1.726 0723 ,753 ,289  ,275 , 2 7 3  




,023 -.250 11 
,156 ,058 "340 - a  189 















~ 3 7 6  
,295 
,503 
- a =  -06 L - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - ,193 a 2 2 0  ,349 a168 ,107 ,279 all2 ,136 ,133 ,116 ,264 ,310 . 0 2 8  .028  -134 -a017 - .280 
1 










,253 I 1 2 3 -a055 -a039 "073  "101 -.281 - e 4 1 6  "394  "415 -.041 -a314 "413  1.735 "053 -6216 "294 -a430 -e072 -so67  -e209 -e276 -0216 -e423 -e050 -0014 -.I84 -6225  -a311 "054 -8098 "229 -e197  -a349 "034 -a252 - a 2 4 7  -.128 -6138 -e161 - a 2 7 2  -6238 "216 4 5 b 7 8 9 LO 11 
8 .  -10 a '-06 
,350 
139 
"140 ,122  ,160 a171 
-196 ,226  ,865 
-034 a306 a406 a171 ,285  ,108 
-e085 .311  .155 
,442 a499 a321 
,114 ,138 "054 ,197 1.739 
,269 -088 








-a213  -a249 -a033 
"238 -a205 "205 "092 -a052 
b " 2 4 7  -.223 -.I65 - a 0 1 2  -.048 
5 -.358 "158 -e232 -a202 "065 "073 
4 - a 3 4 1  "172 -6149 "045 -e039 
3 1.737 "313  "156 -e093 -6071 -a038 
2 -.382 -.312 -.313 -e276 
7 








a = -06 s =  00 

























- I - 342 ,129  a135 ,231 - a 6 7 2  "065 -235 "073  "059 ,013  -e060 066 -e199 
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Table 12 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta Wing  wi th  Control  
Configurotion E 3  M -1.61 R 5 4 . 2  X I O '  











-092 I 1 ,171 2 ,349 3  6250 4  -252 5 0 2 2 8  6 ,226 7 ,421 8 ,337 9 ,261 0 ,077 1 a003 -.324 -a265 -e285  - a 2 8 0  "314 -e331 10 11 I I 1 1 I I 
8. 00 a = - 1 2  - 









e023 1 10 11 3  -249 4 -255 6 ~ 2 2 6  7 .424 8 ,335 9 ,263 0 ,075 1 ,002 
a = -12 s =  20 - 1 10 
11 
" 2 7 2  -. 446 
"114 -1167  -e369 
-6111 
"149 - a 1 6 2  "266 -0294 
-a184 -8309 
-4124 -e110 -a333  -e266 
-a133 -0187 "264 - a 2 5 2  
-a088 "309 -a184 
-a205  -e321  -1207 









I I I 1 I I I 
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Table 12 Concluded 
Pressure Coefficlents on Delta Wlng with  Control  
Configurotion E3 M z 1.61 R = 4.2 X 10' 
.BO ,007 -.oes -086 -.Cob 
,342  ,374 1.201 -e283 -e233  -a244 
,241 
,233  ,461  -a135 -a084 -a136 "335 
,285  -e052 -a308 
,228 -259 -a255 -e126 1.730 
a401 ~ 1 0 5  -a189 -a270 
~ 0 1 7  -e100 
,285 -.OB2 
'.015 -.lo2 
,.037 1 10 11 
80 NACA RM L!5!5ID5 
r . _  Upper  Surface ot Stotion Lower Surface  at Station 
6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 ( 8 1 9 1  00 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 / 9  6 
r ._ 
a =  s _-2o O 
,573 1.592 ,058 
,023 a017 
"311 "357 -a325 
-a147 ,971 -a372 
-4007 -1252 "134 "387 -a383 
a015 ,093 -e294 -e255 -a374 
a039 "046 -e278 "271 









































I" a050 II 10 11 2 ,016 e008 4 a007 a003 3 ,026 a002 5 ,007 ,059 6 ,033 ,033 8 ,138 ,169 7 ,003 -151 9 ,075  a180 1 ,355 :::/:I .Z>b -225 -207 ,040 &a351 a015 -0037 "197 9.691 "095 -a031 "153 -a328 -e106 -e069 -e173 -a300 "173 1.743 -e273 "190 -191 "196 -.21G a034 ,018 ,004 ,005  ,011 a036 ,014 ,025  e075 ,014 ,013 ,088 ~ 0 0 0  ,121  ,099 ,134  ,102  ,102 ,053  ,102 
8: 20 
I p I II T 10 14.014 1335 LL L L I
1 10 1
0' 00 
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Table 1 3  Contlnued 
pressure Coefflclents  on  Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Conflgurotion F M = 1.61 R = 4.2 x lo6  
2 -a094 " 2 7 0  
1 a330 e083 
3  "072 -.OB4 
4 "053 -e099 
5  -so86 "097 
6  -a079 "049 
7 "052 - a 0 5 8  
8 -.083 -.206 
10  -e146  -e212 
9 -e204 -a210 




- a  093 
"218 
" 2 2 5  
- 0 2 1 9  
a =  06 
8 = -20 
207 ,233  -e349  -0323  -a 19 
,138  ,14   ,152  - .08a84  - e 3 8 7  
e 145 
,108  e110  -162 -.228  "210 -e277 
,112  -e l41  -e117  -a310 -.385 
,110  ,143  ,057  -6222  " 57 
,095  ,142  -a132 -a208 "296 
,116  -a078 "157 
-.OS5 -a091  -e156 
"059 
a017  -e101 
-a402 
8 -  00" 1 10 11 
-.0b8 1 
.211  ,254  a256  e212 ,237 2 
-144   -158   , 163  ,187 ,170  "059 3 
a 161 a116 ,108 ,149  a134  -e047 4 
a110  -122  ,106  -a047  a132  "042 5 
e123  ,153  ,129  -a040 "034 (1 
,108  ,124  "065  -a049  "036 
,116  -e049  -a063 
7 
8 
"049  -a049  "059 9 
a019  -e055  10 
"066 11 




- a  169 
" 2 5 2  
- 6 2 5 4  
-6250 L 
1221 
1 6 1  
,161  ,166 
,112  ,134 
, 1 3 4  e159 
, 1 1 7  ,117 
-6055 - a 0 0 7  
a109  "036 
-a074 
a016 -a007 1 1 0  11 
a =  0 6  6: 20 1 
2 
-a386  "300 ,220  -159  "016  -146 ,091  0 3 3 0  1 
1.455 -e411  "397 -8302  "334 -.269  "086 
3  "070  -so83 , 3 9 8  
,315  -a175  a296  -144  ,127 ~ 2 1 0  "360  "160  a025  -1079  6 
-e394 - 2 1 0  "383 ~ 0 1 9  "097 "086 5 
- .393  -a394 - a 2 7 7  -e310  -a065  "095  "0564 
-.376  -a401 "358 
8 -a038 "214  -a343 
9 -a115 -.244 "321 
,216  .245 
,315  ,518 -do33 ,059  ,126 -107  
a 153 
1334  ,683  a521  ,161 ,155 ,149  
,629  ,738 ,682 
. I 2 1  ,208  .a47 $544 ,385 
7 -.319 - . z ~ I  -.31e  -.oo3 -.047 , ,277 -.MI . o w  . lo8  .115 
,102  
,053 - 0 1 0  
0045 ,053  -so52 
a039 "004 
1 0  -a240  -so77 
11 "053 -.I41 1 1 10 11 
2 
a084 0324 1 
"275 -.OR9 
3 "071 -a088 
4 
"209 e109 8 
,029  -a056 7 
,134 -a085  6 
"104 "092  5 
"097 -*061 
1 0   - a 0 4 1  - .252 
9  "019 - a 2 4 0  
11 -e098 
a = 06 
-.344 
"405 "206 "347 ,092 
-.376 "422 "378 ,262  
"405  "406  -.335 -a301  ,012 
-a388 m.344 ,224 "041 - .027 -132 
1.344 "424 "425  -a194 
-.202 
-.348 
-. 366 -.378 -.325 -.331 .211 -.323 
s =  I n  1 
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Table 13 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion F M = 1.61 R = 4.2 X 1 0 6  
c Upper  Surface  at Station Lower Surface  at Station 
~ I 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 ( 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 I I 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  
n = 12 6 = -20 




a =  12 8. 10 " 
a -  L 12 - ,343 .275 e225 279 206 232 1219 ,028 065 ,020 1 8 -  20 -.210 -.472 -.479 -.372 "362 -.269 - e 2 8 6  ,281 275 ,244 ,055 ,219 













- I I I I I I ,177 ,197 ,2101 I I I 
Toble 13 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefflclents  on Delto  Wlng  with  Control 
Configuration F M = 1.61 R = 4.2 X I O 6  
L Upper  Surface at  Stotion ._ Lower Surface  at  Statlon .+ 
6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ( 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 ( 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 [ 9 ?  













































.O ,007 L 
-.122 -. 125 
Q =  -Ob 
"185 
a -06  
"055 
"042 -0004 -e117 
"291 -e300 -e374 
-0043 
-0271 e574 
"058 -e319  -a269 -0311 
" 0 8 3  "076  ,015 -1402 -a300 - e 3 4 5  
-a060  -e015 "174 -s393  -e271 
-e060 1002 -a300 -1292 "311 
-e042 "192 -a339 
-e105 - a 2 3 3  "315 
-a044 "239 
"134 
8 .  0 0 "  
"067 
"044 "077 -a108 
-.293 -0142 -a214 
-a050 -1105 -a129 -a108 -a172 
-a142 -e199 
-a076 -e077 -a104 -1227 "073  -.152 
"059 -e057 "071 -1227 -.I74 
-a059 -a050 -a212 -e219 -a131 
"189 -a191 -.201 
-0109 -e191 
"171 
- . o n  -.191 -.ZIZ 
8. 10 
-a074 -.297 -141 -a037 
-e047  -1084  -a117 
"051  -.111 -a178 -4208 -1142 
-.om -eo88 
"070 -a080 -e069 - a 2 5 0  -e120  -e206 
-e066 -a063 -a067 -0223 "193 
-4055 -a029 -.199 - e 2 2 8  -e189 
-e074 "173 "~199 
-.188 -.le1 -.188 
-e146 
- e  108 - a  194 










































a031 I :2 -e442 -.219 -a300 -0239  -e351 -e185  -a328 -a260 "299 - e 2 8 8  -a243 "315 -a283 -e174 -6364 " 2 6 0  " 2 9 7  -4154 -.346 -.283 -.256 -a340 -a211 "251 "256 -.30! "260 -a119 "142 -.143 -a249 -a234 -.249 -.188 -.145 "248 U 8. 10 (2' - 
( I = -  
T , 258  ,915 , 337  ,367 , 2 2 2  ,242 , 2 2 0  a259 a306 r194  0 0 1 5  -a049 ,242 "031 a 0 0 2  "043 -.007 1 -.333 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 





1 a156  -258 -016  -e120  ,219  a312  ,117  "254 
2 - 3 2 3   , 3 4 1   - 3 6 4   - 3 7 3   e 1 5 5  -so53 ,519 
3   ,24036  -302  "094 -a064  -a182 
4 .242 e 2 2 2  -242  "044  "055  ,071  " 73 
5 ,220 -224   a295  -.152 -.C94 -a152 
6   , 221   -302  ,191 -.128  -290 
7 , 237   , 246  "037  "126 - a 2 1 0  
8 , 237   -015  "075 
9 , 037  -.CO2 -a086 
0 , 0 7 8  -.011 
1 , 029  
"105 
"147  -a152 
-e115 "164 
"122 "095 
-a133  -0197 
-e229 "197 
-a114 - . 2 2 t  
-.1C3 
"093 -.305 "293 
-.261/-.3171-.314/  -a290 
- 7  I I 
8. 30  




a = -12 
7





1 0  
11 -a064 
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Table 14 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion F 1  M = 1.61 R = 4.2 x 1 O 6  
Upper  Surface  ot  Stotion Lower Surfoce  ot Statlon 
~ I I 1 2 1 3 ( 4 ( 5 1 6 1 7 1 6 1 ' 9 1  1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 6 1 9  6 .-
1 
a '  o o O  8 E -30 
1 
11 -a119 -.122 1 
10 -a147  "047 ,237  "034 0 
9 -e180  "142  "076 -a097 -e162 -.080 9 
-.170 "137 ~ 0 7 7  -.OB8 -.148 8 8 
7 "172 -e178  e038  a013 ,220  "084  - . le4 e021 -013  7 
6 -a324 - e 1 8 1  -a024 ,111 , 0 2 3  " -076  "027 -120  ,024  6 
5 -a358 -a247 "192 -a025  ,003 - 0 0 7  ,315 a694 -e116 "028 ,007  ,015  5 
4 "368  "340 "246  "066 ,096 -010  . 28 ,389  e630 -774  -a069 ,086  , 05 .036 4 
3 -a373 "350  -a257  -a018  e009 ,036  -365  e747 ~ 7 7 1  -a007 a007 -015  .026 3 
2 "352 -a356 -a312  -494  -043 ,060  .073 a776  a845  ,429  ,030 a038 ,064  2 
1 a404 , 0 9 8  -300 a303  ,292 .343 -.342 
a =  000 8 -20 0 
2  ,066 a042 $032 - 4 3 3  
1 ,346  ,298  ,307 - 3 0 3  .078  a064 ,048 0 4 9 1  "234 -e300 -.3001- 
a032  ,014 ~ 1 0 1  -e056  "140  "263  -a334 
,038  -014  -a015  -a126  -e282  "341 
,010   -006   - so24   -a177  -a155  -a306 
a018  ,044  -a170  -a162 . 
,027  ,114  "020  -a169  -a255 
"069  -a140  -e168 





I I I I 


















-no01 a 0 1 3  -443   -031   ,040  a063 2 
,286   ,307  ,307 ,300 e349 
-e151  "142 -.OS9 "173 -a155  -a068 9 
-a158 -a138 ,078 1 
-1134 -a170  -043   -011  - .I71 -a142 -.177 -030 -010  7 
1 -e143 -a139 -a020 ,111 a029 "147  "024  a124 a022 6 
-e172 -a002 -4164 -.025 ,007  .011 "185 - s o 1 1  "166 "043  ,011 ,031 5 
-a197  "005 -a002 -e059 -097  ~ 0 1 3  .029 -.202 ,001 -a016 .099.- .060 ,017  ,035  4 
"213 -a003 -.004 -a017 a011   -039  "215 -.018 - 0 0 0 9  "009 ,011  - 0 1 8  ,028  3  
-.010 -005  a020 ,499  .046 -061  . 77 
-.266 -.2b1 
8 -e167  -a139 
LO 
-e116 11 
-239  "031 -.03e 11 -.146 1 - e l l 6  
a =  00 8. 1 0  
2 
-305   -274  - .28  ~ 3 0 7  -300  ,348 1 
,447 - 0 0 1  "049  ,034 ,043 ,066  
3 ,028  -019 
"15 -e176 ,032  ,010 7 
"15 " 0 2 4  ,126  ,0 26 
"16 "032  ,013 ,032  5 
"05 -096 -017   ,039  4 
"006  -a016  -no41  -a238 -013 
9  -e069  -a151 "179 
8 -a165  -e137 
10 
-e117 11 
-239 -a032 I 1 3 4 5 b 7 B 9 0 1 A 
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Table 14 Continued 
pressure  Coefficients on Delto-  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion ~1 M = 1.61 R =  4.2XIO' 
c - Upper  Surface  ot  Station  Lower  Surfoce  at  Station 
5 1 ] 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ) 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1  
% 
1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  6 
a "  00 O '20 
a =  
I o  




1 - 3 1 9  - 1 4 8  
2  "069 -a218 
3 -a048 - e 0 8 5  
4 "032 -e079 
5 -a070 "078 
7 "057 -a106 
6 -e052 e010 
8 -e260 
-e317 -e118 -299 
-153 a113 e306 
-.OB8 "235  ,217 
"057  "153  a291 
"218 -.208 a274 
-a206  -e175 
"254  -e160  "064 
"204 
a 06 
A 8 = -20 
"095 
-e093 
I I  I I I 
Table 14 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration F 1  M = 1.61 R = 4.2 X l O '  
-.221 1 
,078  -209  -238  .241  ,879 ,000 - e 0 6 0  -a057 
-e209 
2 
-060  "192 143  ,166  -210 -.002 ,010 -.145 3 
,066 -.193 0146  ,127 -296  e048 -030 ,020 -1151 4 
5 
-126  ,279 -108 -a101  -a107 
,122  ,116  ,197  "102  a025  -e114 
6 
,121  ,183 - a 0 8 2  -a105  7 
,281  -a007  -e086 B 
e057  -e017  "089  9 




~- 8; 0 0 -  
-a189 




















,213 -239  -243 
147 
,151 ,129 ,300 
a167 
,127  , 1  -199 
- 1 2 4  ,187  -e084 
,129  ,283 ,111 
,284  "007  "093 
,060  -e015  "090 
,041  -e039 
007 I '268 I I I 
1 
.a311 ,206 -233 ,239 ,875 -381   -396  a48b 2 
.a253  -e373  -144 3 
..276 "349 
-166 ,208  ,304  ,474  , 89 
,146  , 22 -297 ,036 ,302 -397  e134 4 
,122 -216  a106 -8082 ,141 6 
a119 ,180 - e 0 8 8  -a062 
,278  "011  -e098 
7 
8 
,053  -e023  -a093 9 
-038 "044 I* 
11 
- a  341 . I48  
..355. - 1 2 1  ,109  , 93  -8112  -415 e 1 2 2  5 
- 0 0 1 3  
a =  06 8. 2 0  
1 . -315 -146 ,149  ,109  , 48 
2 -a066  -a217  -a317  "112  "348 
3  -a051  -a089  "090  "235 - a 2 5 1  
4  -a037  -e084  "056  -a151  -.221 
5 -a073 "079 - a 2 2 0  "213 -.260 
7 -e061 -a108 -a256  "193 -a332 
6  "057 - 0 1 1  - e 2 0 8  -e204 
R --.7h9 " 7 0 6  
a =  06  I I .5ci ,110  -a139 -a112  -a399 - e 4 0 8  "239 -a326 - a 3 8 0  -e398 -e152  -a332  "391 -.385 -e217 "344 "403 ' - 2 0 5  "189 "324 - .374 4 -a038 "08.5 "061 5 "072 -a082 "226 6  -a061  ,011  -e212 7 -e058  -e108  "257 8 9  -e155 -.283 -.218 "263 -e208  10 -e129  ,259 1 1  - .208 
88 NACA FU4 L55Wj 
1 ,284  a072  -065 e022  e142  "255 
-243  3  -.078  -.135 -a160  "425-e1 1  -a183 -.307 207 
2 e408 a250  2 11.059  -318 2  -.143  "352 -.408 -a264  "167  "240  -288  ,316 
1 
,305 a143 a366 e015 3 
4 -.Ob6 "123  -a09   e210  " 10 "131 "291  -212  ,190 
,177  5  -0102  -a121  "235 "230 "129  -a276 a 1 8 1  
4 e048 a 3 1 8  ,257  a105 ,422 
-268  "066  ,307 - 0 6 5  5 
6  -e090  -no27  "291 - a 2 0 2  ,189 
7  -.093  -a152  -.376  "195  "246 ,300 ,309  "032  -e042 7 
9  -a176  -a299  "201  -097 
LO -e144  a290  ,076 
-047  
,365 6 ,086 -.ow .172 
8 -.286  -.369 -354  ,052 
1 1  -.222  ,026 
8 "009 
a023 9' -a027 
-e001 1 0  
11 




a =  
1 
"133 ,144  -099  "302 -.156 -e192  " 08  4 
"134  a117 "056 "446 -a378 -e214 "117 3 
,090  ,118 -.422 -a454 -a425 -.266 2 
,296  -a044 -so30 .010 - 2 4 5  
6  -e125 -a093  -e338 -.224 
5  "142 -a168  "273 -.264 - 1 1 5  
-.24b  "323 "195  9 
-.173  -a113 -.408 -a164 -.130  7 
-a129 
-. 16s 
b, -.400 -e303 
LO 
-a241 1 1  
,283  -a166 
1 
-.311 -a208 -a230  "445  78 -.210 -.113  3 
-.29t "102 -a096  "306  "156  -a191 -.lo5 4 
"260 -e261  "419  "454 -a423 "261  2 
-156  "047  -e027 a017 ,249  
5  -e134 "167 -a274 -e268 
-.249  "320 -e192 9 
8 
"277  -.124 "410  -.I63 -e126  7 






- a =  





- 0 2 3 1  I I 
8. -20 
-1231 
7 ,054 -067  ,370  ,458  
6 "150 - 0 1 3  ,253  ~ 4 3 1  -242  
5 -e156 -e025 -a002 ,336  ,239 -244  
4 -a183 -a034 a011  ,193   512   -257  ,256  
3 - 0 1 8 1  -e045 "019 e362  ,307  266 
2 -e133 "094 "152 1 0 1 9 8   - 3 9 1  ,381   -349  
1 
a122  ,065  -026 9 
,096  ,047 1 0  
- 0 6 8  11 
, 3 9 8  8 - 0 4 1  ,089 
.z 8. -10 - 
.2 
,350  ,382  ,390  1.192 
-258   ,257   , 16   , 93  
.306   0369 
a248  ,239  a345 -.010 
,243   , 7   -257   a014 
.462  ,373  a066  ,059 
,402   , 93  -040 
,131   -067   ,026  
-105  ,049 
8 -  00 I, 11 0  
1 
2 
11 076 "235 1 
1 0  ' ,048 ,110  -282  - .I62 0 
9 , 019   -068  ,136  -e242  "320  "186  9 
7 , 100   -059   -377  , 4 6 8  -a287  "110  -e407  -a161 -a119  7 
6 -128   , 018  -257  a440 0 2 4 7  -e233 -a339  -e086  -a122 6 
5 ,110  -369  -e019  -348 .244  ,250 "345 -a177  -6271 -a270  -.163 -.134  5 
4 ,121  - 3 6 4  ,395 , 1 7 5  -519  a260,260 "354  "230 -e170  "309 -e157  -a190 -.098 4 
3 ,086  0443 ,184   371,302 ~ 2 7 0  -a371 "255 -a165 "445 -.379 -0207 -.lo9  3 
-.320 -097  -a044 -a028 ,019  e234 1 
"332 "296 "419  "44  -.414 "253 
-143  
-352  ,460 -466  -229  1.192 -388  , 3 8 3  
8 8 ,031  ,092 -408 -e394  -1303 
NACA RM L55L05 
Toble 1 4  Concluded 
pressure Coefflclents on Delta  Wlng w l t h  Control 













1 - 2 5 1  ,015  
2  ,261 ,424  
3 , 1 1 3  - 2 1 1  
4 ~ 1 0 5  -192 
6  a122 ~ 0 9 0  
5 ~ 1 3 8  ,170  
7  ,127  .165 
1 0   - 1 6 8   ~ 2 8 0  
9 a 192  a324 
11 ,242 
1-0334 L 
~ LO 11 
- 
.112 







~ 8 0 5  
a552 
,551  
2  ,263  ,427  ,458  "424  -e417 
3 . l l 2  .212 .;32 "451  -6369 
4 . lo5  ,192  a162  -a312  -. 81 
5  .137  a168  -275  -e212  -a344 
6  a122  e091  -344  -a194 
7 ,128  .164 -413 ~ 0 8 6  -e328 
,304  e2 9 
9 a190 , 3 2 4  a224 
1 ,249  ,013 .C32 -.049  -.07e 
11 - 2 4 1  
-.398 
- a 3 8 3  
II 8 =  
! 1 0  11 i;* 358 .347 ~ 3 7 9  - 3 0 6  1.194  1.236 268 a255  -253 -515 a 3 0 3  1.091 a 3 0 0  ,367  1.123 -247   -234  a 3 4 0  ,117  -922 -464   ,379   a167  a261 -240  a 4 3 6  a354  ,239  ,7 6 . 4 0 3  -140  a162 .129  ,159  .173 ~ 1 3 8  a147 e146 Q '  1 5  8: 00 r 1 0  11_ . e241  -.211 -.245 -.33C -.241 ,295  .424 n 4 5 3  a460  1.332 3 3 4  ,382  .49e a274  .322 ,326  .645  1397 -314   ,4 0   a551 ,134  ,343   -596   -414   a 34  - 4 7 6  - 1 5 1  - 1 3 1  - 5 8 8  ,456 6146  -135 ,181 -139  -120  0151   a125  -132  .Ob9 a 0 7 3  - 4 2 5  - e 2 3 7  a416  -.218 - 4 3 1  "164 e445 "175 - 2 9 7  .259 - e 2 5 4  3 -.150 "352 "406 4 -.141 -a308 -a335 5  -.172 -.150 -a409 6  -.159 -6076 "427 7 -. 163 -0198 -a419 8 -.334 -.410 9 -.210 "357 "243 10 -.197  a298 11 "256 
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Table 15 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  W'ing  with  Ccntrol 
Configuration F2 M r 1.61 R = 4.2 X IOb 
1 ,343 -304 -300 e300 -309 -a283 
2 ,062 0040 ~ 0 3 5  .027 a010 "035 
3 ,031 -016 a012 -005 -008 "036  "239 
4 -040 ,007 -e007 - 0 0 9  "006 "032  -a229 
5 -027 .007 - a 0 1 1  -a148 "016 "172 
7 ,009 -016 -.144 -a154  "166 
6 ,019 a058 ,014  "147 
8 -e139 -e140 
9 "125 -a137 -e142 
1 0  -.Ob7 ~ 2 3 8  
11 -a130 
1 ,344 ~ 3 0 6  -300 ,301 
2 ,063 a041 -036 .03C 
3 - 0 3 1  a017 ,013 -a060 . . ~~ 
4 ,040 ,007 
5 a028 ,007 
7 ~ 0 1 0  -023 
6 e018  ,060 
8 - 0  145 
1 0  -.Ob3 a238 




"031  -a131 
-e178  -a139 -. 174 
"170 
1 1 1 

















"310 ' -.328 !
a =  0 3  
1 .343  -224  -199 e 1 3 1  -.354 
2 "002  -a070  "116  "175  -6213  "270 
4 -.002 -so38 -.070 -a081 "175  -a205  "337 
3  -.015 -a044  "042 -.Ob7 -a171  -e226  "349 
5  -.024 "041  - . lo1  -a214  "162  "308 
7 -a023  -so28  -e134  "210  -0242 
6 "024  -011 "038 -.210 
9 -a160  "170  -a191 
8 -.171  "179
IC -a099  -248 















-067  -048  e030  ,027  -605  -5 5  a 04 2 
-027  a002  ,096  ,419  -502  -141 3 
,034  e005  -a02 -a098  ,470  -388  ,206 4 
~ 0 0 2  -a005 -a033  "238  e208 ~ 2 0 0  5 
a019  -024  e213  -a153  -283 6 
-a002 8010 - 0 1 1  -a178 7 
.008 - e 0 5 4  -a021 8 
-a136 -e002 "075 9 
-a013 11 
a003 
-.055 -.011 10 
8. 00 
1 1 1 1 
-140 ,149  a153  a156 
,085  -086 .Ob2 
a059  a056  -032  -a089 
,083  a060  a054  - 92 
- 0 5 1   ~ 0 7 2   " - 0 9 7  "085 
,075  ,091 -069  -a083 
-066 -.098 -a088 
-0991 I I I 














" . ., 1.111 111 111 I 
NACA RM L55L05 91 
Table 1 5  Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta Wing with  Control  
Conflquration F2 M = l a 6 1  R = 4.2 x I O '  
L .- Lower Surfoce  at  Station Upper  Surface  at  Station 
6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 ) 5 ) 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 ] 8 1 9 ?  
a = 06  8 -30 
I I I '  I 
1c  
I 1-*0031 I I I I I I I Ill 
I I  I 
8 -20 c 06  " i 
10 
11 i I , 230  ,015 -034  a105  "273 -189   , 121   - e266  "263 , 1 2 1 .  -17.4 , 237  -080 ,005 a001  a055  ,048 -002 "163 , 1 9 8  ,104 -a020 -a150 a043  "031  -.124 e009  -.la3 , 0 0 1  ,128 


















1 a315 ,136  ,145 a137  e284  
2 "075 "229 -.323 "336 - a124  - a234  
4 -a040 "085 "110 -6134 -a241  -.263  -a359 
3 "053 -a092 -e098 -a193 "254  -.268  -a365 
5 -.Ob8 -e084 " 0 8 2  - a278  -.149  "265 
- e  361 
:e061  "046 -.ZOO "261  -.207 
,064  -a036  "070  -.250 
"177 - a 1 8 1  
9 -a186  -a186  -e200 
0 - e l 1 0   ~ 2 6 4  
1 -a145 
,182  




1 , 0 0 2 6  7 9 710  1 
a =  06  8. 1 0  " 
1 1 0  1 I 
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Table 15 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion F2 b? = 1.61 R = 4.2 X 10' 
1 a315 -136 a145 -108  a 60 "356 
4 -a039 "081  "054 "319 -a204 "323 -a357 
3 "051 "088 -a095 -234 -a258 "313 -e367 -141 m158 -099 ,472 , 5 5 8  ,188 
~ 1 4 3  -109  -115 ,297  ,665 -448 ,296 
5 "066  81 -e042 "333  -.la8  " 2 -112  - 09  - 57 -so78 ,403  ,287 
6  -a063 ,010 "169 -.211 ,127 -148 ,280 -a042 a369 
7 -a058 -a009 "282  -.170  "271 -101 ,106 a099 "017 
8 -.191  "315 
9 "112 -.218 "302 "053 ,053 -e005 
-114 -a022 a048 




2 -.071  2173 0-. 5  2e63 9 -205 ,235 -235 ,235 -533 ,620 -528 
a259 




e299 -a127 1 
"303 -a181 "252 9 
-a292 -a183 3 
-a241 -a260 -a116 "142 7 
-a308 -a084 "154 "135 5 
"400 "176 -e194 "148 5 
-a414 "233  "188  "121 4 
"490 "354 -e215 -a130 3 
"479 "471  "443  "279 2 
"091 "054 -236 -267 
,045 ~ 5 0  
-. 226 
"263  "094 -253 

















9 "084 ,017 
8 "064 e039 
7 a140 "031 a293 
6  -a227 a146 a206  ,298 
5 "128 "081 ,002 e384 e240 
4 "146 a028 -046 "091 ,258 -259 
3 -a124 -so13 ,144 ,505 -308 
2 ,035 -001 ,114 ~ 3 8 4  ,398 
-a136 
0 


























- ! i* -e330 ,358 .3a6 269 -260  -260 ,245  a242 ,251  a300 ,211 -263 -267  -036 ,070 a029 .082 .021 049 I 
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Toble 15 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration F2 M I  1.61 R =  4.2XI06 
93 
l a =  12 4 10 1
1 
"276 2 
1 -a033 -a087 -.003'-.051 a239 ,579 "298 
-e313  "317 "321  -a374  -a437 
3 -a125 -a193 -.259 ~ 4 6 4  
a193 ,500 e290  a251 "227 "284 ,073 "113 b 
5 -700 -849  ,106 - 2 0 1  ,242  a246 -e364  -a345 "264  "121 "129  "143  5 
4 ,654 -790 1.055 ,554 ~ 2 5 6  ,256 ,259 -.330 -.351 -a342 -a372 -.020 -.145 -e118 4 
3 ,732 1.013 -882  -140 a304  ,270 -.341 "320  -e302 
,827  6 
7  "053  -so25  "299 "190 "312 - 2 2 1  7 ,157 ,266  a312 
9 -no57 -a201 -e252 ,046  -235 ,176 9 
10  
11 
,356 ,800 1.025 1.047 , 3 8 4  a397 -385 
8 8 - 2 1 1  ,201  a246 -0271 "205 
1 0  
240 -.120 11 
-212  ,198 a301 -a047 
NACA RM L35LW 
LC ._ Upper  Surface  at  Station Lower Surface  at Station 
6 1 ] 2 1 3 ] 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ( )  1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  6 
- ._ 
0 = 15 sj = 00 
2 
,250 -365  -398-322 -a334 -a365  -a145 -a159 6 
a514 -349 ,323 ,316 -.333 -e321  "254 -.328 "389 "291 -.I38  4 
-385 ,365 e329 "337 -.259 -a140 -.364 - .403  -.311 - . I48 3 
a433 ,448  a4 6 ~ 4 1 9  
-a299 - . 0 2 8  -e168 -e161 ,207 1 
"217 -e128 -.406 -.451 "450 -.361 
7 "165  "146 "333 -.275 "316 ,307 ,365 - 1 3 1  
8 
,217 
"295  -a275 "262  9 
"262  -.291 ,357 e121  -170 
- 1 2 7  -124   -181  
- 1 4 9  ,123 
e131 
5 -.390 - .337  -.371 -.31a  -.153 -.174 .3a9  -232 .377 ,329 
10  
-.210 11 












l a  
- 
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Table 16 
pressure Coefficients on  Delta Wing w i th  Control 
Configuration F 3  M =la61 R = 4.2 x 1 0 '  
L Lower Surfoce  at Statlon Upper  Surface  at  Station .- 
8 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ?  
: 
" 00 ,q ,-15 I- .077 ,063 ~ 0 4 6  ,510 -8189 "263 -a251 ,036 a011 "014  -.086 -a238 -e298 ,032  a015 -092 -a109 "077  "233  "310 ,009 0006 -a026  -a185  -a092 -a265 ,026  e109 -e045  -a192 -.210 -017 ,035 "195 -a180 a079 -.162 "185 -a076 "155 -a185 -e138 "047 -a160 
8. 00 O a =  












-308 -302 ,299 a 3 R D  -e291 
,035 -027 n424 a023 -a048 
,009  a006 "009 -a009 -.071 -a240 
,007 -086 a 0 0 2  -0022 -8039 -a235 
,003 "035  "139  -.016.-.193 
~ 1 1 7  -a047 "150 





"129 u,156 -.135 "079 -a047 L-e143 8; 'm ,108 
10 
11 1 
- a  364 
e 0 3 3  
,074 -059 e041 ,505 ,519 a507 
,007 -a015 -397 ,426 
.040 -013 ,083 ,071 - 4 4 0  a245 
e009 ,003 -e034 "125 ~ 0 4 4  ,047 
,025 ,102 a055 -6182 ,007 
-008 ~ 0 3 3  "040  -.l68 
,069 "164 "054 





a = 00 8~ 30 " -r 42! ~ a069 -644  -785 -e018 -003 .028 -48C ,708  ,089 .079 ,005 a036 ,731 -851  a498 a036 -055 e003 -a001  -a037  -a147 "025 -4168  a063 -e304  -a007 a027 ,002 ,176 -e273 a172 -098  -020 e295 -207 
-a082 "002 -a077 
- a  365 
-e050 -. 138 -006 
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Table 16 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration F3 M = 1.61 R = 4.2 % I O '  
1 -338 -233 +22b a196 ~ 3 1 6  -.378 
2 "009 -a070 -e123 -so14 -a083 -e200 
3 -a020 -a046 -a046 -.117 -so72 -e129 "349 
4 "007 "039 -a009 -a073 -a057 -a156 "343 
5 "030 - . O W  "159 -a180 "107 "283 
7  -a023 "064  "185 -e192 "246 
b -e027 -056 -a122  -*188. 
8 
9  -a125 -6227  -e185 
-a216  -e176 
0 -a104 a251 








a =  
-e086 
,139  a147 -152  a708 a142  ,152 -212 
.OBb 
.081 ,060 ,184 a067 -094 ~ 0 9 3  -.088 
-085 ,094 -089 ,172 "096 
.063  ,051 ,071 -e091 ,108 "079 
,075 -188 ,008  -no88 -so77 
,053 ~ 0 8 5  -a094 -a084 
.172 "046 -.OBb 
-.01b  -.OB9 
-e022  -a099 "091 
-a098 






























a =  o b  
1 
-.211 1 
-263 -a127 0 
-a205  -e287 -.158 9 
"197 -a266 8 
"207 "225 -.le8 -a109 -.063 7 
-a229 "204 -009 -.059 6 
-.258 -e142 "222  "217 - s o 8 4  "079 5 
"254 -8118 -.047 "~125 -a056 -a086 -.038 4 
-.270 "064 -a042  -a230 "092 -.091 -.052 3 
-a151 - a 0 3 4  -e114 -.314  -.217-.073 2 
-a252 a275 ,113 -150  -164 ,315 
8. 00 - 
-a091 
.ZOO 
-.Ob0 a136 -205 ,116 -288 .119 ,136 
~ 1 3 5  
~ 2 4 3  ,199  a125-888 -233 ,229 
,158 a153 a078 -216 -a093 
.I19 ,103 .126 -a055 ~ 1 3 4  
"048 ~ 0 0 2  
"042 -so59 ,020 
-a052 "044 -250 
-e044 -a056  ,137 ,110 
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Table 16 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration ~3 M E 1.61 R = 4.2 X I O '  
+ Upper  Surface  at  Station .- .I. Lower Surfoce  at Station 
8 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 ( 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  2 


































.34C I,115 a109 a 245 -e058 












,018 ~ 0 6 9  
,006  ,071 
-a056 
I 













I I I 1 I 
2 ,405 ,430 "437 -a467 -.439 "275 
1 ,239 
"196 e053 "331  "299 -.le4 "149 5 
-.032 ,394 a 2 7 8  -a451 -.400 -a219 -.125 3 
0042 - 2 8 6  "056  "048 .017 
4 -a115 "190 -e177 -a298 
-a223 -a335 - a  199 9 
-a180 "312 8 
' -e353  -a306 -.178 -a171 "138 7 
-0312 -a343 -e102 "132 6 
-a085 -239 ,317 
LO 
-.246 I 1  
a304 -. 167 
.. 
-356 ,384 a392 1.209 -e232 "225 
267 
,259 ,259 -492 -a175 "099 -.lo1 
-308 e344 "075 -.26f 
,245 a241 a307 "250 -e162 "251 
,250 -425 -134 -6196 -a265 
-448  -332 -so64 "160 
,386  a046 -.09C 
-a331 -. 343 
98 NACA FM L55Lo5 
Toble 16 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with Control 













-387  -394 1.208 -a177 "003 "025 
-308 ,285 a051 ,015 -.193 
-263 ,489 "006 -027 -a009 -a178 
-408 -142 -a094 -a182 
,244 ,261 "109 -e019  -a169 
,323 -a034  "067 
,043 - a 0 2 8  
,013  -so38 
-a016 
a' 12 8. -10 " 
















2  -1273 
1 ,237 
3 -.125 
1 . 2 5 1  
4 -116 





.017 -.048 -e056 ,165 
-.421 - a 4 5 7  -e439 .-a168 
-a193 -.178 -.335 "119 
-.218 -a395 -a451 -e100 
"186  "278  "350 -.262 
-a101  "341 -.326 
"179 -.408 -a282  -e262 
-.312 -a266 
-a332 -.200 
,353  -381 
s 263 
,258  -256 








8. 10 a =  12 
1 
2 
-a287 e147 "056' -a047 -016 ,297 1 
-.283 -8264 -.439  -.4 4 "434 -.267 .355 ,382 ,393 1.204 
,266 a449 ~ 5 8 0  ,306 ,491 ,258 -259 -e318 -e286 -.190 -a292 "178 -.I93 -.115 6 
3 -269 -a325  -a254 -e205 "463 "393 -.217 "126  3 
2  -525 ,628 -377 
a305 ,286. -333 -517 ,224 
4 
5  -e146  -a183 -e285 "348 -a299 "358 ,245 ~ 2 3 8  
,021  -156 ,318 -432 7 -.288 "303 -a410  -a179 -.127 7 
6 .14C -077 e247 ,404 -249 -*300'  -a340  -a102 "132  6 
5 0222 -362 ,067  - 63 
8 
9 "199 -e330 -a188 ,089 8093  -116 9 
0 -.le2 e306 
1 -a246 
,067  ,106 10 
-015 11 
-261 
8 a146 ,040 -364 -e288 "315 
8. 20 a -  1 2  
-.057 
-a346  "318  -a480 
"358 "356 "441 
-.039 




-.354  -.311 
1 
-.339 -.202 9 
8 
"183  -a139 7 
-*I01 "132  6 
-a185 "140 5 
-e192 "118 4 
-.22O -.128 3 
-a442 -.274 2 
-015 a236 
"320 
0 -e186 -303 
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Table 16 Concluded 
pressure  Coefficlents on Delta  Wlng  wlth  Control 
Conflgurotion ~3 M "1.61 R = 4.2 x 1 0 6  
Lower Surface  at Statlon 
5 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  
"- .- 
a = 12 8 z 3 0  
1 
11 ,226 
10 -208 ,171 
9 ,210 ,222 e104 -a220 -a339 "205 9 
8 -254 e216 ,361 -a379 -a321 8 
7 "155 -249 -380 .427 -.387 -a322 -e411 -a183  -a142 7 
6 ,469 -a076 -511 ,401 -244 -a301 -a335 "103 -e134 6 
5 ,725  ,717 a076 -264 ,234 .243 "408 -a418 -e399 "307 -.lo7 "149 5 
4 ,748  a821 1.068 ,428 -487  -253 ,258 -.381 "406 "389 -a348 "103 -a196 -.119 4 
3 ,869 1.071 1.124 ,282 .301 ,262 -*394 -a392 -a375 "486  " 93 -e221 "127 3 
2 ,859 ,956 1.194  1.197  .390 ,378 ,348 -.400 -a402 "443 -a473 -a440 -.277 2 
1 -a201 -so57 -e051 ,014  a234 - a  346 a683 
10 
"234 11 
- 3 0 3  -a183 
a =  1 5 O  8 .  00 " 
"265 
-.354 
I a =  - 
,534 
a127 
8. L 0 0  - .447 e320 ,366 ~ 5 4 0  s 372 ,081 .lo0 ,106 
L 
1 e353 ,141 e103 ,267 .281 
11 "230 
10 -0199 "126 
9 "196 -6281 "163 -a049 -a068 -021 9 
8 
7 -.054.-.080 -.070 .139 -134 7 
6 -a056 ,040 e282 ,117 6 
5 "259 -a145 -a231 "220 -a086 -.071 -a075 ,134 -e047 ,118  .114 ,135 5 
4 "293 -e171 "056 -a130 -.044 -.077 "054 "133 ~ 1 5 2  ,192  ,122-289 -109 .I29 4 
3 "327  "094 -a067 "218 "104 "047 -8108 e224  ,091 e108 ,174 -140 . I 32  3 
2 -e242 -e210 -a143 "138 -.312 -.259 -.Ob4 -147 -123 ,907 e 2 3 0  -206 ,193 2 
1 -e119 -e327 
-.057 
-e217  -a180 "106 -e069 
"223 "225 - e 2 0 3  " 0 0 5  
8 -a187 "261 -.035 -a060 "046 
10 
- e 0 5 0  11 
a329 e 0 3 8  


























- I' E =  20 - -.068 -e238 -a099 -e128 "150 -e284 -.167 -6130 "267 -e342 -0209 -.119 -.110 -.C72 "163 -a212 -a117 -a018 -.Ob0 -a146 -8087 -e216 -.229  -.091-.076 -056 ,281 "069 "051 -.080 -.057 .30C .189 -a228 -.110 -a051 a 3 3 5  a273 -8149 "319 -e263 II "050 ~ 10 1
100 NACA RM L 5 5 m  
Table 17 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion G M = 1.61 R = 4.2 x1o6 
a '  o o o  
I: 10 11 




I a =  00 6 =  20 - I -.377 _. .584 0 375 ,261 ,455 .022 $058 - ,563 .385 ,482 a054 j: -j 10 711 1.036 ,353 I f  I I I 1 ,385 2 ,053 3 ,018 4 ,029 5 .012 7  ,035 6 a003 9 -.I33 8 ,007 11 -a098 10  -a038 .015 -.002 .002 -054 ,094 - a  154 "123 - e  171 
I 0 E 00 g, 
10 
11 I I 0918 ,730 ,805 ,204 ,646 n 299 1 ,384 2 a055 3 .022 4 -030 5 ,010 6 a001 7  a039 8 ,016 10 ,038 9  -e053 11 r.013 a070 ,034 ,049 "003 -017 a019 045 e021 ,007 -0016 -a171 -006  -a042 -.33C ,033 ,224 -a27t a003 ,057 -0331 -0089 ,005 ,027 "034 -023 L L 
8 -  00 I a =  06 
,064  -4051 " 0 5 6  
a001  "051 
. o m  
10 
11 
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Toble 17 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficlents on Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration G M = 1.61 R =  4.2XIO' 
r ._ 
8 1 ( 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 ( 7 ( 8 1 9 1 1   1 1 2 ( 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  8 
upper  Surface  at  Stotlon Lower Surface  ot  Stotion c - 
8 = 1 0  
3  -e070 -.OR1 
4 
"220 - a  178 9 
"192  -a073 8 
"002  -e042 7 
"037  -e074 6 
-a095 -e086 5 
-a097 -so54 
11 -a151  
10  -a113 "245 
-.Obi 
-a121 -.191 
-a047  -a232 
"286  -a224 








a205 -.368  -.412 "402 
"253  "406 -.402 "067  -a389 "096 -a053 4 
-a080 "071 3 
-.080 
"339 -.305 -.412 -e428 -a274 - . O R 8  2 
-143  -so05  -e389  ,096 ,328 
5  -a083 "094  a121  -a372  -.3?2 
6  "078 ~ 0 1 9  -.146 -.281 
7 "047 
-e340 -a218  -e091 9 
-.327 "178  -a032 8 
-a268  -a347  -.301 - 0 4 4  
LO 
-e115  11 
-a244 -a044 
1 -.162  -.388 
"340 -.219 "436 -.427 -.287 -a093 2 
-132  "006 -.410 ,093 ,326 
3 -a075 -a090 a100  "387  -a427 -.407 
4 
-.OB6 "352 ,138 -.OR7 6 
-221 -a258 - a  392 -a100 -a092 5 
"407 -6041  "426 -.317 -.408 -a098 "059 
8 ,137  -a166 "322 
7 -6050 e112 "317  "298 -.348 
0 a019  -a206 
1 -a065 
9 -.331 -.le6  ,0  
a =  1 2  
a658 
199  a24  1.022 1.019 0860 
,142  ,16  ,155 ,935 1.019 ,693 
,159 ,117  282 ,814  4777 ,615 
6112  4 8  ,064  a027  a983  ,618 
,127 ,140 a328  -a192  a630 
a114  , 04 a142  "214 $540 
,108  a 17  ,178 
"074  a106 ~ 1 4 2  




"470 -.448 "425 -a290 2 
-.O22 "180 -.290 -a098 ,207 
- e 3 6 8  -a311  - e 2 5 6  "444 -. 187 -. 136  3 -a005 -.356 ,279  -282 ,293 4 "114 
"363 -.177 -.163 -e142 6 
4 
-a322 -.348 "191 -a183 - . lb4 5 
-.356 -.284 -.282 -.355 -a229 "179 
5 
7 -a131  "112 -a273  "333 -.247 -202  a229 ,037 
11 
a 
-050 e043 e031 -.277 "266  -a 64 9 
7 
a037  a018  ,235 "275 -a271 "137 8 
6 
,014 ,059 
-.300 "312 ,348 0 394 
,037 0286 -326 a276 -254 e 286 
-a003 1348 a363 
,399 ,400 -422 
,242 ,244  ,213 ,058 ,283 
,063  ,058 ,250 a277  a 42 
a012 
,063 
1 0  10 
,032 -e218 11 
9 -e267 "196 a056  -043 
1 
1 0  
-.I37 -. 116 -. l b 2  
- a  146 -. 128 
-.208 








s =  1 0  - 
.349 ,400 
a624 a557 a281 ,286 ~ 2 7 7  
,603 e691 a604 
$117 -057 
,137  ,078 ,023 
,121  -020 -229 
,195 -e021 ,140 ~ 2 2 7  ,199 
,244 a119 -333  ,28  ,246 


















Table 17 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration G M = 1.61 R =  4.2~10' 
NACA RM ~ 3 3 ~ 0 5  
1 
2 
-4372  -e175  "389 - a 1 8 1  "024 -e102 , 205  1 
"385 "389  "266 -a453 -a435 "294 342 -404 ,856 a953 
- r387  "371 "378 "407 -.133 "182 "114 4 
3 ,279 ,270 ,267 "387  -.385 "364 -132  "185 -e134 3 
2 a 7 0 6  
,721 ,920  ,554 
284 ,244 , 5 5 4  e799 ab81 ,514 4 
5 "160 
,202 ,015 -222 -a310 -.204 -.013 8 
a443 - * I 0 1  ,204 ,214 a204 -.357  "169 - a 3 5 0  -.034 "086 7 
6 ,487 -6001 -379   ,266  ,236  -e164 -a098 a016 " 1 4 1  6 
5 ,482  ,862 ,201 ,100 a244 ,236  -.387  "281 -.OB0 "149 
7 
8 
9 "107  -.258  -a234 a007 ,135 ,204 9 




-.O22 - . I 6 4  11 
,142 - 0 8 3  "274 -a083 
a =  1 2 0  8. 3 0 Q  
u 1 1  "113 
I "--I- ..355 I I I 1 
s =  00 
.394  1.206  1.182 
,283  1 ,044  1 .193 
,236 , 6 4 1  - 9 2 9  1.000 
,192   a156   10215  ,778 
,437  -6081 ,832 
a285 
,285  -0122 e664 
9b2 
,876 
,701  1 1 0  1
1 e292  -363  a151  .146  -325 
2 a181 a198 ~ 2 2 1   , 2 3 5   a 2 6 3  
3  -127  ,133  ,129  .202 
4 ,128  -100 -100  a120 ,169 
6  ,106 ,162 -116  "045 
5  -110 a105 ,124  -a043 













a =  -06 6. 1 0  1 
a =  -06 
2  ,194 a 1 9 7  ~ 2 2 2   e 3 8   - a 1 1 6   - a 2 1 9  
1 ,291   a366  ,150 , 1 4 4  "248 a142  -e331 
4 ,128  ,107 -111 "095  -so82 -e208 -.?I1 
3 ,127  a134 m296 "025  -e 19  -02 8 
5  ,114 ,108  ,211  -a239  -.208 
6 a 1 0 1  -169  ~ 0 6 5  "220 
7 ,125  ,158 - a 1 3 4  "228  -a230 
8 ,106  "073 -a153 
9  -0050 -a006 -a169 
1 "044 
.O ,002 " 1 0 4  
6. 20 " 
075 -e302 , 559  e284 ,294 
-a040 -a087 -.118 
"049 -a108 -0261   - 36   a130  -0030 
a223  ,140 -e082 
- a 0 8 5  -a087  -1095  -1277  -a210  - . le6 
- e 0 6 8  -a070 ,025  -e226  -a100 
"069  -e054  -a166  -e278  - .I94 
-e061  "148  -a189 
-e211  "130 -e171 
-e106  -1152 
-.I21 
.01 I 
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Table 1 7  Concluded 
Pressure Coefficlents on Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration G M = l e 6 1   R = 4 . 2 X I O '  
.+- Upper  Surface  at  Station .- Lower Surface  at  Station 
b 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ?  



















I I I I 
E 10 11 - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 - - 165 ,332 .244 ,239 .221 .218 6 236 216 .020 068 ,016 - .257 341 ,236 .223 .222 a239 .291 e027 -025 .028 - - a009 ,362 ,231 ~ 2 5 2  a236 .02u e025 -036 - - ,089 367 ,272 .258 ,066 a058 ,057 - - -.389 - ,349 a332 ,304 I I I I I "114 - a  114 -. 148 -.121 -. 121 -.121 -a251  164 -.188 s =  - r 2 4 9  10 

















1 I I 1 I I 
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Table 1s 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration H M I 1.61 R = 4.2 XIO' 
.- r Upper  Surface  at  Station I I  Lower Surface  at  Station 
8 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1  1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  6 
r ._ 
" = 0 0  
I 11 10 IT 0' 00 a079 ,062 a043 -0361 I -013 -040 a015 -so10 , 14 -007  -005 1 10 11 
ii -.012 -. 002 -a019 -a025 -0011 - a  150 - a  097 - a  158 -a038 -a036 -e034 -e030 -. 174 Q 249 -a206 - a  258 "137 
I 1 I I I I 
.140 a148  ,155 
087 e090 
a058 ,055  ,041 
a084 ,060 -076 
,077 ,104 -0e2 
,057 ,081 -a089 
.070 -a091 -so89 
"075 -6085 "098 
-e023  -so87 
"092 
-252 ,302 -209 
a081 -182 ,156 
,037  a146 ,107 
,112 ,095  ,169 
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Table 18 Continued 
Pressure Coefficlents on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Conflguration H M = 1.61 R =  4.2X106 
L .- Lower Surface  at Station Upper  Surface  at  Siation 
6 6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 ( 7 1 8 1 9 ( 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  
c .- 
a = 06' 8 E -313 
2 "073 -8222 "319 -e359 ~ 8 2 8  
1 -317 -162 -152 +12C a208 
3 -a051 -.090 -.094 "271 a614 
4 -a036 -a083 -e116 -a230 ,392 
5 "072 -.081 -013 -a299 -a050 
7 "057 a028 -.136 "375 -so02 
6 -e058  -a036 -030 -e364 
8 
9 -a179 "127 -e194 
"106  "170 















1 a 3 1 8  a165 6155 -124 e325 
2 -so72 -e225 -a312 -a318 -a048 -a204 
4 -a035 -e081 -a095 -6148 -a165 -a190 "306 
5 "073 -a081 -e119 "209  -.110  -.259 
6 -e057 -0020 -e079 -8229 
7 -a057 -e073 "213 -a165 -e207 
8 "201 -e213 
9 -a182 -e201 -.221 
-a318 
3 -.049 -.088 -.ow -.131  -.175  -.156  -.314 
10 -all8 ,263 
1 1  -.I77 
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Table 18 Continued 
pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration H M = 1.61 R = 4.2 X 1 0 6  
1 -.355 
a =  0 6 O  
1 
-205   , 228   - 33   -2 0   -742   , 734   , 613  2 
s 139  a 58  ,406  -620  ,66   ,287 3 
4 
- 1 2 5   e 1 0 6   a l l 6   - a 1 5 0   - 4 4 9   a 2 6 5  
,146   -119  -111 -100   -824   -529   e360  
' 
5 
,120  ,145  .289  -e212  ,279 6 
-099   -184   -047   - a102  7 
e115   , 033   -022  8 
"042 ,048 -no08 9 
a061  -035   10  
a030  11 
367 
8; 3 0 "  
1 6321  -167 .154 a 1 2 1   - 1 6 5  
2 "065  -.219  -a313  "297 - a 3 3 7  - e372  
3 - so49  -a088 -0093  -a116  -a289  "355  "381 
4 -e036 -e080 -076  -e325  "252  -a373  -a370 
5 "071  -a079  -a112  "304  -a280  -a396 
6 -e056  -068  -a185  -a263 
7 -so54  "049  "321  "211  "324 
8 
9 -a106 -.243 -a273 
-e219 "314 













- a =  L 0 9  
8. 00 





a -  12  " 
1 1 0  1 
1 -242  $016  -e043 - a078  - 2 8 0  -.111 
2 -.>74 "434 -a464 "480 a790  ,269  .372 
3 - .I21 "214 -a346 -.493 e 5 6 8  ,084 -e159 
4 -.112 "191 -.218 - a381  a263  "046  -a192 
5 "141 -a183 "085 ~ 2 5 0  "387 - a253  
7 "132 -a018 "280 -a363  "315 
6 -.129 -e151  -a131  "375  ,253  ,371  -162 
9 "237 -e209 "297 
-e267 
, 3 8 6   - 3 9 8   - 3 9 0  -.Ob6 "141  -a112 
,270   ,309   ,4 3   a060  -e153  -a 2
,259  ,261  e266  "152 "049  -.057  "250 
.247  ,244 ~ 3 0 9  -a207  -a160  ,131 
,216   ,263   "072   -a135 
a329  ,019  -e093 
. I07  -019  - .098 
a075   -006  
~ 0 3 5  
"163  "233 
8 -a183 "295 
LO "057  ,254 
1 1  -e038 
8. -20 
- 2 6 1  ,261  a340  
-246  ,244  ,246 
e251  a341  -196  
-296   , 027  "049 
.215  ,249  -a037 
.086  ,031  -so51 











1 0  
11 
- 
a = 12  
2 11 -.274 . 2 1 l   - e 4 3 4   ~ 0 1 6 ~ - . 0 4 1 / - . 0 7 3 ~  -a 61 -.476 -4081   a568   -059  I 1-*281 
3 -.120  -.215  "343  "484  -287  "095  -a281 
4 -.111 -e191  -a215  "349  "186 - e 1 8 1  -e300 
NACA RM ~ 5 5 ~ 0 5  
Table 18 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefflclents on Delto  Wing  with Control 
Configuration H M = 1.61 R = 4.2XIO' 










- 0 8 7  
a 0 4 4  
- 
s =  
T ,015 
I 1 1 1 1 ,241 - 0 1 9  " 0 4 0  -no73  -454 
2  -a272 - . 4 3 3  -.459 -.411  ,315  -e237 
3 -.119 "212 -.345 "461  "206 " 2 8 8  "376 
4 -.111 -e189 -e212 -e300 "413  "315 - a 3 1 5  
5 -.138 -.I79 -.169 ,268  -.377 -.389 
b "128 "146 "166 -.219 
7  "133 -.093 -e296 -.258 "360 
8 -e232 "286 
9  -.236 -e245 "279 
-. 383 
10   -a138   -272  
11 - 4  170 
a396 







-.345 -. 372 
1 2  
1 
-373  a386  , 97  ,664 -501 a 0  64 6 
a270 3 
,261  -262 - 3 0 4  -237  , 31 a 3 0 3  ,096 
.311 ,306 - 3 9 1  ,360 ~ 0 5 6  
4 
,250 ,244 ~ 2 7 1  a032 -300 ,255  5 
,250 ~ 3 1 6  -278 ,064  a070 6 
-213  ,271  -057  ,019  7 
,275  ,055 - 0 5 1  E 
,078 .Ob8 - 0 4 1  9 
,100  ,069 1 c  
,056 11 
.102 
8. 1 0  
"373 
"360 
a =  
1 -a350 -.384 - e  312 
11' 12 
1 
,370 ~ 3 8 2  -394 ,385 ,661  ,583 - 5 3 1  2 
265 ,307 ~ 4 5 6  ab32 ~ 5 4 9  a190 3 
.258  -255  ,255  a316 ~ 5 1 0  - 4 5 3  ,258 4 
,245  ,238 -320  6103 a 4 1 2  ,274  5 
,248  a287 ,360 -a030 a266 6 
- 2 1 1  ,305 - 1 0 s  - a 0 3 5  7 
a244  ,095  -096 E 
9 
-118 6099 
e068 - 1 0 7   - 9 1  
1 c  
,112 11 
- 2 6 6  
l1 I_* le6 I 
T"= 
2 -a276  -e437 1 ,. 355 3 "124 -.214 4 - a  116 -. 195 5 - a 1 4 3  -e167 6  -e131 -e011 7  "106 -e154 8 -0217 9 "160 -a289 10 - e 1 3 4   0 2 5 1  11 -e187 "363 -6266 -. 182 
1 1 0  1 
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Table 1 8  Concluded 
Pressure Coefficients on Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration H M = 1 . 6 1  R = 4 . 2  x106 
,430 
a 3 3 8  
- 3 2 5  
a 3 1 8  
.345  
. 3 3 8  
. 3 9 3  
a 1 7 0  
- 1 7 1  
- 1 4 3  
a461  - 4 6 0  , 7 2 4  e 5 4 4  ,475 
,333  a415  , 3 4 3  - 4 3 4  ,376  
, 3 8 9  ,419 , 4 6 9   - 4 5 5  
,350  -420 ~ 1 1 5   - 3 9 0   - 2 9 5  
a395  ,141 ,098 
, 4 3 5   - 9 4  ~ 1 4 8  - 1 5 5  
,145  6131 
a153   .121  
rz 
,126 
,216 1 1 1   1 0  
NACA RM L55L05 
Table 19 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration I M 11-61 R ' 4 . 2  X I O '  
.+- .- Upper  Surface  at  Stotion Lower Surface  ot Stotion 













































- a =  I 00 II 10  11  12 404 070 036 ~ 0 4 1  ,033 ,021 ,040 ,018 164 .339 ,353 e313 ~ 3 7 6  -044  ,035 , 0 2 3  -022 a030 -a007 -059 "191 326 .349 - .215 -314 170 - a  245 '234 I I 
e295 -315 -301 -366  -389  -009  1 
a038 a032 a030 .023 a024  -e265  a066  -045 a031 a 0 3 2  ,016  ,009 - . 2 R  
-032 
,011 -009 -008 -009 -009  ,027 3 
,007 "005 ,017 "019  "191 a032 -003 -a018  -361 ,170 -a109 
-002  -e005 -4003 a000 
4 
a 0 0 7  -e010 - e 0 4 1  -e210 "182 -003 -a002  -a013 5 
-024 a 0 2 4  -e426 "225 
-014 a 0 3 4  
6 
- 0 2 0  a130 "365 
,205 - a 4 1 4  -a389 390 -614 ,513 
,684 7 
8 
-a415 -e373 a563 -840 9 
-1371 -a372 a497 a805  ,697 10 
11 
12 
,018 -003 -424 ,674 -.I69 
-220 ,425 
-.344 -615 ,706 
544 











12 - 1. . " 4 -e010 - e 0 4 3  5  -e031 -e044 7 -e007 -.040 6  -a031 -a022 8 -e030 - e 0 8 0  9  -a015 -a161 0 -e166 -e187 2 -e187 1 -a184 "190 I I I I 1 
110 NACA RM L55Lo5 
Table 19 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotioi I M r l . 6 1  R 4.2 X 1 0 6  
,258  -.3eo 
e 135 a162   a141   -160  -168 
-139  e119 ,119   -260   -134  "074 1 
-120   -109   ,106  "059  "052 
,119   , 086   1192   - a066  "050 1 
-125   e258  -a050 
1 7 7  1 -e070  -e051 
1( 
1 1  
1; 
..399 ,205  -225  .235  ,241  a240  -245  -e066 
! 
-a069  "056 
-.Ob8 -e076  -a058 
-.Ob7 -a070 
-a075 
1 ,377  ,124  ,168  -119 e210 
2  -a070 -.229 "310 - e 3 5 1  -e357 
4 "041 -a085 -. lo7 "116 "123 
3  "055 -e088 "092 -a124 -a282 
5  "075 - a 0 8 2  "105 - a 1 3 1  "248 
6  -1061 "063 "073 - 0 2 2 6  "226 
7  "044 -e074 -a091 -.208 
8 "066 "081 "175 "219 
1 0  "181 "198  "209 
9 -.GO5 "169 -.21fl 
11 -a194  "199 
12   "191  i 




- II 0' 0 6  - - 2 3 3  - 1 5 9  115 -104 .188 -206 a223 a209 - 2 4 1  , 1 3 9  , 2 5 6  0 1 2 7  1 2 7  e 3 8 6  - ~ 3 8 2  245 e 1 7 0  , 0 7 3  ,025  - -238  158  -132 .002 -066  2 -.074  -.238  -e319  -e357 "363  -a382 1 .376  a122  -166  a116  -209  a285 3  "057  -0091  "095  -.127 -.286  -.314 4 "044  -so89  -*110 -.119 -a127  -8365 5 "077 -a088 -.109  "143  -.283--.25? 6  "064  "065  "076  "310  -a285 7  -a047  "075  -e065  -.290 8 "069  -a053  "278  "261 9 - 0 2 0  "277  "325 11 -a299  -a197 1 0   - e 2 8 2   - a 3 0 1  "212 1 2   - a 1 8 4  1 3 3  1 C  11 l i  
- a 3 8 1  
- 2 8 5  
"313 
"364 
- a 2 5 1  
- 
-. 399 .?37 







~ 4 0 5  
.453 
a450 
- 3 2 3  
2  "162  -e343  -e403 
1 -308 -051   , 070  
4  -a081  "134  "147 
3  -a094  "141  "223 
6  -.I02  "119  "114 
5  -a114 "132  "148 
7  -0090  -a122 -.OR6 
8 - .I10 -e090 "222 
10  -a235  "251 -.248 
9  8009 -.222 "261 
11 "235 " 2 4 8  
12 -.22O 




"148 "326 -. 262 "280  -e261 
"265 
a314   e324  
a239   , 217  
.188 .351  
175  
a264 -moo1 
~ 0 1 4  
- 0 1 3  ,007 
,002  
."l 
-282  -307 
1 9 7  
, 2 0 3  ~ 1 8 8  
-180  ,175  
a182  ,151  
-177   -324  
a 248 
-e037 
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Toble 19 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delto Wing  with  Control 
Configuration I M = 1.61 R = 4.2 X 1 0 6  
a =  
1 2 0  ,359 ,388  ,397  ,405  e404 ,405 
- ,445 
,269 a312 a299  -32635
,259  ,264 ,263 -436 ,293  ,063 
,251 ,247 e249 -056 - 0 7 8  
.255 ,220  ,339  ,047 ,080 
-231  ,394  ,074 
-318 
-039  -050 
a030  ,059 
.041 a039  a052 
-041 ,043 
,035 
8 s  l o o  
1 
1 1 ~ 4 2 2  "035  -a128-.OB8 -a051 "025 ,265 
2 
,394 a231 -a388 -a067 -.147 -a129 7 
,039 a294 ~ 3 3 8  a220 -255 "394 -e396  -a158  -a169 -.138 6 
a149 .134 -249 ,247 ~ 2 5 0  
-.406.-.4?8 - a 2 7 8  -e222 -a191 -.149 5 
,066 ,292 ,436 -263 a264 ,259 "455 -.334 -a302  "245 -a197 -a123 4 
-334 -325  a299 ~ 3 1 1  270 "476  -a456 "439 -a355 "215 "131 3 
-e461 
a109 ,403  -404  ,404  -397 ,388 ,363 "438 "479 -e493 -a485 "469 -.441 "300 
,288 
8 "147  "050  -a327  -e274 -325 -400 
"350 "328 ,074 9 
,224 
,391 ,413 











.388 .399 -e232 -a340 
.333 12 
8. 20 0' 12 
- a  150 
-. 443 
-.214 -. 197 
- e  191 -. 170 -. 147 -. 378 
.O -.386 -a370  "303 
.1 -a385  "307 
,2 - a 2 7 7  
a =  
- 
2 













,358 a387 ,394 a 4 0 2  ,401 -415 
- .445 
,269 -307  ,297  -322  050€ 
.260 ,261 a262 -656 a641 ~ 3 1 5  
.248 -247 -652 
,258  -674 a740 - 8 0 6  "017 
,286 a24C 
-618 a769 -910 
.774 -915 ,662 
a917 1.122 
-861 1.117 -865 
a939 ,865 
.739 
(2' 15 8 E  00 - 
1 10 11 12 
2 
164 e513 -334 -.413 -e093 "177 -.162 7 
-a443  -a421  "385 -a175 "171 6 
"431 "436  -a394  -a402  "336 "155  4 
-a430 "450  "~439 "415 -a356 "163 3 
-504 "146 -e269 "194 -.184 -a094 -231 1 
-a317 -.452 -.452 "445 -,a445 -.445 "372 
8 "176 -.Ob6 -a304 "348 
9  -054 "261 
,118 -e153 12 
-e192 -e284 11 




.160 ,134 -455 -339 -355 
-380 -356 -323 
-455 -439 e412 a390 
-140 ,415 ,576 -373  -337 -324 
-340 
"403 
a236 -499 ,488 ,460 a455 ,459 
5 -.3n "456 -.311 "395 -.le1 
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Table 1 9  Continued 
Pressure  Coefficients on Delta Wing with  Control 
Configuration I M = 1.61 R =  4.2XIOb 
c .- 
Upper  Surface  at  Station 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  2 ._ 
Lower Surface  at Station 
b 1 ) 2 ] 3 1 4 1 5 ) 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1  
- 




1 4 8  
-.010 
"009 
- a 0 8 0  -.074 "069 "045 
"239  -e069 - 0 2 3   - a 0 5 9  -e018 
"030  "040 -so59  "202  "226 
-.018 
a093  - e001  
- . le2  "166  ,016 "053 
044 "146 - e l 6 1  
- a 1 5 8  
, 0 1 3  "356 "200  "149  -0098  -e093  -a036 
-.151 
-0149 -.155 
- a 1 5 5  
"156 - a135  
-e146 - a 1 5 1  
8 -  o o D  
2 
.066 4 
"205 a 3 4 1  a 3 1 6  a 2 6 1   , 2 4 4   - 3 1 4  .372 1 
-a165  a 1 4 3  ~ 1 2 4  a 1 3 3   - 1 2 3  ~ 1 0 6  , 1 1 4  
.077 ~ 0 8 2  ,068   a086   - 69- 0 6 5  3 
- a 1 4 3   , 0 4 0  - 0 6 9  ,049   45  
5 .070 -052  -038  -.127 
- e144  "136 - a091   a047  8 
-.139 -e100 ,046   , 0637 
"114  -a131 - 0 6 4  a069  e 0 5 1  6 
"138 - a 1 1 8  
1 0   - a 1 2 4  -a139  - . I35 
9 e000 "116  -a131 
11 -.134 -a140 
1 2  -a132 



















1 0  
11 











1 0  
11 
1 2  
- 
, 189  ,215 a223  
- 2 8 4  m141 a15C 
,136  -159  -139  
.099 .110 .137 
-127  ,119  -e055 
,106 a099 -e134 
-a100 -e078 - e071  
a094  "115 -a065  




5 , 1 2 1  
7 , 1 1 3  
6 - 1 0 3  
1 0   - e 0 7 4   - e 0 7 6  - s o 8 0  
11 -.078 1-.068 -a078 I-.066 I 
-a068  -e247  -a301  -a319 - 
-e056  "106  "140 - 
- so60  "076 - a105   - a074  - 
"076  -a087 - e 1 1 1  
- .e61  -a097  -e031  -e234 - 
"044  a039 
- a 1 8 1  "215 
-a200  -a205  -a177 
-a203  -e194 
- a189  
-a191  -a222 
8. 1 0  
(I = -06 I "053 -a066  -a253 -.306 "335 -e356 - a103  - a139  -.27E -a057  -a074  -a103 -a072 "115 - e073   - a084   - . l o9  -a059  "094  -a024 - a 1 1 8  - e l82  -.20t - e 0 4 1  ~ 0 4 4  -. 10 1 -1024  "109 -a009 - a 0 0 5  "041 "012 -a005 -e019  "011 "030 
8 -  2 0  
"306 
-.358 
- a256  
8 -105  -*065 
9 -025  -a211 
1 0  - a197  "224 
11 -a220 -e224 
12  -.218 
- s o 4 3   - 1 3 2  7 
a 1 4 7  
, 1 4 8  
.302 ,118 8 
,316   a338 9 
-265   a3 0   a3 5  1 0  
a286  ,310  
247  
11 
' 1 2  
6. 30 
1 11 0  12  











1 2  





- a073  
"059 
"014 
, 3 5 3  
463  
a 5 0 1  
,589  
- 
"258 -.308 -e339  -e357 
"075  -e103  ,212   ,091  
-a103  "140  "283 
-a084  -a109  -e135 
-.095 - 2 7 4   , 3 9 2  -.245 
- 4 4 5   , 3 0 6  
, 4 4 1  - 5 8 8  
, 603   e523  
- 5 6 0  
I I 
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Toble 19 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefflclents  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 

















. Z 3 E  
.311 





I , 329  
-.142 "328 -e388 -e391  -a423 - 8 4 4 4  -e427 
"090 -a215  -.310  -a382  -a394 
-.092 -a120 "136 -a140 "239 -.435 
- . I 0 7  -e132 - a 1 4 4  
"096 -e132 -a072  -e249  -a277 
"305 "307 
-.077 -.035 
- . C 3 4  
"235 
-.194  -.734 
-.188  -.221 
"202 "202 -.190 
-.210  -.202 -. 1 9 1  
1 (1= -17 ..150  -a207  -a424 a373  6391  ,109  , 3 1 3   - 3 2 9  -064   .7?1  0 2 7 5   , 0 2  , 0 6 4  2  .347 1 .209 3 - 2 6 5  4 s 2 b 8  6 ~ 2 4 8  5 .:45 7  a253 10 .037 9  ,366 1 1  e038 1 2  .C36 a . 2 4 3  -.286  -.393 "447 "132 -0305 "129  "160  -e291 -.145  -.148 -.272 -a132  -e157  -.161 -a117  -6049 -.oa7  "264 -*227  "245 -.253 - 6 2 5 3  -a264 "255  -e189 - . I78  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 -.359 -a260 -"J-- 8: 1 0  
I a :  -12 1 -.2@5 -.090 7 -e047 "116 6 -a330 -.310 -.158  .157 -.132 5 - 1 3 3 8  - . 3 3 8  -a271  "147  a145 4 - . '+lo "330 -1238   - a291   - e l63  "127 3 -e441  -.407 - .334  - .304 -. 131 2 -a318  -a461  -8483  "465 " 4 4 4  "393 -a305 -.I26 -a270 8 "076 -.OS5 9 -.118 "072 "069 1 0  " 0 9 8  "076 11 a406 -.I:] 12 
8 .  20  
. l o 5  
a139  -393  - 3 7 3   , 3 7 1  -790 ~3:') 
-0623 - . 2 0 B  -.151  156-.Ob6 
.273 
"091 "126 e231 
- e 0 2 2  -.1S9  .264 .281 
, 0 4 9  "006  "2-7 ,752  -248 
- 3 5 0  - 7 7 6  - 2 9 8  .Zbl -246  
. 337  . 3 1 3  .335  .313 
"070 "164 "136- 
- . I51  "165 
"162  -8171 -. 165 
1 
, 2 6 7  4 




a254  7 
a 2 4 8  b 
a 2 4 0  5 
LO "139 
9 e 0 7 2  
I 1  -a160 
I: -a164 
I 1 I 












1 2  - 
1 1 1 e0441 1 '40' -.I31 -.285 - a 3 9 4  " 4 4 5  -a467 -a482 -1457 -.306 "335 -e411 -.40C -e128  -a160  -a294 - 0 1 5 3  -e211 - a 4 1 5  -6145  -.148  "273 "132  -a157  ,056  -a053 -e356 -.353  -.38C "113  ,206 
.188  -601 -a007 
~ 3 5 6  a676 
,400 , 561   -593  
, 4 3 1   - 5 2 5  
, 3 4 3  
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Table 19 Concluded 
pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion I M = 1.61  R =  4 . 2 X 1 0 6  





- 3 1 9  




~ 3 3 6  
0 9 1  




.016  "134 -a279 - .293 
a415 a430 a 4 2 3  a449 
- 3 3 2  ,394 a400 -409 
,305 a357 -393 -381 
-340 - 3 6 3  -a198 a124 
.385 a357 -115 a122 
-078 ,055 -089 
a073  a097 
a078 a067 
a065 






a 1 3 C  
- 1 "372 -. 114 -e143 - -.437 ,480 -a424 -a410 -.359 1 10 1Z
I 111 111 
NACA RM L55LO3 
Table 2 0  
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J M = 1.61 R =  4.2 X 1 0 6  
c Upper  Surfoce  at  Stotion Lower Surfoce  at  Station 
; I 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ) 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 I I 1 2 [ 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  e 
*- 
00 0 a =  8 .  00 
'jUb *'" -289 ,275 *310 a358 1.711 1 
2 ,053 -033  -030 ,031 a017 -013 ,031 0 079  . O U  2 
3 ,021 ,016 - 0 0 7  -so03 ,002 e016 ,041 ,020 ,007 3 
4 8 0 2 5  ,011  " 09 -a020 "021 -070 -a165  ,032
-010 ,002 a029 
-a005 -8005 -e031 ,033 "129 4 
5 a007 ,011 ,002 "043 a010 ,007 -a271 ,001 ,014 - .022 1 
6 ,014 -000  -008 -a139 ,020 ,000 ,033 -1145 
,016 ,059 - r Z ? l  
b 
7 ,016 ,008 -e157 -. 185 ,022  ,007 -L 139 -0196 
8 ,009 ,084 - a 1 4 8  -a166 ,026 -6139 
-.201 
- a 2 0 3  
7 
8 
9 -. 124 -a138 9 
0 -.OB4 " 1 4 2  - a 1 5 0  
-elk6 
1 - 0 0 7 5  -e142 "115 "147 
10 
2 "123 "140 "144 -a130 
11 
12 
.014 ,012 ,021 







,028  II a =  00 ,076  ,040 ,033 ,019 ,007 so06 a012 -.@25 e 037 -a004 ,021 -a002 ,032 050 ,018 a007 ,387 ,032 I 291 a061 -.001 -e198 "346 -a321 "189 -e376 -.389 -4290 "315 "302 -009 .002 .200 1 , 070  -e321 2 ,185 -.139 s =  2 0  - 























, I  313 
e I 4 8  '. 180 
e 2 7 6  a 3 0 9  
.039 ,020 
















- e  400 -. 324  
"271 
069 





, 2 5 2  
-so04 -a004 
a000 -a007 









I 1111 I 










,441 I; 10 12
, 3 8 8  a374 ,288 e271 a307 ,358 1.705 
, 0 5 6  a039 e032  ,026 a016 ,011  "415 
,025 a018 
,029 a 0 0 2  - .007 -so12 -e020 ,100 -a461 
.007 -.001 ,000 -.455 
a017 ,007 a003 ,211 a024 - a 4 0 7  -.441 
,006 "005 a010 -e344 
e015 e 0 2 5  - .337  -.349 
,040 -190 -.347 
-.388 
"357 
-e340 -. 374 -. 376 
"191 "377 
- . n o  -.354 
1 I I I ij - s o 8 6  -a234 "076 
-a083 
-.084 
"074 -. 183 -. 192 
"204 
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Toble 20 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J M.=l.bl R54.2 X 1 0 6  
I 
.201 







a =  
- 
e 143 






I I 10 11 12 a :  L Ob 8 =  L 30 a150 -003 -123 m230 1.710 -310  -347 -a360 ,386 "383 .132 "272 ~ 3 3 9  -a401 ,109 -129 "118 -274 -a406 -075 ,413 . lo0 .287 -.lo0 .3q4 -.374 -318 -234 .149 I a225 1.190 ,183 -600 ab32 -497 ,796 -558 -108  a521 ,082 a504 ,523 a719 ,762 ,651 646 
i 
e158 ,007 
,314  "355 
"130 
-112  -4127 
,099 -294 





,382  -.398 a 200  -238 
a321  -a402  a134 ,143  ,146 
1 
a 2 0 8  0312 1.306 2 
,150  a632  e966 3 
,629 ,577 a704 0847 4 
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Toble 20 Continued 
Pressure Coefficlents on Delto Wing wl th  Control 




-389  a176 -167  -190  
a189 a217 ~ 2 2 7  ,212  
1 a 1 0 5 1 0 6 1 1  -a086 -.OB2 -. 107 -so77 -e074 -.08U -a076 8125  ,132 -110   a 98   -e046  -138  ,100  a1 6  , 92  ,109 
"396 
- a  396 
- 



















a =  -06 
.335 
a263  e219 
273 
-239   a237 
,237  -714 
.775 
,658   , 776  
,715  II 1 c  11 1 2  
"044 - a 0 8 2  -a107 
-e065  -.288 "340 -e366  -e356 
-.949 
-a264 -.326 -e364 
-.082 -.080 -.121 
-a100  -a118  "153 -.280 -a420 
-0109  "073  -e407 
"061  "082 -.Ob0 -1222 




- 1 2 1 1  -e307 
"204 
-e169  -a202 
- a  186 
- a181   -0184  





























1 1.705  ,163  -172 -145   -165  e376  a302 1 
2 
-124   . I03  3 
-a283  -a057 "052 ,209  - 2 0 1  a214  ,203 a181 e172 2 
- 1 2 1  e l l 8   , 1 6 1  "006 
-a340 
4 -e240  -a270 -a150 - a 1 1 1  -a097  "043 
"185 -.320 -a269 
"176  -202 ,096  e084 ,093  ,087  a103 4 
3 -a107 - a 0 7 8  -e041 




a043 -e258 "140 
11 
12 a046 ,037  "156  -a175 12 
10 
a 0 4 6  ,010  -a284 
"" . ". 
Cl E -06 
2 
1.708 -173  - 1 8 5  ,163  a179 -395  a319 1 
"238 - 2 3 1  a223 -232  -222 ~ 1 9 5  ,190 
3 ,128  ~ 1 4 5  
a181 ,084 8 
-.377 -107  ,099  7 
-e355 ,114 -100   , 056 
"374 "247  -153  a115  ,115 -116  a122  5 
-a323 -226  - 1 1 9  ,107  -118  e 1 1 1  -128   4  
"177  e190 - 1 4 3  -145  
-.385 
"382  -.292 
9  -.354 "255 
. O  -.295 -e374 
.1 -.110 -.379 
.2  "175 - a 2 1 7  
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Table 20 Concluded 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J M = 1.61 R = 4.2 X 1 0 6  
Upper  Surface  at  Station Lower Surface  at Station 
5 1 ] 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 / 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  5 
- ._ 
I -06 8 c 30 
,394  
196 
. l o 2  
143  
109  
- 0 9 3  
123  
,228  
. .383  
360 




















- 2 4 7  
.218 




- 0 2 9  
, 0 3 7  
- 
a =  -:z L - .012 -390 a262 ~ 2 5 2  247 -a303 -.125  "203  -.381 -.443 "490 -e492  a 3-.449 - e 4 8 3  -0407  -.161 - a 1 8 1  "201 -0131 -a234  "290 " 4 4 3  -a469  -a405 "136  "191  -a151  -a359 -e302 -.OB6 -e424 -.130  "164 -a424 -.343 -.057 - a  342 -e407 "419 -.339 -a244 -.223  -e265 -a229 "243 s =  1 0  II 1 0  1 12  1 ,141  ,225  2 , 345  -362  3 , 170  ,261  4 ,260 ,247  5 a241  -254  6 - 2 5 1  ,234  ..011 .393 -263  ,252 248 -a487 -a492 "442 "452 "482 -a428  -a300 "449 "468 "439 "290 -a096 " 4 3 3  -a263  -.433 - r 2 2 9  -.437 "219  -a322 -.228 -e461 -.384 -.241 -.208 -.I59 7 , 226  ,226  3 a 123 a136  9 -. 191  0 "127 -a195 2 -a145 -e207 1 ,017 -.213 -e064 
a = -12 
..C17 
"305  "177 a291   a007  a251 
-.071 ,325   , 295  -301 
-e220 , 3 5 1   - 6 8  e247  ,264 
- . l e4  , 369   -379  - 3 8 8  a394 
1.707  -.l40 - a 0 9 2  " ~ 1 3 3  
-247  -.317 
"346 




a =  -12 
1 
-249 ~ 2 4 1  5 
a249  a 3 4 
,260 a266 3 
, 361   -3452 
, 2 2 8  , 146  
7 ~ 2 2 5  -215  
6 ~ 2 4 8  a231  
8 - 1 4 2   - 1 8 9  
9 -. 324 
0 -a274 "343 
2 -.272 "195 
1 -.090 -a348 
1 
-a308 
"252 -.384 -a460  -e393 "210 -a127 
2 -a466 "466 "392 -a373 
3 
-e133 "23') -4198 "402 -.377 
- e  189  -.138  "133 
6  -.286 -a191 ,003 "193 -.I42 
5 "352  - . O i l  "294 -a232 "185  "162 
4 "272 









-291  ,252  
,253  
8 =  30  
-.310 
"233 -a179  165 
- .I29 
,104  -e172 "316 -a366  "211 -a131 
-.118 -.210 -.337 -.457 
"320 "140 -e277 -.142 -.OO6 
"178 ,016  -0091 
"142  -a184  .115 -.138 
-a085 ,196  
- e095  
"097  -a067 



















12  - 
. D l 3  
a249  , 2 6 5  
-a325 ,371  .381 -394   - 95  
1.706 -a137 - .OB8 - a138  
-.407 -249  
-.392 -a292 -297  -013 -256 
"219 - 3 3 1   - 3 0 6  , 3 0 5  
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Toble 21 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion J1 M . l a 6 1   R z 4 . 2  x1o6 
1 .347 1: 1.227 2 -070 4  ,0 8 3 -038 6 ,022 5 ,038 7 .028 8 ,066 9 ,277 
11 -289 
12   a300  
- 
- 3 0 6  
-052  















a =  00 
a =  
,073 ,055  
- 0 4 5  e016 
, 0 1 3  ,003 
, 0 2 9  ,020 
, 0 2 1  ,251  
,330 ,400  
,437  ,559  
a466 ,572 












II 1 0  1 2
11 
1 0  
12 










S =  00 " 
,090 
, 095   , 075  
- 0 7 6  0060 
,075  a027 





- e 0 5 2  -1044 
120 
Table 21 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J1 M = 1.61 R z 4.2 x106 
+ ._ Upper Surface  at   Stat ion I I  Lower Surfoce  at Station 
8 1 1 2 ) 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 ( 8 ) 9 ( 1 1 ( 2 [ 3 1 4 1 5 ) 6 ( 7 1 8 1 9  b 
- ._ 
= =  06 8 -  00 
1 
- 2 5 2   , 2 4  ,233 ,178 
,150   , 162  ,191 , 2 0 4  3 
, 1 2 3   - 1 1 2   , 1 9 7   , 1 7 0  4 
5 
,010 ,055  6 
-.001  "004 7 




1 2  
1 3  
a191   , 107   a 93  
1 
-e072  -a095  "125  "093 - so33  4 
-.OB0 -e083 "116 "274 -a048 3 
-a227  "303  -a343  -a351 "070 2 
a 1 2 8  -158 -124   -105  a320 
6 -a055 - a 0 8 1  "077  -.112 
5 -e062 -e073  -a102 "034 -e084 
7 
"046 -e079 9 
-a136 
- a013  -a001 8 
-a059  -a051 
- a123  
- a l l 6  
10  -.lo0 -.086  "293 
- e373  - a330  
-186 -e310  
-a326  -e332 
- e268  -.337 




-213   a241  ,244  
,171 
,150 a 1 3 0   . l 2 t  
, 125  ,118 -11: 
-131 ,081 1 l 4 i  
, 1 1 3  -116 
e 0 3 4   , 0 0 4  
- a018  -.OD1 
-a005 ,001 
- so22   a007  
8 -  10 
I 1  
-.280 1 3  
-e097  "093  12 












1 2  
1 3  
- 
- : N  -:4% -;:I: - : I %  
- e078  -.112 -a271 -a327 
"091  "117  "092  -a266 
"098  -a017  -so83  "297 
-.072  "216 -.330 
-a240  -a327 
-e232  -e303 
- a217  
- e285  
-8316 
"366 
- e390  
-.397 
-.388 
i - : m  -:a54 
3 
"144 -.le4 9 
- a003  -006 8 
"052  -e044 7 
-e076 -a048 b 
-.Ob7 - e 0 5 5  5 
-4067 "026 4 
-e075 -e040 
LO -a160 - a 1 8 5  
1 1  - e 2 0 9  -a219 
12  -.212 -.208 
13 -a269 
.282 
,278  - a =  
; 2 1 1.191 - 3 0 3  , 2 2 1  a 2 5 3   4 5- 2 4 0  a208  I;:; -;:x: -:::4' -:;$; -;:gp -;:;: - ;3$8 
3 1 .044   a630 e 1 5 9  a147  , 1 7 3  
, 8 7 1   , 6 6 4   , 5 8 6   a b 2 7   - 1 2 9  a125  ,157  - e444  -.197 -a088 - a 1 1 1  "090 "073 "030 4 
3 , 145  "439 - 0 3 1 5  "267 - e119  -a079 -.OB0 -a044 
4 
5 -.Ob0 -a071  -a097 
a655  e 5 8 3   5 3 3  ,138   -a432  -a378 "056 -a078 -e056 6 
5 -516  , 1 2 1  -122  "432 "413  -a079  -434 ,635  -715   , 737  
b 
7 -1048  -a024  "392  -a428 
1 2  
1 3  -.288 3 
11 
,735  e 7 0 0  -a310 -.314 .2  
1 0  
e800 ,805 -.353 -.388 1 
ab60  ,691  
,834  
-.309  -a364  -a325 .O 
9 ,566  ,583 
I 8 0 7   , 9 8 7  
-a331 -e290  "377 9 
8 
, 995  
,560  
-870  
- e381  -.377  -168 a017 8 
1.052 
7 .573  ,499 
0' 8. 00 o s  
1 
-a363 . - a174  -e102  -a118 - a 0 8 3  b 5 , 176   , 184  ,196  -.416 "350  -62 0 -e043  "134  -a1 6  -8093 5 
4 , 2 2 0  ,257   , 178  a188  ,192   ,204  , 2 2 0   - a 4 2 9  - a365  -.352 -e188  .126 -e112 "060 4 
3 m259 , 2 6 1  , 2 3 3  ,219  , 2 4 9   1-e421  - a414   - e379  - a334  "143 -a120 -a071 3 
- 2 3 5  e310  e302  , 3 2 9   , 3 1 9   - 3 1 8   a 2 9 2   - 0 3 9 8  -a446 - a421  - e413  -a386 -e328 -a140 2 
1 -e367  -a023  "051   ,042  ,085 , 079   a296
, 2 6 9   , 1 5 8   0 2 2 8  
,190  ,142 , 2 0 4  ,058 6 
7 
13 
1 2   ~ 0 4 9   , 0 4 2  
-.282 3 
11 
- 0 1 2 8   - a l l 6  2 
1 0  
,056   ,022  -a147 -.123 1 
, 0 3 7   , 0 2 4  
069  
-.307 "115 -.I10 C 
9 
t o 6 6  
- so44   , 052  
,056  
"167  "052 -.lo? 9 
8 
, 049  n 047  
,146  ' - e330  -a177  -a009 -e011 8 
, 097  
7 , 174  . 0 1 6 3  -e376 - a194  -.097 "376 
I 
a =  1 2  8. 00 " 
1 
-e424  "474  -a468  -a457 -.435 - a 4 0 3  "255 2 
- a397  - . l82 - e l 6 4  -a044  -e010 1311  ,254  
3 
-a052 "101 9 
,003   -a046 8 
- a413  -.268 - .118  - . l l2  7 
-a396 -a252  "130  "147 "119 b 
- a419  "391 -a276  -a038 -e173 -.158 -a133 5 
"436 "425  -a413  -a276 "218 "179 -a101 4 
-a441  -.456  "430 -.403 - e 3 0 3  -.193 "109 





1 3  
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Table 2 1  Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficlenfs on Delto Wing wi th   Contro l  
Configurotion J 1  M I 1.61 R: 4.2xIO'  
c 
a '  12 8 .  l o 0  
- Lower Surfoce  of Station ._ Upper  Surface  of  Stoiion 






- 2 4 1  
.200 
- 1 6 5  
- 3 6 8  
,411 
- 4 2 6  
,387 
- 
s =  
1 
-.120 - .118 7 
- a 3 2 1   " 1 2 2  -.148 -a125 6 
" 4 1 5   - a 4 2 4  -a261  a016 " 1 7 1   - a 1 6 2  -e136 5 
-a419 -a414  -.403 " 2 6 9  " 2 1 4   - a 1 8 6   " 1 0 6  4 
-a422 " 4 4 9  -a420 " 3 9 8  -.297 " 1 9 8  -.114 3 
" 4 1 5   - a 4 6 8  -.458 " 4 5 7   " 4 3 8  " 4 1 1  - .261 2 
" 3 5 6  -a178 -e155 " 0 4 5   " 0 1 3  - 0 0 2- 2 4 8  
-a416 -. 340  -.409 
8 " 0 5 1  - 0 0 5  
9 -e237 -.185 
- . 3 3 8  -.393 -. 320 
1 0  -a225 -a244 
1 1  -a273 -a277 
-e330 
12   -a280 -.262 
1 3  -a258 
3 1 2 0  
- 1 9 2   - 2 6 3   4 6 6   - 4 5 2  
,2181 1 ,4611  ,498 I - 4 6 9  





" 2 6 0  2 
" 0 7 6  -a175 - .159  047  "015  a002 .251 
" 4 2 5   - e 4 4 9  -a425 " 4 0 3   " 3 0 1  -a200 " 1 1 3  3 
" 4 2 4  -.389 -.408 -8268 " 2 1 7  -a187 - . l o 6  4 
" 4 3 8  - .456  -a465  -a461  "443  -e413 
5 - .136  - . l66 -.173 6 5 9 0  
-a123 -e118 7 
" 3 7 9  " 1 1 7  -a151  -e 25 6 
- 0 4 2 0   " 4 4 9  -a241 
-.438 -. 393 -a422 
8 -a031 a283 
9 -a320 -a245 
-.394 - e 4 1 1  -. 387 
1 0  -0298 -a333 
1 1  - a 3 5 4   " 3 6 0  
-.339 
12  " 3 4 0  " 3 3 9  
1 3  -. 259 
.787  .858 11 




-e423 -a448 -0224 .653 - e 1 7 7   - a 1 7 2   " 1 6  5 
" 4 3 2   " 3 7 2  " 4 1 2   " 2 6 6  -a222 -.195 - .113 4 
-.433 - e 4 5 0   " 4 2 9  " 4 0 9  -.308 -a207 " 1 2 4  3 
-a440 -a456 -.468 " 4 6 3  -.448 " 4 2 0   . 2 6 8  2 
0958 " 2 0 6  -.163 -a051 -e021 -a006  .244 
7 -a123 -a130 ' - a 4 3 4  
6 -a132 
-. 3 8 0  
-e406  -e375 1 0  
-a427 -0416 
-8289 -a394 9 
a200  -a049 8 
-.438 
-.433 
" 4 2 6   - e 1 2 4  -e159 
-.353 
1 1  -.417 " 3 9 5  
1 2   " 3 4 7   - a 3 4 1  
1 3  -e315 
a =  15 
1 
.441  a468  a466  ,471 .463 ~ 4 8 7  ,369 2 
347  -402  a413  -434  -462  ,413 3 
,336  e346  a384  ,370  a386  a432  ,352 4 
-333  a362  e379 .483 - 3 1 3   - 3 1 4  5 
1 - 1 1 2   - a 0 5 6   - a 1 4 6   - e 1 4 7   " 2 6 8   - e 2 9 2  - a 3 3 8  
2 - .352  -a417  "412  -a408  - .421  - .424  "400 
3 -.139  -e317  -a372  -.386 -.402 " 4 1 0  " 4 1 0  
4 - .131  -a289  -a360  -a353  -a400  - .375  - .388 
5 - 6 1 5 8   - a 1 3 6   " 3 5 5   - 0 3 0   " 3 7 5   " 4 0 6   " 3 4 6  
6 " 1 4 7   - a 1 6 2   " 3 3 0   - a 3 3 8   - e 4 1 9  
7 -a141  -   - .359 
8 -a067  a029 -. 3 4 8  " 3 5 6  -6396 
9 -6136  so79-13 8 
11 -a172  -0195 
10   -e153   -a 9  -.345 
12  -a180 -.177 




,354  a322 
,319  e345 
- 2 5 5  
,149  ,183 
,154  -167 
- 1 7 6  e178 
,159 a187 
s 192 :;:I 
I a = -03 




. 6  
7 
8 
" 0 0 7  
.007   -a042   - so93   -a123   "165   "219   -e139  
" 0 1 0   - n o 1 8   - n o 4 8   - a 0 5 1   - a 0 8 9   - e 0 5 4   " 1 8 3  
-a035  -.055 -.Ob3 - a 1 0 8   " 1 6 3  
-.030 " 0 3 5  -.054 
" 0 1 5  " 0 6 1  " 0 0 7  - e 0 9 4  
" 0 3 1  " 0 5 7  " 1 5 4  
-.121 
-mol8 -e024 -.110 
-e096 .-.128 
-e139 
- 0 4 2  
1 . 0 4 2 1  I " 0 5 9   - e 0 6 9  9 " 0 9 7  -.Ob4 " 0 7 2  -a105  -a076 1 0  " 0 9 6   - a 0 7 5  11 1 2  1 3, 
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Table 21 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J1 M = 1.61 R E 4.2 x l o s  
c b w e i  Surface  at Stotion Upper  Surface at Station 
& & 1 2 ~ 3 ~ 4 ~ 5 1 6 ~ 7 ~ 8 1 9  
+- 
8 















1 0  
11 
12 
1 3  
- 
I I I I 
-150   ,129   -141  
,150  -134  e111 
-134  ~ 1 1 2  e117 
,121   e126  
,073   , 007  
,048  "011 
,072  -a081 
,101  - . lo8 







-a356  -a367 
1 0  
-e263 1 3  
-e344 -a351 12 
"361  -e348 I 1  
"298  -e341  -a296 
0' - 0 9  
1 
,001  e 0 9 8  8 
e 0 6 0  -170   e169  7 
a126 -131   , 162  ,162 ~ 1 8 6  6 
,278   -242  ~ 2 2 0  -e068  -161  -187 - 1 9 4  5 
- 2 9 3  - 2 7 6  a198  a1 2  1 4   -178  .206 4 
~ 2 9 8  , 2 5 4  e229   - 23~ 2 5 1  - 2 1 3   a 2 1 1  3 
e356 ,306 a 3 1 4   a 3 1 0  -315 ,285  - 2 8 3  2 
"228 - 0 0 9  a 0 6 4  -010 -035 -226  ,254  
- 0 4 9  
9 , 1 2 1  - 1 4 6  
,055   a087  
LO ,040 ,048 
.Ob9 
1 1   , 0 5 4   a 0 3 5  
-. 307 
12 , 0 8 1  
-.281 13 
- 0 5 4  
-.063  -.237 -.2e8 -.314 - . x 7  
"043 
-e050  -a065 "091 -a094  -.I22  -e276 
-e091  "126 "265 "327 
"065 "077 - a 1 0 1   - a 9 3  -.26C 
"055 - a 0 9 5  "046 "176 -e297 
-e050 "060 -.1e3 
"166 
-.282 










- .344  
-.050  "232  -a284  -1319  -e327 "368 -e302 
-a032 
-so36 "055 - a 0 8 4  -so87  -e122  -a263  -e279 
-.OB5 -a125 "267 "327 -a287 
-a059 - a 0 6 8  -a095  -a092 "230 -.267 
-a042  " 85  -a041  -e052 -.212 




"003 - a 1 5 1  
-a017 
-e013  -0 7  
"003  ,030 
-000 ,017  
8: 2 0  
! 1 3  0 1 2
-.008 1 





-.063  "252 -a300  "3 4  -e 420 3  e077 2 
-e043 "097  -.lo6 -.140 a030 ~ 3 2 6  3 
-.048 -a069  -.lo0 ,158 -a059  -071  ,338 4 
"069 -a081 - e 0 7 1  5 
"054 -139   , 09   -230  
-085  a048 ,355 
132  6 
a064   -306  7 
~ 2 9 0  
- 4 5 2  
- 5 2 7  
a215 
~ 3 2 7  ,315 9 
a506 a461 
a 5 1 0  
1 0  
-619  -572 
- 5 4 2  ~ 5 2 6  
11 





"189 -a081 -.122 -.088 
"146  -e128 -e102 
"312  "379 -e333 "191 "132 -.lib -.OB4 
"309 -a409 "367 -a313 "215 - e 0 7 9  
-e295 "436  -.41  "387 -e383  -a325 
-a178 "294  "259 
"303 
-e080 "105 -.191 "273 
-.118 
"119 -e143 
-. 1 2 6  
-.lo9  -.122 
-a256 "163 ~ 9 2 9  
- a l l 6  
-.110 -.133 I 1 0  11 1 2  13 
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Table 21 Concluded 
Pressure Coefflclents on Delta  Wlng w l th  Control 
Conflguration J1 M 1.61 R = 4.2 x 1 0 6  
1 
__ 














- -. 157 
- 3 0 3  
-306 






-.422 "429 "460 "471  -a412 
-.291 -1300 -a417  -a469  "409 
-.270 -a211  -a341  -e447 - 1 4 0 8  
-a257 
-.199 -.297 
































L O  
1 1  
12 
1 3  
- 
-.278 - 0 3 7 8  "425  "433  -a461 -e477 -a436 
- . l l 8  
-e120  "158 -.270 -a203 "337 " 4 4 3  "421 
"292  -a301  -a413 - "+ lo  "429 
"130  -e137 - a 2 5 7  -.2bl " 3 9 9  - a 4 0 0  
-a120  -a151  "20   -a224 -.398 
-.112 -.122 -0216   -a381  
-.177 
- a 0 2 8  " 0 3 2  -a192 
-.354 a 0 3 7  




- e  440 
-.306 
-.281 







- a 2 9 7  
-e264 
- e 2 6 0  
-.210 
-. 198 
"332 10  
11 
12  
1 I I I I 
1 
-.lib a 3 4 2  -314  - 3 0 9  a 3 2 4  e288 .282  3 
-a125 ,358  284- 2 5 6  -276 -255  .286 4 
-.203 -375  .381 a386 .402 .374 .362 2 
-.312 "136 "092 -a165 -.073 .I05 .la6 
~ 10 1
-.a80 
"133  a069 -e146 "125 
- a 2 6 4  "144 -e142 
,017 -a149 -.270 "114 -.270 "163 -.122 
-.Ob1 -8186 -a311 " 3 2 4  -.311 "124 
-a154 "222 -.340 -a418 - a 4 3 2  - . 3 8 4  
-.149 -.179 .072 





- .089 -. 10 1 -e149 
- 3 8 8  ,400 
- 4 2 8  a 5 8 0  
-373  - 5 2 1  








10 " 2 4 1  -.298 
11  "296 - e 3 2 0  
I 2  -.309 "319 
1 3  I I I 3 3 3 1  I I I 
















a429 -441  
.345 . 3 8 3  
e312 -363 
,342 -326 
-336 ~ 3 1 4  




- .339 - a 3 9 3  -.417 "410 
"131 -a367 -a377 
-.I32  "239 -a375 -e341  
"151 - a 1 3 7  "368 
-.I36 "161  -e208 -e307 
"117  "136  "325 
-.309 
-.I40  -e148 - .208 
-.142  -.133 
-a179 -a146 
-.167 -a138 
"355 -a347 "252 
"362 
-a319 
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Table 22 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J 2  M = 1.61 R = 4.2 x 10' 
u- ._ Upper  Surface  at  Station Lower Surface  at  Station ~~ 
8 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1   1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  
> 
a =  










1 0  
11 
12 
1 3  
- 
a024 
-. 166 -. 154 -. 1 6 3  
-a313 
,200 
- 1 6 8  
- 
a =  
e025  - 16 
,286  














1 -339  -2 9  ~ 3 1 0  a302  a305  -321  -404 
2 .Ob2 .042 ~ 0 3 5   - 0 3 4   - 0 2 8  .022  "368 
3   .027 .   .015   ,010   ,013  a000 - 0 1 0  -.114 
4 -040 - 0 1 1  -moo1 "013  -e019  -109 
l:! .0191-:;1:1 1 1 1 1 , 0 1 1  -.OOY .010 -.378  -.  -.396 8 ,065 e160  "380 9  -a376 -.359 1 0  "316  -a370 "380 11 "382  "379 "346 1 2  "372  -e386 -028 ,009  "013  - 61  a024  -a388  "422 
a =  0 3  
1.023 
8. 00 
1 ,337  -186  -236  -206  a274  e322  - .186 I 
2  -.007 - . O b 8  "118  " 90  -a20   -e255  " 26  . 32,14  -148 ,159  ,132 
3 ,077  "114 "133  "092 -a075 "044 -a046 -.022 -084 ,070  a092 -106  
-129  ~ 0 4 6  ,111 -030  -051  -055  -a208 "026 -a059 "040 -a072 -a044 "030  5 
4 -133   -099  ,027   ,049  e051 -057  -082  "034 -a092 -a086 -e067 "042 "005  4 
3 -139 
5 
6 "032 "060 "055 "046 "076 
8 - 0 5 1  a029   e078  -a074  -9026 -so04 ~ 0 1 4  8 
7 -044  , 0 3 9  e051 e054 "091 -so38 -a030  7 -a035 




1 3  
-150  0126 
a066 
9 9 -047   ,034   -058  -a030 ,000 -.022 
10 -026  -.308 "005 "019 a048 
1 1  
"300  13 
a035 "014 -a021 12 
-036  -so10  -.026 




Table 22 Contlnued 
Piessure Coefficients on Delta Wing with  Control  
Configuration J2 M = 1.61 R =  4.2~10' 
r 
a =  06' 6 .  o o O  
5 6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 ' 1 9 1 I I 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  
Upper  Surface  at  Station ._ I I  Lower Surface at Station - ._ 
1 
2 
-216  -182 .152 ,139 *I56 
-e288 -e121 -e145 -.114 "091 "044 4 
3 
.194 ,221  a212  ,240 -232 e225  m200 
~ 1 3 2  -.I96 -a349 -e295 "131 -a100 "095 " 0 6 2  3 
2 
-a333 -169 a112 -112 ,154  a112 ~ 3 1 2  1 
-.354 -a398 -a373 "364  " 29  "250 - a 0 8 0  
~ 1 3 8  all8 ~ 1 1 4  -113 ~ 0 9 6  -171 ,216 4 
5 "078 - a 0 8 8  
"103 -a096 -.lo0 "067 6 
5 ,083 -105 a116 "340 "268 -e101 "049 -a118 -186 -124 -211 
-.233 ,115 -067 ,131 a110 6 
7 -.Ob6 -so75  -.OB2 -.200 a096 
,112 ,076 
,095 -077 -.070 -e034 -a048 9 
.101 
8 m 104 -.150 "063 -a007 -003 8 
~ 1 3 8  
7 ,091 -100 
-095 9 
10 -a043 "032 -. 322 ,072 -0.84 
11 "052 "043 a076 
10 






1  ,312 a114 ~ 1 5 7  a117 a116 -173 -a305 
2 - a 0 8 0  -a247 -e325 -.3h2 "363 "392 -e405 
3  -a061 -*093 "097 -a133 -.288 -a346 -a180 
4 "043 -a088 -a111 "140 -.116 -a287 





I s =  20 06 
a203 ,230 -233 -245 ,213  ,220 1.247 
a137 
-148  -117 a119 -548 ,107  a615 -776 
,161  ,139  ,153 ~ 1 7 8  ,857 
~ 1 1 3  ,111 -092 ,557  ,768  ,662 
,126  095,542  1.016 
-183 a531 .711 
-502 
-856 




.539  .538 ,724 
8. 30 
1 a315 ,113 -155 ,113 -117 -181 a028 
2 -.b79 "249 -a325 -a361 -.367 "383 "473 
3 "059 -e093 "096 "136 -a286 -a334 -e109 
-199 a222  ,229 ,238 -210 a543  ,943 
4  -a042 - e 0 8 8  "110  -. 33 -a117 -.210 -142 e109 -228  a667 ~ 6 1 7  ,736 -958 
e129 ,153 ,353 a191 ~ 7 1 4  1.118 
6 -.068  "095  "077 -e418 
5 -e073 -a084 -.116 a454 -.098  "4674 a112 a106  ,521 .678 -772 a763 
"461 
7  -e063 -e040 "440 -.445 
8 -so05 ~ 1 4 1  -a436 -.445 
9 -a402 "396 -a423 
0 -.371  "408367 
1  -a413 -0407 
2  -a374 "359 
3 -.334 
-125 ,551 -599 a699 1.044 
.548  .589 ,923 1.104 
,575 1.074 -909 




6. 00 a =  09 
1 -274 ,046 -067 -018 -so64 -so52 -a306 
2 "166 -.355  -.411 -a436 " 4 4 3  -.It63 "427 
3 "096 -a145 "198  "354  "402  "432 -a220 
4 -a080 "134  "151 -a210 -a380 "383 
5 -a113 "131 -e156 "062 -a239 "365  "425 
5 - a  104  -a144 -.131 "175 
7 -a101 -a119 -. 159 -.357 
3 -a023 -.001 
"342 
"137 
3 -e095 -.OB2 
"300 -. 140 
1 - a 0 8 0  -a089 "341 
? "095 -a096 
I "319 












-276 ,304 ,309  ,321 -298 ,310  e279 
193 m237 -211  -227  -259 a301 
-176  -170 -149 
-204  -186 ,183  ,180  a171 -249 e303 
,272  ,212  a292 
-177  29-194  2- 3  
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Table 22 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J 2  M I 1.61 R =  4.2~10~ 
r .- Lower Surface  at Station Upper  Surface  at  Station 
6 6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 ( 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  
.A- _ _  
l Z O  8. o o o  
1 
a213  -233 ~ 2 4 4  " 4 3 5  - a 4 1 1   " 0 0  -a053 -a201 -a180 -.146 5 
4 a373 -316  a243 e241  a246 a249  .253 " 4 4 9   " 4 3 6  -e310 " 2 2 0  -a196 " 1 1 2  4 
3 ,349 ,326  4296 ,279 - 2 9 5   - 6 0  "227 -a473 -e450 " 4 2 0  " 3 4 6  -.206 " 1 2 1  3 
2 ,334  -367  -355  ,390  -379 ,372  e344 " 4 5 5  -a492 " 4 8 3  " 4 7 6  -.454  -.413 " 2 6 4  2 
1 - . 2 9 1   - a 2 0 6   " 1 8 4  -a075 -a031 -.017 .247 
5 
6 " 1 3 1   " 1 6 6  " 1 6 8   " 2 6 7  
,342 
,264 
,231  ,211 ~ 1 6 7  -.244 
2 0 4  
-.099 -.110 9 
8 ,169 -a363 " 2 3 9  
a257 
a005 " 0 4 3  8 
.288 
7 ,223 .208 .194 - .399  -e265 " 1 3 6  " 1 2 5  7 
6 a250 -253 -185 e236 -.400 
-344  ,273 
9 
1 0   - e 0 9 6  - . l o 7  " 3 6 7  - 2 0 0  -2.15 
11 -.121 -.121 
1 0  
12  -a115 -a113 
193 11 
1 3  - 0 3 2 0  
.199 12  
13  
a = 1 2 0  8 .  1 0 -  
-.335 
" 3 1 5  
- a 3 0 8  
- .378 
a =  
1 - 2 4 1  " 0 2 1  -so32 - s o 7 7  - . l e 5  " 2 0 7  .?90 
Z " 2 7 2  " 4 3 9  " 4 7 0  -.489 -.493 -.490 " 4 6 5  
4 -e119 -a200 -.221 -a302 -a439 -a400 
9 -.123 -.214 " 3 5 4  - a 4 2 4  -e456 - . 4 7 8  " 1 4 6  
5 " 1 4 9   - a 1 8 5   " 2 0 2   - 6 1 4   - a 2 8 6   - e 4 6 7   " 4 4 1  
6 - . I 3 7   - e 1 7 1   " 1 6 2   - a 3 9 4  
7 -e131  -a134  - .399  -a440 
-.443 
8 -a047 a251 




10  -a285  -a317 
11 - a 3 4 5   " 3 3 7  
" 3 9 2  
12  -.333  -.338 
1 3   " 3 5 1  
a' 12 
2 
~ 1 6 2  - e 2 8 0  -e170 -a065 -0028 -a015 ,244 1 
-.445 -a465 -e470 -e466 -a445 -e417 " 2 6 1  
3 -.116 - e 1 9 9  
" 3 6 6   - a 3 5 9  9 
-185   -e059  8 
-a429  -.411 -.127  -.122 7 
-.430  -.408 -a148 -.158 -.130 6 
-a426 -a451 -a240 a684 - e 1 8 8   " 1 7 3   - a 1 4 1  5 
-e384  -a413  -a270 -.204 - . I 8 8  -.111 4 




1 0  " 3 4 2   - 0 3 6 2  
1 1  -a384 " 3 6 7  
-a371 
12  -e368 " 3 5 2  
1 3  -.337 
a .  15 
" 4 0 0  
- e 4 4 0  
-e425 
- e 3 9 0  
I I I 
,600 
-338  e368  ,377 -387 a353  ,366 1.111 
- 2 5 7  
- 2 4 9   - 2 4 8   - 2 4 3   a 7 5 7  ,585 -850  a831 
e292  ,274  -290 ,736 a928 
e242  -228  a502  ,776  -973  -673 
-232  ,559  a734  a763 
-506  ,719  ,935 
1.115 
a705  -973 
- 9 5 0  
.791 
e720  a726 .800 
,834  .e71 
~ 9 3 1  
,777 






a847 ,789 -928  ,960 e 5 7 7  a248 ,252 
a260 
a385  a351  e724  ,972  -376  ,370 
- 2 9 1  - 6 8 3   - 6 4 4  .879 1.115 
,241 ,233 - 7 3 8  a868 -999 - 7 4 5  
,262 e736 
1.100 .781 
1.003 ,794 ,703 
,847 1.296 - 8 0 9  
1 165 
- 7 9 6  a788 
- 9 4 6  
,939 




\ LO 11 12 13 






e454 ,419 .356 ,343 -350   - 17  - 3 0 7  
3 - 3 2 3  
~ 4 0 9   - 4 6 0  .425  .444 a446 e448 
.368  ,386  a404 m433 - 4 3 4  
4 
,314  a323 a326 5 
e317  -288  -348  ,353 
a458   -373   -436  
6 
~ 2 8 3  ,308 
a382 
~ 3 2 8  .379 7 
- 2 3 9   - 3 0 1  ,371 8 
,252 -309 a 332 9 
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Toble 22 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J2 M 1.61 ,Q z 4.2~ 1 0 6  
.I- .- Upper  Surface  ot  Stotion 
6 1 1 2 ) 3 1 4 ( 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ( 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  i 
Lower Surface  ot  Station 
(I' -03 8 -  0 0 0  
2 -118 a117 ~ 1 3 2  -135 -131 ,129  a136 
1 ,324 e312 .244 ,260 ,300 ~ 2 7 8  -a164 
3  ,069 a075  a092 -063 ,073 ~ 0 9 2  e120 
,007  -0044 "097 -e117 "171  "223  "142 
4 a075 0050 ,055 -031 ,033  ,126 "007 -so20 -a062 -.Ob0 -a106 -.068  "183
- .008 -a044 "069  "075  -.110  "149 
5 ,078 - 0 5 8  ,028 -a026 -076 ,083 -106 "032  40-.074 
6 -060  -031 ,036 ,048 
-.042 -e050 "141 
7  a052 -050 a038 ~ 0 1 5  -1023 -a027 
-.Ob3 




9 ,042  a067 -034  -a006  -013 
e048 -a044 -no43 
-.020 
.018 -a015 -e065 -a019 "016 1 
1 
10 ,031  ,053 -.329 -e021 ~0.09 11 
11 ,048 -050 -a015 1: 




[I= -06O 8 E 00 
! LO 1 1  12 13 -.313 
2 ,183 -193 e218 a226 -222 -224 no07 
1 -278 a280 ~ 1 3 8  e149 ,207 -142 -a312 
4 ,124 ,103 -117 ,096 -110 a211 
3 ,123 e137 -165 a138 a137 -185  -175 
6 ,126 e109 -089 -016 ~ 1 4 5  -e030 a073 
6 ,106 a089 -092 "077 
7 a096 ,099 "076 
-e051 
8 ,068 a072 
-.080 
9 -e105 - a 0 8 1  
-so72 -a060 
0 "060 -0075 
-. 077 
. 1  "099 -e089 
-. 304 
.2 -so91 "093 
3  -a302 
,,= -06 
-a068 "245 -a293 "329  "337 
"051  "103 -a137 -a273 
"057  "075 -e103 -a104 -.145 
"076 -a087 -.120  -.lo8 
"063 -e106 "060 -e133 
"060  "069 
,027 "125 
-a134 




"327  "392 
-a281  -e400 

















8 :  20 e 
1 
,083 -a110 -.134 ,162 "099 -a072 -e058 .219 -116 -101 a119 a106 ,127 4 
-056 .I94 e144 ,143 ,167 e142  ,125 3 
-a162 -.353 -a339 "329  "29  "249  "069 -a180 -231 ,227 -228 ~ 2 2 1  a196 ,187  2 
-.213 e133 ~ 2 0 0  -141 a134 ,278 0274 




-a249  -a244  2 
~ 4 5 3  -441 
-e240 "244 1 
,441 .282 ,302 
"319  -.222 -a175 0 
-272 ,495 240 
-e234 - a 2 2 8  -e253 9 
-263 e428 ,244 -a060 
-.228 "226 e176 a133 8 
"237 
149 
- a  236 
,224 a244 -.lo6 "063 
e114 ,099 7 
,122 "056 a183 -a117 -a085 "076 
-.212 
-a150 -a206 a154 ,173  ,091 ,113 ,129 5 
-a226 -104 ,090 -108 6 
-007 
[I= -06 8 -  30 
1 
-e322 3 
-e321 "313 2 
-a310 -a326 1 
"321 -a298 "251 0 
-a310  -a299 -e321 9 
-a307 "300 -196 a142 8 
"312 "313 a126 ,105 7 
- .288 "301 a113 -097 ,113 6 
-e288 -a296 ,161 -159 a100 -118 -133 5 
~ 2 4 0  a125 -110 ,126 -110 -132 4 
-.010 ~ 2 1 0  -154 -151 a175  a146  ,125 3 
"278 -240 a233 -235 -226 -202 a191 2 
e186 -181 a196  a142 .I29 ,273 -270 
-a069 
,460 -178 "009 -134 -.lo4 -e072 "054 
-e051 
-231  -055 "230 "331 -.298 -a249 
"095 "046 -e056 .141 
e341 a207 
a192 a314 -206  -a060 




,319 .413 -237 
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Table 22 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J2 M 1.61 R =  4.2XIO' 
r .- Upper Surface at  Station I I  Lower Surfoce of Station 
8 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1  1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  b 
!= 
-09 a =  8 .  o o o  
1 a239  -208   - 28   -005   a 64  
2  .264  -277 ~ 3 0 5  ,302   -302  -298   03 7 -a16   -a 47  -.402  "409  "427  -a453  "331  2 
3  -187  -200  a241  .215  .218  a247  e294  -a09   "230  - .326  -e382  - .428  "327  3 
4 a191  e167  -185   .163   -188   ,261  4 -.lo0  -a130  "137  -.191  -e345  -a395  -e364 
"-114  -a137  "158 5 
6   a171  -151 -150 -214 ,233  
"191  "325  "302 
"105  "132 -.087 -a156  6 
7  -154  ,144  .202  ,211  "096  -6113 
-.323 
7 
8 a109  0029 187  a227  ,015  
-. 170  - a286  
8 
9  ,154  a190 197 - a 0 8 8  -a072 
-. 144 -e243 
9 '  
10  ,159  -181  "341  -a093  -e079 
-.118 
11 ,172  e187  "103 
1 0  
12   - 83   ,179  
11 
1 3  -. 323 -a093  12 1 3  
- s o 0 5  "235 1- 
5 . l e 2  .176  ,153  -.o50  ,216  .273  .342 
(I= - 1 2 0  8 =  00" 
,244  -220  " 65 .284 
,222   - 14   ,314  
a215  -304 
,055  a319 
.282 ~ 3 0 8  
~ 2 9 2  
s 305 
-.355 
I I I 
i I  ::I ::I :;:I :;;;I :::: .182  a101  -e073  -a162  "095 
-.358 
"280  "390 -a440 -a454  -a486  -a485  -a410 
"131  " 04  "333 -.444 -e476  -a406 
"134  -a165  -a272  -6237 -.354  "461 -.405 
-a148  -a151 "257  "2 2  -e421 -a371 
-e134  "163  "198  "282  -a 03 
-.126  "133 - a  299  "382 
"276  "370 
-.I35  "129  "263 
"124  -a134 
-. l60 
-a161 
, 0 0 1  
8. 1 0  
1 0  
11 
12 
1 3  
1 
-a280  "394  "450  -. 65a 91  -a4372 
"131  -e305  "337  "446  -.481  -a428  3 
"135  "166  -.27   -.195  -a358e4 79 4 
"147  "153 -.256  -e226  -.403  -e382 5 
"121  -e162  -e199  -a203  -e365 6 
"125  -*112  -e171  -a325  7  
-051  "157 8 
,056  a104  "163  9 
-.308 
a027  ,079  10 
11 
12 
1 3  
- 0 6 1  
,053  
8 .  20 
1 
2  .340  -359 .387  a378 -367 0365  -a108 
1 .I80 . l o 0  -.Ob6 "152  -a092  -.135  -e331 
-a269  "376  .42- 38e 8  e302 2 
3 -261   -275   a315  a290 ~ 3 0 1  -327  a150  - .I27  3 
4 ,269  a245 a260 .237  a267 a341 
"289  -a332 -.382  "289 -a242 
- . I28  -.157  -.257 -a200  -e347  -a255  -a1 6 4 
5 ,256   a247  -224   - so24 -290   -* lo3   ,036   "14   "14   "243   -a236  "270   "183   5  
6   -248   -231   -220   -a155  "123  6 
7 ~ 2 2 6  -227  -.163 -. 153 -.126  -a152 .010 "157 -e117  , 1  -.221 7 -.128  -e174 
9  "190  -.158 -. 163  a241  ,204  -.OB8 9 -.202 
1 0  
11 
12 
1 3  
8 .181   ,182  - a  151  - .142 152  -. 10 1 8 
10  -e110 "151 -a342  -29   a387 
11 "163  "167 ,448 
12  -.164  "175 ,400 
13  -a321 
8 -  3 0  ' (2' -12 
1 ,183   ,104  -.070 -a159  "096 -.131  -a236 
2  a352 a364 ,394  -383  ,375  , 64  -.264 
3  -264 e278  .319 a301  -308 -327 "009 
4 e272 e247 -263   e242 ,272  ~ 3 4 1  
5 .260  -248 .230 -015  ,295  "261  "210 
6  ,251 ~ 2 3 0  -224  "294 
7  0233  a2 9 
"275 
"308 
8 a219  ,244  -.293 
"302 
9  -e311  -.289 
"300 
"303 
LO "235  -.295 
11  -.303  "306 
-.345 
12  "294  "317 
L3 -.359 
NACA RM ~ 3 3 ~ 0 5  It 129 
Table 2 2  Concluded 
Pressure Coefficlents  on Delto Wlng  wlth  Control 
COflflgUf'JtkXl JZ M = 1.61 R = 4.2 X I 0 6  
1 11 10 12 13 -el61 -.373 -.419 "435 -.lb4 " 2 8 4  " 4 0 4  - . 394  - .178 "158 -.394 " 1 6 3  -e183 "329 -.146  -.154 "015 "113  "116 -a128 -a113 '~~ 10 11 
13 0 NACA RM L55m 
\ 
'!\ Table 23 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J 3  M s 1.61 R = 412 XIO'  
. -  
1 a337 a292 ~ 3 0 6  -297 
2 -056 ,035 ,030 a026 
-339 a363 a114 
,017 -009 e099 
-021 -084 -a198 
-007 -002 -118 













,040 ,025 ,028 
- .002 -.007 





- a  138 
-a204 
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Table 23 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J3 M = 1.61 R = 4.2X106 
13 1 
c .- Upper  Surface  at  Station c .- Lower Surface  at Station 
6 1 ( 2 1 3 1 4 ( 5 ( 6 ( 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 ( 5 1 6 ( 7 1 8 1 9  8 
a 2 06 8 00 
1 
-e063 -e017 8 
"077 -e062 7 
-a099 -a093 - a 0 9 8  "065 6 
-.396 -.l8l -a106 -a099 -.ll8 -a088 -a017  5 
-a348 "221  "103 -e145 "116 -a091 - s o 3 9  4 
-.180  -.345 -e296 -a133 "106 "095 "059 3 
"169  "387 -.372 "362 -e323 "235  "0762 
"269 a210 e113 a103 ,159 -118 a314 




-e243 -. 142 
10  -a157 -.162 
12 -a158 -a162 
11 "170 -8170 
a =  06' 
4 "041 -e092 -a117  -e146 "104 -.261  -.395 
.077  -.OS9 -e120  -e100 -.loc "212  -.417 





a =  1 O b 0
a =  
' 06 
2 
,063  ,215  a117 ,101 a156  ell6 ,312 1 
"392 -a391 -0371 -e366 -a329 "243  "07
3 -.059 -a099 
a023 -.015 8 
-085 -a069 -a064  7 
,049 -.087 -.lo0 - e 0 7 0  6 
-.446 -a187 -e105 "096 -.I18  "090 -a077 5 
-.460  "259  -.lo0 -.lo6 -a116 -e093 -.041 4 
-.382 -.712  " 94 -.141 -.lo8 
"417 
-.422 - e  441 
9 
0 -a359 -.345 
-.353 -a413 
2 -a308 -.306 
1 "349 -a326 
a =  09 
1 
"133  "117 5 
-0136 "079 4 
-a144 "095 3 
-a344 "166 2 
-047 ,273 
7 "103 "123 
6 "105  "144 
8 "043 -e079 
9 
0 -.198 -a214 
-a216 
2 -8211 -e227 






- a  141 
-.I32 
8 -  10 
1 
.21C 
5 -.129 a331 - 3 4 2  
4 " 0 4 9  ,355 -091 
3 .19C e182 .15i 









,076 ,358 -094 -223 -112 ,113 .147 
-134 
,338 a224 0211 ,240 ,233 ,223 
,161  ,133 -147 a183 -332 
-112 ,103 -098 a354 e271 
,067 -137 -065 ,119 
a077 















,200 a223 ~ 2 3 3  ,239  ,208 
133 6159  e132 -146 
-149 ,109 a112  ,075  ,090 
,109 a104 -096 -a015 
a100 .502 






~ 6 2 9  
e584 ,624 






-. 187 -.I49 -a436 -.302 -a237 "092 
-a430  -e343 "366 "215 
"290 -a425 -.394 -a344 
-a296 -.429  -.434 -a425 
"345 -a020 "064 
-.383 
-.201 










II 10 1  12 
~ 10 
.191 
,273  ,301  a309 ,320 8296 ,306 -216 
,233 ,208 ,224 ,255 ,169 
-203 e178 ,180 ,425 a171 a614 -a004 
a170 ,165  ,164 
,175  ,125 -195 .218 
-519 ,225 -.047 
,037 
.143  ,228 -. 304 -e173 
132 -e035 "054 
"054 
-.os1  -.a20 
-e026 e029 
,014 
~ 10 1  12 1 10 1  12 
13 2 NACA RM L 5 5 m  
Table 23  Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J 3  M = 1.61 R =  4.2XIO' 
1 10 11 12  
-.025 "049 - a093  -a199 "205 -a378 
-e436 "470 - a488  "495 "472 -a372 e351   , 382   -391   -394   -368   a372   -280  
2 6 4   a 3 0   , 8 5- 631 1 3
-256   -253   -254   -465   e253   e603   - a010  
e241  ,237   ,237   .59   -48  -.ole 
-198 -294  




- a215  
-.018 -a052 
, 0 3 1  
-.a44 
-.059 -.008 
0 0 0 1   - 6 8  
B E  l o o  
a349   a381  a390  -391   ,364   -368   -255  
~ 2 6 4  -301   -281   , 300   -736   a450  
,255   -2 1  ~ 2 5 2   , 2 3 2   a 2 4 6   - 3 0 6  -178 
-242   -235  a233 
-243   , 189  -319   , 226  
,367  e223  - 90 





, 2 9 0   - 2 7 2  
.335 
-337   e401  
0326 
-388  ,404 
s =  2 0  
-.437 -. 3 16 
-a092 
"234 -. 359 
-.306 
-a267 
-a463  -a465  -e366 
-.302 -e387  -.447 












I I I I I I I I 
0' L 12  I 
i 
1 10 11 12  2 -a294 -a444 -a477 -.496 -e500 - a485  "392 1 .239 -.029 -.050 "093 "-202 - a204  "410 5 -.1;5 -a196 -.227 -.OB9 -a321 -.3?9 -.441 6  -.144 -.le2  -.l68  "277 7 - e138  -a148 8 -a090 -a077 "313  -a420 "351  "391 9 0 -a286  "315 -a316  "346 2  -a218  "239 1 -a327  "334 I 
1 .239 - .027 "048  "092  -a197  -e202  an95 
2  "292 "444 "474 -e490 -.472  "363  -e424 
3  "130 -a220  -6339  "425  "452  -a351 "432 
4 -.123 -.200  "247  -.198  -e382  -e341  "464 
5  -.153 "192  "228 - s o 8 7  -a263  "350  "439 
6 "142 -.le1 -a152  -a231 
7 "136 -e146 






0 "346  "391 
-a405  -.367 
1 -.383 -.340 
2 -a316 -.314 
a =  
1 
,351   , 380   -391   , 391   , 363   -367   -990  2 
-263   -302   a279   a298  ~ 9 1 1  -496  3  
-255  a252 ~ 2 5 3  a622   -532  ~ 2 4 8  -517  4 
e242 ~ 2 3 6  ,233  -298  1.007  e570  5 
. 244   -203   , 740   -759   -547   6  
0226   e705 7 
a676 








e798  e879 
1 0  
~ 7 0 0  a760 12 
11 
6 .  30  
_. 
2 O  
4 10  112  1 .239 -e026 -.On9 "093 - a196  - e278  a046 2 -a292 -a445 -.476 -e493 "485 - a450  -a451 3 -.131 -a219 "339 "434 -6461 "446 -a449 ,350  -380  -390  a390 ~ 3 6 2   , 8 7 6   - 9 6 7  4 "123  -e198  -e248  "165  -e433  -e427  "473 a 2 6 3   a 3 0 1   - 4 0 0   ~ 3 5 9   1 . 0 1   - 6 6  5 "153  -a193  -a222 -.OB4 "173  -e383 "450 ,255  a2 1  -252  ,746 -875 - 39  ,797 -241  a236  -716  a726  1 .149 a 7 0 7  5 "143 -a180  -e161  -.125  -244  ,719  e801  1.022 I -e135  a 4- 261 -.453 3 -a083  ,011 -a406 - 6 7 7  -786 .788 - e409  s 772 847 ~ 7 1 2  > "384 -.370 , 910  1 -a379  -0350 ? -a341  -.339 - 8 8 0  1.023 ,785 ,901  .e53 ,836 a669 3 "373'  -e402 
0' 1 5  8- 00 1 
-453  a472 
-423  ,705 
e368 -560  




.419 a452 -466 
, 372   -498  
0 3 9 4   , 4 0 3  
-368  
-386 ~ 3 5 2  
-.281 
. lo8 
a 1 7 8  
-.229 
- a405  
"441 
-. 443 
- a367  
-.355 
-062  ~ 2 0 4  
-097   10  
11 
e141  a199  12 
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Table 2 3  Cont~nued 
Pressure Coefflclents on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J3 M = 1 - 6 1  R =  4.2X10' 
2  ,115 
l i 3 4  
1 ,313 
4  ,068 
3 - 0 6 4  
5 a 0 7 1  
6 -056 
7  ,043 
8 a009 
11 - a  146 




5  ,123 
4 ,124 
6 ,108 
7 ~ 0 9 3  
8 ,046 
9 
10  -a040 
11 -a056 
12  -a015 
I 
"035 -. 129 
-.149 














- a =  -06 1 
a =  -06 
I 
8: 1 0  
-. 377 
-e361 
"276 1 LO 11 12 
I 
E =  3 0  " 
-.OB1 -e265 "321  "353 -.309 "050  -245 
"059 "116  -a076  "103  -so30  ,408 
"065  -so83 "117  ,063 "047 ,133 -1 4 
"083 -.a96 -015 
-a069  e145 -314 m116 
~ 0 2 2   - 1 7 8  ,134 
-026 
a064  a303 .112 ,155 




- 3 1 6  i 10 12
134 
Table 2 3  Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration ~3 M = 1.61 R = 4.2X1o6 - Upper  Surfoce  ot  Stotion .- 
6 I / 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1   1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 6 1 9  e
Lower Surfoce  at Stotion - 
0 
a = -09 8 .  o o o  














,243   a215 e 0 3 2  - 0 1 1  .080 ,027  -e226 
a256  ,2 3   e293  ,291   .296   -289   -263  
a182  -187  a 33 ~ 2 0 4  .204  a216  e255 
,183   a158   -176   -395   -185   -513   - so01  
-173   , 161   8141   -227  ,438 -317  - e 0 4 3  
.162  a138  ,144 e 0 5 8  
-145   ,145   -a290 
-060  -so12  -0051  "016 
- a  165 
"005 - 0 1 6  
,030 "009 
.0?6  -a031 
,007  a 29 
"139 -.350 "404  "413  "431  "451  -e252 
-.395 
"099  "128  "144  "172  "338 -.318 "401 
-.200 -.321 - a 3 8 5  -.427 -.295 
-.114  -.139  -e159 
"103  -.139 -.OB9 "192 
"173 -e253  -a386 
"098  -a093 
-.429 
-a174 
- e007  
-.351 -. 372 "305 
-a205 
-.2.11 
- e255  -.224 
"232  -8215 










1 , 1 7 8  
2 , 335  
3 a258  
4 , 2 6 3  
5 - 2 4 1  
7  .212 
6 , 2 4 1  
8 ,105  
' e 0 8 1  -.148 
a362 - 3 5 1  
- 2 9 3  -309  
,269  -476  
~ 4 5 8  -279  
- a055  
, 0 7 3  
-a387  -a444  -a447 "452 "357 -e269 
"307 " 3 5 5  -0413  -.324 " 3 5 3  
-a162  -a298  "152  -e363  -a290  -e443 
"151  "153  -.281 - a 2 0 8  -.269  "413 
"141  -.167 - a 1 9 8  "148 
-a130  "113 
-.378 




I I I I I I I I I I 1  I 1 I 1 1 
a =  -12 8: 10  - 
"290  -0392 -.451  "457  -a472  "445  -.288 
"136 -.312 - . 3 3 0  -a430  "4 8 -a358 
"138  "163 " 3 0 0  "174 - e 3 8 3  -e362  -a438 
-.153  "154  -a282  "250  -a313  -a420 
"139 -.167 -.208  -a138 
- a 1 3 1  -a115 
"417 
- . 3 5 3  
-e019  "285  -a314 
"386 
-.251 
-a186  -e148 
"157 
-0146  -a096 














- a = -12 I 4 ,263  a240 5 -244  ,236  6 a242 - 2 1 8  1 ,212 -215  8 , 101  - 0 1 3  9 -. 10R 1 0  "095 "115 11 -a132 "113 1 2  -.I03 -a092 -. 1 2 8  "175 - e 2 3 1  " 44 
T 10  112  "292 -.136 "139 - e153  - e140  "129 7 a215  a220 6 -240   ,222   -R , 1 1 5   a 0 9 3  9 1 C  -.220 -a259 -a256 11 -e266 -.270 12  -.254  "187 4 e097  -. C24 -.328 -.274 -.310 - e293  '0911  -047 1*9) I I I I 1 I 1 I 
n = -12 I 
1 
-.294 -e395 - r 4 3 7  "419  "327  "245  -e110 
-a136 "336  -.313 - .305 - e 2 6 1  - e 0 4 8  3 
"137  -a 66  "3   "145  "270  "142  -a 16 4 
"151  "151  "275  5 
-.138  -.148  a099  -.121 
-a179  "170  -.212 
- a130  6 
"117  -219  "180  7 
.22O - a 0 7 8  "136 8 
- a148  
-e066 9 
-391  10 
11 
12 




8 ,182  
-.349 
10  -.318  -.322 
- .363 
11  -a345  - .294. 
12  -e234  -.246 
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Table 23 Concluded 
Pressure Coefflclents on Delta Wing w i t h  Control 
Configuration J3 M = 1.61 R = 4.2 x 1 0 6  
13 5 
r ._ Upper  Surface a i  Station Lower Surface a i  Siatlon - 
6 l L ? _ j 3 ( 4 ( 5 ) 6 ( 7 ( 8 ) 9 ( ( 1 ) 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  













1 2  
- 
. l e o  
"386  "425 " 4 3 9  
"164 
"166  "286  "415 
-.407 
-a182 -.l65 "415 
"151  "144 
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Table 24 
pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration J4 M = 1.61 R =  4 . 2 ~ ~ O '  
[ 1 ,149 
1 4 379 ,365 
2 ,050 - 0 3 3  
3  ,015 ,007 
4 ,023 - e 0 0 7  
6 ,143 a 4 1 0  
5 - e 0 0 2  -007 
7 a396 e148 
8 0136 -127 
0 ,166 -159 
1  e248 -306 
2 ,247 ~ 3 3 1  
a =  00" 8 =  -20 - 
a361 












,041 ,015 a 0 0 8  
,002  a010 "025 
.000 -.002 
,025 ,002 e 0 3 7  -.40C 
,006 ,008 -1408 -. 294 
- 1 2 8 3  
-.425 
-8176  -a354 
-a220  "253 





, 0 3 9  
1 12  10 1- 3 0 4  a352 a098 ,005  ,107 a256 ,087 a 0 2 0  -199 ,187 e 042 -384 ,157 "064 -e209 ,164 -4169 044 .01C 0024 -. 182 .O 1s -.212  ,011 -. 111 - a  142 -a074 a012 ,046 e001 - a 0 0 3  ,018 -a022 ,003 a 0 3 3  -a142 e 0 0 7  - a  141 "$138 -I 144 -a164 - a  146 -. 129 -.19e -.201 t -131  
1 10 12e011 ,003 ,039 ,012 - e 0 3 3  -e014 -0002  ,019 - . 0 0 2  ,008 ,016 ,004 a000 ,038 a032 -015 ,251 ,051 ,030 ,014 ..020 8 109 e098 1122 ,123 
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Table 24 Continued 
Pressure Coefficlents on Del ta  Wlng with  Control  
Configuration J 4  M = 1.61 R:  4 . 2 ~ 1 0 ~  
1 7 
"383 -. 388 
a =  
s 067 e036 
,028  11 ,004 
,032 
"004 0006  "032 
-e015 
a011  -a010 ,292 
,019 a304 
,225 
-002 0008 ,627 
a252 -a042 ,082  ,119 
-e332 -a008 ,503 
a138  ,5 2  ,213 T 10 11 12 
a =  06 8 -  - 20 - I 
a2C7 
- 1 5 1  
-105 ,125 ,111 
"166 ~ 1 9 7  ,176 
"336  ,216 ,112 ,127  ,125 154 
-0265 ,251 a226 249 
,161 a176 
070 
-a380 -e361 ,149 -110 ,128 
-s300 -a100 ~ 1 8 9  
,107  ,120 -. 366 -.389 -. 370 -.397 -. 325 
-.221 -.393 
"213  -a216 
-.393 
a =  06 
"185 
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Table 24 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion J 4  M = 1.61 R =  4.2xiO' 
r .- Upper  Surface  at  Station Lower Surface  ot Station 
b b 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 )   1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 / 8 1 9  
.A- _- 
a =  0 6 O  8 = 00 
2 -e092  "274  "339  -a370 
1 a329  ,092  ,138  -a010 
3 -a075  -e083 
4 -a056  "094  "013  "428 
"090 
5 - .088 "095  -293  -.174 
6 -e076 -310  "419  "366 
7 , 272  "417 -.280 
8 -.4C6 a 0 2 2  
9 -. 360 -.226 
LO -e263  "301 
-e157 
I1 -e142  "243 
12 -a156  "158 
-.382 - e078  -a197 
- 0 9 4  .I91 -no47 
"240 -e127 "339 
,157  "194 "393 
-1262 "186 -a394 
"309 
"320 
,159   , 160   , 161  
0 1 1 2  ,131 -100  
,126   ,129  
-132  ,115  a148  -e023 




-e014  -a051 
"060  "036 
S =  10 a -  0 6 "  
2 -e090  "265 -.330 "373  -a382  -a122  -.308 
1 ,326   e094   , 143   - e007   -104   , 193   - a037  
3 "069 -.OS4 -.094 -.277 -.118 -a438 
4 -.OS8 -a095 ~ 0 6 3  "461  ,264 - a 2 0 8  "448 
6 "077  ,328  -.443  "412 
5 - a 0 8 8  -a098  a299  -.147  -a270  -.276 "442 
7 ,284 -.438 






LO -.299  -.325 
-. 374  "199 
11  -.164  "253 
12 "240 -.210 
a =  06  
4 "059  -a093 .Ob1 "451  a257  -a196 "456 
3 - to68   -a084  -a091  -a266  -a115 "442 
5 "079  -e096  ,311 ,282 "266  "362 -.422 
6 "079 e317 "430 -e411 
7 . Z R O  -a420  -.375 
8 "400  -127  -.326 
-. 335 
"315 
9 -. 388 - . 270  
I I I I I I I I 1 1 
8; 20  
ij 0 2 9 2  fl 10 9 
11 
1 
1 10  112  
I I I I I I I 
a =  12 
"077 
-.e72 
L1 ,154  -210 









8 0 5  
,750 
,348  1.265 
a639 a978 
,706 a862 
e 6 1 8  ,744 
1.078 
1.012 1 10 11 12  
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
346 
285 
, 2 9 1  
~ 2 4 3  
,251  
- 1 9 1  
,288  
, 2 5 5  
, 238  
,232 
- 4 0 1  
-303  
a268   8269  
a273  -e414 
,239  





-. 334  
-.424 
-.399 
"L "341 I 10  12  1
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Table 24 Continued 
Pressure Coefficlents on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion J 4  M = 1.61 R = 4 , 2 ~ ~ 0 6  
- ._ 1 Lower Surfoce  ot Stotlon Upper  Surfoce  ot  Station 
6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  e 
(1 = 1 2  8 r -20 " 
2 - e 3 0 6   " 4 2 6   - e 4 5 0   - e 4 1 7   " 3 3 7   " 0 5 9  -.035 
1 ,197  -e109  -so28  -a196  - .168  "031 -no07 
3 " 1 3 2  " 1 9 2  
4 - 6 1 1 1  - a 1 8 8   - a 3 3 6   " 3 0 0   - a 2 7 4   - e 1 8 2   " 1 9 2  
-a299  -e267 -a098 - a 0 5 7  
6 - a 1 4 1  - 2 0 5   " 3 1 6   - a 2 7 7  
7 a200 -a303 
8 -a325 ,079 
-.245 
" 1 9 7  
- a  197 
- a  1 7 0  
5 - 0 1 5 9   " 1 9 4   - 0 5 6   - 0 7 3  "297 - . I 5 2  m.256 
9 -e301 
1 0   - a 1 9 3  -a228  
" 1 6 9  
11 -a017 -e050 
12  ,016  a026 
(1 = 1 2  
2 " 3 0 7  - 0 4 3 1  
1 ,192 -e123 
3 -e136 -e197 
4 " 1 1 7  -a192 
5 - a  162 " 1 9 9  
6 -a149 ,200 
7 ,192 -e393 
8 -e383 a068 
10  - .263  -e316 
- a  382 
12  1 :  I-. " 1 1 9   1 4 3  1-.212 -a130 
-so34  -a199  -a176 
" 4 6 5   - a 4 2 2   - a 3 5 1  
- a 3 2 9   - e 3 9 9   " 3 0 4  
-.310  -.283 
- a 4 0 2   " 3 7 2  
,048 ,008 -a392 
" 3 2 2  
-.208 
-a266 
- . 0 5 1  -.098 
" 0 9 6  " 1 7 5  
-0158 " 2 1 9  
" 2 3 1  " 3 7 4  
-.2p7 - a 3 9 7  
-a263 
-a227 
" 4 0 7  
a =  12 
" 0 3 9  " 1 9 6  - a 1 7 5  " 0 5 1  - e l 0 8  
-6447 -.It08 -.359  -e103  -a291 
-a323   - . 455   -e310   -e252   "405  
-a308 - a 2 8 8  - a 1 8 2   - 0 3 9 1  
" 4 6 5   - a 4 0 5  




- a 2 7 2  
" 2 3 3  
a =  12 
.341  .398  ,370  ,390 " 2 0 5  
.290  ,265  ,266  a249 ,353 -e189 
,248  ,252 .235 -355   -a056   -a324  
~ 2 7 7  ,200 - 2 9 8  - 8 1 8  0345  -a059 
n254  a236  e267  -4334 
,185  ,229  -1339 
-.335 
-a352 
1 2 4  -.344 -. 347 " 3 6 1  
-.3'62 
- a 2 0 1   " 3 6 4  




8 :  0 0  
3 5 2  
, 2 8 2  ,297 ,302 
,405 -375 .30$ 
,314 ,342 
,288  ,269  a258  a249 a 3 5 C  
,244  a2 9  ,226 
,249  ,239  e274 a439 






a461 8 386 
a442 
,415 
,373  ,404 
a396  ,400 
a =  12 6. 20 " 
2 
,348 " 0 4 6  -.I70 -a195 -a032 -e115 a190 1 
" 4 1 9   " 0 9 3   " 3 6 2  -.420 " 4 6 5  - a 4 3 4  " 3 0 0  
3 -a144 -e197 -e306 
-e340 -.427 9 
-a332 - e  370 -207 " 4 2 4  8 
-.333  -a372 -e463 ,209 7 
" 3 8 7   " 4 6 5   - 2 0 6   - a 1 4 5  6 
" 3 5 8   - 0 4 0 1  -a434  ,501 a083 -e198 -a166 5 
-a448 - a 2 4 9   " 3 0 7  -a453  -e310  -01 3  -a125 4 
-a463 -e175 " 2 8 8  
11 -e261 -a361 
12 -1302 -e314 
.342 .398 
,631 
,698  ,201 
,737 ,710 ,222 a237 
,657 a038 a749 - 2 1 6  ,244 ,236 
0 7 1 4  ,880 e234 e740 ,255 277 
,737 ,340 ,304 ,295 ,280  ,278 
1.234 e 3 7 0  a366 
,945 
e904 
, 7 4 4  
I 6 9 9  ,897 
e027 
LO -e395 -0348 ,844 
- 7 9 2  
,742 ,693 
a853 















Toble 24 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion J 4  M = 1.61 R = 4.2 x106 






































a =  
a445 1.209 
,567 1.030 
a =  -06 l 
a274 ,282 ,289 
-243  ,251 ,755 
a668  ,784 
6242  -723 ,785 
,784 
.280 ,256 










-a067  -e110 
-a303  "337 -a369  -0413 
-a267 -a318 -1402 
"073  "119 
" 0 9 8  -e089 "148 "276 -e400 
-.080 "054  "413 
"096  -e108  -a269 
-.058 
-a396 





1 10 11 12 
8: -20 
1 
2 ,181 ,189 -21   ,230  a210  ,422 1.222 -a064  -a303 2 
1 ,298 ~ 3 7 9  a165 ,151  ,180 a146 -336 
3 ,115 6128  ,52  ,492 ,375  ,758  "046 "069 -.10R 
"347 -.366 -a428 
3 "273  -a329  -a434 
- s o 4 8  -a100  "1 2  "150  -a29 -.432 4 
5 -102  -103  -554 -.037 a066 a658 .515 -.070 "074 -a120 5 
6 a130 ,544 -.009 "073 
"102 -.127 -n309 
"056 -a084 "057  -6432  6 
7 ,515  "042  -113  ,474  "073 -.370 -.343 7 
-e418 
8 "043  a094 .357 ,468 -.036 -a320 
-a371 





4 .114 ,092  ,477 -.eel ,497 ,517  ,424 
,421 
!O a047 -048 -.434 
. I  ,203 ~ 2 0 0  -a191 "355 
.2 ,221. ,241 "284 "268 
a = -06 8. -10 
1 a302  e386  ,169 .147 ,183  -150 "007 1 
2 0185 ,194  -219  ,234 ,217  a427 ,829 -a072 -e310 2 
3 ~ 1 2 0  ,132 -523  -499 ,357 ,552 
-.348  -.377  -.459 
"055 - a 0 8 7  -.112 3 
4  -123 ,103  ,481 -.280  .496 -214  -073 
-e275  -a329  "460 
-.057 -6104 -a121 "158  "284  -a467 4 
5 e112  ,108  ,564  -a162 -.081 m543  ,2 3 "091 -.OB2 -.123 5 
6  a131 a553 "248  "245 -e066  "089 "067 -a359 
"109  -e115  -e465 
6 
7 -524  "257  "054 .118 "076  "082 -.357 7 
-a427 
8 "271 ,032 .lo8 ,128  -e057 -.359 8 
-e413 
9 -. 240 .178 9 -a400 
0 " 0 8 3  -e120 -.359 
-. 333 
,1  6046  "006 -.134 "359 
10 
2 ,064 a029 "271  "175 
11 
12 
a = -06 
1 
,114 m115 5 
-105 ,123 4 
,137 a127 3 
e204 ,192 2 
a387 ,311 
7 ,533 -.364 
b ,124 -553 
8 "342 a026 
9 -e322 
0 "143 -e225 
2 "120 -e125 
1  -a079 -.158 
,174 
-so20 ,235 -.150 "235 ,564 
-e001 ,215 ~ 5 1 0  -a376 ,486 
,322 ,366 ~ 5 0 5  a534 
,341 e435 ,228 ,244 ,222 








8 -  00 - 
-a037 
-a396  "358  -a342 -.288 "056 
"090 "068 -.263 "317  "421 
"039 
-a069 "111 "062 
-.082 -a115 -.136 "275  -e454 
-a095 -6056 -a457 
"048 "070 -.046 -a216  -a341 
-.Ob2 
-a036 
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Toble 24 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficlents on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Conflgurotion J 4  M 1.61 A 4.2 % I O 6  - 1 .- Lower Surfoce  at Station Upper  Surface  at  Station 
6 6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ) 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  
a = -Ob 8 = 1 0  
















-.a83 - a 3 2 0  
-.C58 
-a059  - so92  "121 
-.114 
"093  -a093  "136 
-.073 -a098  -059 
-.Ob1 ,121 
, 1 0 8  
,344 
,280 ,371  
,320  .354 
"356 
8: 3 0  I 1 .ZR8 2 a 1 8 7  3   ,127  4 , 1 2 5  5  .112 6   a134 -.OB5 "318 -.Ob3 -a092 -a122 -.059 -."5 -e093 "106 "115 1 1 8 3  "079 a032  - 2   ,194 a 4 2 2  , 5 2 1  8514 ,018 , 3 2 9  a 2 8 7  ,487 a629  ,613  ,599   ,575  :I '537 8 -.355 -.373 -.379 11.355 I -.439 -.378 -. 37R 9 1 0  11 1 2  . O  "328 .1 "209 .2  - . 2 5 7  1 - * 2 9 @  I I I I I I 
6: -30 
II I 1 I 



















-.lo8 "047 "243  ,312 
- a 0 1 6  -659   -605  -609  
- e115   -066  e806  ~ 6 4 0  
-.012 
- 4 6 4  
,517 
, 5 8 4  
"273 
-.120 - . l Q O  "354 
-.447  -.473  -.473  -.433 
"115 
-e426 -a487 -a426 
-a216  -e259 " 4 2 9  "453  -e428 
"155 -0163  -a179 
"122 - a 1 6 8  -e123  -a462 
-e269  -0123 - e 3 7 7  




-a441 -. 377 
-.437 
- a 2 5 2  -e365 
-.297 -.:a1 
142 
Table 24 Concluded 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration ~4 M -1.61 R = 6.2 X I O ~  
Lower Surface at Station 





e021  "108  "047 -247 
-374 a379   , 359  ~ 5 2 8  
,680  "239 m6bO a278  
a720  .712   a467 
,0217  "204 
,754  "205  "082  ,623 
e 0 3 3  
, 2 0 9  
a235  
,252  
263 t ,082 .838 ,589  .338 ,147 1 1 0   1 2  1
0 1 6 6   , 2 5 1  
"232 ,041  
,713  ,219  
- a 0 2 8  a014  
,128  a048 
,130  .O8g 
-.114 - . l e0  -.354 
-a270 -.449 
-a155 "162 -a191 
-.114 -.218 
"126  -e165  -0128 
-.09e 
"142 "155 



















a =  -12 L - a413  . - e 4 3 4  "420 "140  "159 -a103 - 269 -.221 - . 2 3 4  -.216  -a258 -e352 -0315 -a336 -a093 -.012 -.091 - a052  I I I I 2 ,  10 I 1 1 0  1 2I -.285 -e360  -0184 -8130 "448 "483 -a497 -e461 -a441 "435 - e291  "201 -a130 -.421 "477 "431 -a486 -a138 -a153 -e140 -1226 "164  -a175  -a195 - a  187  - e371  -a407 -a187 - a 2 0 6  -a167 -a125 - . l o4  -.423 "431. - a125  "287 -.073 -a048  -a061 "082 -.Ob5 , 170  "415 ,707  "328 "416 ~ 7 4 3  ,368  -e205 -a316 a744 ~ 2 7 0  0 2 2 4  -649  "411 ,679 a225  ,236  ;708 , 7 2 1  ,234 a240  - 3 5 3  , 3 7 4  1367  -343   , 329  -a045 - e114   - 13  -244  -e380 .000 -a220 "204 -* 367 - a  187 - a 3 2 1  -.I95 -a062 "273 - e  209 -. 19? "25  - 0 5 5  - 5 2 4  -.147 "095 - 2 6 3  ,116   -454  "023 "132 "292 -.287 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 I I 1 I I I I I 
a = -12 s =  2 0  - 
"119 
-e076 ~ 4 6 6  ,719  a728  
- .183  ,519  ,354  -379 
'-135 - e256  "052 
-.289 "342 -e407  -.&61  -.453 
-a123 - . 1 S C  
-a190  "171  -e158 -.285 - e210  -1215 "284 
"123 c.205 a256  - 6 6 0  -a415 
-1360 
-e203  -e220 -a405 -a383 -.307 
"318  "102 "343 
"382 -a139 -a176 -e083 
- a  10 1 "162 -.I23 -. 397  -.335 -1113 -.345 
-a346 -. 3 9 8  - e321  
-.343 
- 0 2 7  - a045  -a307 
.C3? 
-.447 - , 2 ~ 4  - . 3 m  
,206  














I I I I I I I I 1 1 
,166   e253 .01€ 
, 240  ~ 2 3 5  
, 3 3 6   . 3 3 e  . 6 ~  
,236  a227 .68i  
.222 ,281 .75: 
"306 
-.291 
-.250 -. 189  
-.202 
-e025  "140 
,046 "164 
-a071 
a004  "085 
-.110 












a114 - e145  
- a079  
"422 
- a  364 





8 - . a 0 8  -.010 
,573 
, 554  
~ 5 5 0  ,596 
, 5 8 0  
Toble 25 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration A M E 2.01 R =  4.2110' 
, 083  
.060 ,053 ,046 ~ 0 4 6  a021  a026  ,010 
a023  
- 0 0 9  a 0 0 1  -a009 "015  "031 a 0 0 8  
"001  -e006 e001 ,005 
-000 -e008 -a038 "131 "015 
-008 -a027  -025  "127  - 1  
- so05  -014 -.121 -e125  ,052 -.141 
-e004 "113 -.119  " 33 -a149 
-.114  "   121  -a120 - a 1 3 4  
-.121 
-.059 -.110 -e129 
= 000 8 5  1 0 -  
T -.lo0 -4098 "174 "207 
1 (I' 00 






















a026  - a 2 1 0  -e242  020 0005  ,006 ,009  .013 .028 3 
2  -234  ,480  a026  a024 - 0 4 9   ~ 0 4 9   a 0 5 5   - 0 6 3  
.455 ,093  - .149 , 3 3 1  e337   27   -331  .326  .367 1 
- a 1 9 1  "176 a039  , 0 4 9   - 5 6  .056 -048 , 062  
e003  "002  ,006 ,006 ,161 
"035 -a005  ,003  -e240  0067 ,014  -e128 -so22 e006 no12 5 
4 e200  ,146 -059  "028 -so10 -a005  ,005 ~ 0 1 3  "234  -a233 ~ 0 5 5  - so05  "017  -so04 ,012 , 022  4 
3 e504  
-a100  -0005 5 
p , 013  -.026 -e002 -.142 
"229 
"116 "111 - a 1 1 1  9 -a107 "103 -a099  9 
, 261   , 192  
- a241  "226 
8 -a114 "110  -.001 
7 
"244 -e229 . -e107 -.lo7  "0 9 1 ,273 -110 -a140 -a117 e016 - a 0 0 1  
149  -a102  ,028 -e024 - 0 1 1  
"244 "214  -a158 "111 -006  ~ 0 0 4  
6 
183 
-a192  ,006 
-171 -240 





( I= 0 0  8; 30 
1 
-a262  -a268 , 0 2 1   - 0 0 3  - 0 0 6  .008 ,012 .027 3 
-a246  -.254 ,041 - 0 4 8  e055  ,055 ,046  .Ob2 2 
- 2 9 9  "230 -331  a336  - 3 2 6  a330 .325  ,364 
-060   a053 -048 a 0 4 6  
,355 - 5 2 4  -215 -a031 -a008 "006 -003  .013 
a793   , 500  ,006  -002  -a005 a001 e023  
,469   , 784  a024  -021 
5 ~ 0 1 2  a005  -e022 -4131 a012  a174  
-a255 "264 
"116 - a l l 2  -.DO2 -a259  "267 -e108 -.110 -a019 8 
-4108 -a105  "099 9 
0 6 8 5  .OB9 "149 - a 1 1 9  a015  - a 0 0 2  
-321 
- a259  "258  e161  "113  -006 ~ 0 0 1  7 
"094  ,026  "026 -009 "241 ,060  -a 46 "002 -e027 -012 6 
,547  ,019  -a007  -a038  "007 -000 -a266 
,539  , 627  





4 "267  "266 ,095 -.oo6 -.ole -.oo3 ,011 , 0 2 3  
1 0  
11 
-+260  "107 - e081  
a =  0 3  
7 




















1 0  
11 
144 NACA RM L5“3 
Table 25 Continued 
Pressuri  Coefficients on Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion A M 12.01 R = 4.2 x 1 0 ‘  - Upper  Surface  at  Stotion .- Lower Surfoce  ot Station 
8 I 1 2 ( 3 1 4 / 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1  
r 
) 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ) 6 ] 7 1 8 ] 9  ._ b 
= 06 8 = -30 
a =  06 
1 -351 ,216 .259 ,225 ,255 -284 -a142 “092 
2 -.043 -.lo7 “135 -e164 “167 -.le7 -.150 -.153 
3  -e034 -a059 “118 -.130 “153 -.172 - a 2 4 0  “149 
4 -.037 -.059 -.081 -.lo7 -0158 -a137 “220 -*ZOO 
6  -no49 -a078  “076 -.168 “030 “127 
“234 
7 -.055 “0.56 “165  -.le0  -.167 “219 
8 -e063 -a150 “163 “189 -e219 
9 -.148 “149 -.168 -.180  -.220 
5 -a055 -.070 - . o m  -.174  -.128  -.093 
LO “125 “150 
11 
“175 
a =  06 
2  -no49 
1 ,351 
3  “037 
4 “040 







-.125 -.148 ”175 “169 
-215 -258 ~ 2 2 5  -256 
-.062 “120 ”140  -e156 
-8061  “082 “107 “158 
-.071 “081 “181  “126 
- .082 -.074  -.le2 “027 
“056  “164  “193 -a216 














7 e186 ,216 .lo7 a107 -102 -093 -102 ,058 a085 -114 8069 -a045 -.038 “045 -.017 -e042 -. 103 -a227 
’ 1 1 1 1 1 , 214  -224 e228 
e104 -102  6096 
-125 -117 
.091 .065 “035 
-056 ,129 -e010 












“129  a045 
-.114 -no92 























1 10 11 
1 0 11 
NACA m ~ 5 5 ~ 0 3  
Table 25 Contlnued 
Pressure Coeff ic~ents on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration 4 M =2.01  ff = 4.2 X I O '  
1 8351 a215 a258 ,225  a257 0 2 8 7  -.258 "069 
2  -.050 -e127 "149 "176 -e169 -.192  "263  -a257 
3 -.038 "063 -.122 -a142 "155 "176  -a276  "264 
4  -.a41 -e062 "083 -e107 "157 -.131  -e271  -e269 
5 -.057 "072 -e086 -.182 -0125 - 0 6 3  
6  "052 -a082 -a075 "190 -mol0 -a243 
-e267 
7  -a058  -0056  "165  -.196  "250  -.270 
8 "063  -e150  -a163  "255  "265 
9  "149  "149 -.160 -e239  -.251 
r 
LO "127 "151 
1 1  
-6233 
Q = 0 6  
I I I 1 1 1 1 .120 1 I .125 1 ,117  1 . 142 l   . 68  - 1 8 3  -214  - 2 2 3   , 2 8  -206   e224 
, 1 0 4  ,104 ,101   a096  e090  ,170 







, 1 8 4  
.120 
106  
~ 0 9 8  
.082 
. l o 2  
a067 
- 0 4 1  
a014 
- 0 4 7  1 
1 
- 
, 2 2 9  
, 1 1 8  
.101 
.020 
















, 8 2 0  
- 7 2 3  
,215  ,224 
,126 
,105  e102 
-092  ,064 
,057 ~ 1 2 7  
,112  -a049 
"048  -e044 
~ 0 4 8  "046 
.a045 
-a273 
Q '  0 9  
- 0 7 0  
.082 
- 0 5 4  
a147 -158  
1 
 
I I 1 1 1 
-.232 -.230 -.247 -.165 -e194 
. I 6 3  - 1 5 0  - 1 9 6  -.1-67 "142 
-.201 -a216 -a229  -e189  "166 
"192 -e216 -d l99  - a179  - a175  
-.210 "205 -.Of38 - a  167 
-.214 -a012 - e l 6 4  
-.221 - . I85  -.I79 








, 1 1 4  
- 1 3 1  
.ooo 
,015  









, 305  







- 3 0 4  





















a =  1 2  
-5037 
.333  ,367  .374  ,374  -353  -374 "143  "169 
a 237   -267   , 256   -288   -319  -.233  "122 
.218  .229  ,229  ,222  ,225  ,296 -.214  "227 
.221  a204 -181 ,029   -233   "23  
- 2 1 2  .156  e252 ,005 -.170 t 
.183   a230  a033 -a031 "156 " 2 5 8  
,165   ,032   a041 "258 " 2 5 0  1 
, 038   a028   , 031  "261 -e218 
a 0 5 2  -034 -e257 1 1  
- 0 4 2  11 
1 ,299   . I33   -1 1  .092   e021  ,060   a024  -a247 
2 -.176 -..254 "279  "290  -a280  -e275  ,179  -e186 
4 -.OS9 -.125  -.219  -.232  -e264  -a233  -so56 - 1 3 9  
3 -.098  -0193  -e246  -e263  "266  "278  -.070  6218 
5 -.115  -a133 -.le1 "269  -.210  "217 
6  "112  -a136  "178  -.269 a 0 3 5  -e218 
.017 
7  -1114  -a119  "224  "287  -e136  -a046 
8 "107  -a190  "215  "0 3  -a027 
9 -e190 -.189 "226 -a016 "031 
1 
' 0  -e172  "196 -.022 





















~ 0 3 3  
a041 
,032 
1 .299 ~ 1 3 1 ,   - 1 3 3   ~ 0 9 3   a 0 2 4   , 0 6 2   - a 1 2 6   - a 2 2 0  
2  -a175  -a252  -9277  -a288 - e 2 7 8  -.275  -9064  -a220 
3 "097 -.191 -a245  "261  -a265 "270 "215 - e 0 3 4  
4 -.098 "126 "217 "251  "262  -a255 "211 -a078 
5 -a116  -e133  "179  -a261  -e236  -a189  -e176 
7  -a113 -.118 -.22Z -a287 "186 "196 
6 "111 -a134 -.176 -a260 -036 "242 
8 -a107  "190  "213  -a160  -.191 
9  - . le9 -.I89 -a227 -.I71 "192 
0 "171  -e194  "172 
1 
,353 .373 
e287  ,320  




- a 2 0 2  -.193 
"205  "175 
-e207 
1 
146 NACA RM L55Ix>5 
Table 25 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration A M = 2.01 R =  4,2~~06 
LC .- Upper  Surface at  Station Lower Surface  at Station 
b I 1 2 1 3 ( 4 1 5 ) 6 ( 7 ) 8 ) 9 1  j 1 / 2 ) 3 ) 4 ) 5 1 6 ) 7 ) 8 1 9  b 
? 







"25 -.jll ~ 0 3 1  "264  -ell] 1 




a =  12" 
,335  a367  ,373 -374 ,352 -371 ,101 -113 
,239 -267  a257 -284  a319 -a066  ,139 
~ 2 1 8  ,230 e229 ,225 -224 ~ 2 9 0  "065 -a012 
-223  -206  -181 -033 -232 -a071 
a214 ,157  ,252  ,0 1 e104 
-183 e230 -033 "023 ~ 1 2 1  -a098 
,166 -031  -040 -a108 -0097 
e038 -029  -031 "104 -a086 
-052 a033 - a  109 
e044 
-236 
6. 00- 1 10 11 
2  -a167 "234 -e259 "273 "269 -a287 "255 "258 
1 a302 ,136 -135 -097 -027 a067 - 4 5 5  -a138 
3  -e093 -e182 -a237 -e247 -e257 -a266 "254 "254 
4 " 0 8 4  "120 -a210 "252 -.256 -a261 -.250  "252 
5 -.110 "128 "154 -e264 "242 -024 -e241 
b -a108 -a129 -e172 -a259 a037 "243 
7 -.lo9 "114 - a 2 1 8  "261 "247 -.254 
9 - a 1 8 5  -a183  -a223 "243 -e252 
"230 
d "102 -.la5  -.20e  "255 -e260 
10 -.168  -.le9 




s =  2 0  1 
a =  12 
1 ,302 -136 -135 e096 a027 a069 "281 -e007 
2 "171  "247 -a272 -e281  -e275 "281  -.283  -.292 
3  -so94 -.le7  "241  -.256  -.262  "272  "279  "281 
4 "087  "122  "215  "250  "260  "236  -.277  "279 
5 -e111 "129  -.I71  "277 -a243 -540 "273 
7 -.111 -.114 "219 -a248 -.281  -.281 
6  -a109 -a132 -.I75 -.255 a290 -.282 
8 -a103 -.186 "211 
9  -a185 -.le5 "223 
"281 -a283 
-0281 "279 
-.270 LO -e171 "190 
11 
NACA RM L55m 
"235 
"224 







.381 ~ 4 3 6  
.297 
-283  -294 
,284 ~ 2 6 8  
- 2 7 0  ,209 
,229  96
- 2 1 8  ,076 














14 8 NACA RM L55LO5 
Table 26 
pressure  Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration E M -2.01 R = 4.2.XIO' 
"140 
,060  ,053 - 0 4 9  ,047. a052  a042  ,054 
e027 
,015  ,005  "002  -a001 ,005 -.086  -e116 
-003  , 02 , 2 e019  -a106 
e005 - n o 0 5  -a033  -a117  e002  -e113 
a009 a 0 0 2  -006  -e109  -a109  -e121 
"005 ~ 0 0 4  "106  -0103  "120 
.004 "104  "106 






































- I 8. 20 
.439 




/i I I 1 1 1 -e267 
-a254 
1 5  I' 
-a0931 o l  1 1 1 "003  -e099  -e039 -.003 -005 "017  -a210  -263 -.086 -a046  -a051 "066  -a031 
8 .  00 
I 1 1 1 
a =  03 
I; ,121  -149  -146 -071 ~ 0 5 8  -057 ,046 a070 -047  -039 ,011 .051 ,050 .os0 , 0 2 8  ,043 -a073 
NACA RM ~ 5 5 ~ 0 5  14 9 
Table 26  Cont lnued 
pressure Coefficients on Delta Wing with Control 
C o n f i g u r a t i o n  E M = 2.01 R = 4 . 2 x ~ 0 6  
1 ,349  ,217  .251  a2 8 ,141 ,008 "049 -170 
3  "043  -a074  "126  -e116 a511  ,376  ,150 
4 -.048 -so68 -a088 -a216 -050 ,292 ,095 
6 "059  "049  ,017  -a244  -003  e025 
7 -a059  -a065  -a117 -.240 - 0 2 2  
8 
9 -e141  -a108  -a136 
"147 -.125 
2 -.056  -.136 -.m .915  ,475 -51.5 
5 -.062 -.078 -.091 ,113 - . o o ~  ,068 
.O - e  105 116 
!1 -a136 
a =  0 6 "  n 10 1.188 ,217 , 2 2 8  e232  -e029  -a171 ,122  -127  ,185 -so12  "175 . l o7   -106  ,104  -e089 - a 0 5 8  "161 - 1 0 0  ,094  a103 -.125 "140  -a146 -103 ,104 a085 -e125  -a213  "149 ,070  a102 -.Ob6 "117  -e221 -1016  -a021  -so92 ,094  "014 -e084 - so27  -000 -so38 




2 -a051 "129 
1 ,354 , 2 2 2  
9 -a038  "067 
4 "043 -.Ob1 
5 -a056  -a071 
6 "054  -a039 
7 -so54  -e057 
8 
9 -a139  -a132 
-. 140 
.O -e104   e l40  
.1 -.131 1 
a =  o h  s =  00 - 1 ..
1 a353  ,227 , 2 5 8  ,223  a 77 - 2 0 5  ,218  -a230 
2 -.044 - . lo2 -.128 "142  "142  -a 566   . I85 -209  a226 , 2 2 5  a252  , 38 
4 -.038 -.059 -.078 -a115  "121  -a161  "230 
3 -.033 -a059  -a116  -a130  "132  -a153  "240  .120  127 -124  -178  a181
. l o 6   ~ 0 9 6   ~ 1 0 2  ,088 a154  ,035 
5  -.054  -a068  -a019  -142  -a122  "215 
6 -a051  -a035  -e068  -a172  -a193  -a215 
-098 a092  a063  "025  -118  -002 
7 " 0 5 2  -a057  "159  -a170  "186 
. l o3   -103  m103 "030 -a020 -no20 
.073  , 98 -a034  -a028  r.034 
-092  -a037 -a037 
9 -a137  "145  -a161 
0 -a104  ,149 
-a019  -e031  -a034 
1 "129  -a035 
-002 -a035 
8 -a142  -e157 
0 s =  10 
a119 
,185  e214 2.745 ,229 ,376 -406 ~ 3 9 1  
-103  a102 2.620 ,159 ,272 -122  -1 4 
2.646 ,197  -437  - 33  -1 1 
-096   -091  2 .580  -.001 -209 ~ 0 7 9  
-102  -101 2.648 "$045 a083 ,067 
-073 ,095 2.522 - s o 8 8  a037 
-088 -a041 2 .525  
"020  "036 2.529 
-.003 "030 
"038 
a -  06 I 2.351 -.le3 2.741 1303 2.324 -.153 2.408 "147 "170 -.196 2.645 "124 -a166 -.le6 I 1 I 1 1 I I 
I 
NACA RM L55LO5 
Table 26 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration E M = 2.01 R =  4 .2X iOC 
2  -e052  -a129 -.149 "174 -a243  -e237 "259 
1 ,351 ~ 2 1 9  -255 ,221 ,172 "125 -a157 -.244 
3 "039  -.070 -a121 -e233  -e256  -a272 
4 -  
a =  
-184  -214 ,223  ,228  e879  e947  ,768 
.120 ,126 ,207 -960  -9 2  -688 
e104 ,102 a099 ,108 1.026 a533 a659 
-098 -091 -059 "125 -722 -578 
a102 a101 a254 -a163 -529 ,543 
-074 -095 -118 -a128 a428 
-.026 -055 a039 




8. 00 1 10 1
a = 12 
I I I I I 1 I I 
1 
"159  -.188  "172 2 
"030 -a196 "214 3 
-so63  -e199 "228 4 
-a190  -a145 5 












NACA RM L55m 
Toble 26 Contlnued 
pressure Coefficients on Delta Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion E M = 2.01 R =  4 . 2 ~ 1 0 '  
1 
-e152 1 
,184  -e135 0 
-a216 -a166 "170 9 
-.208 -a163 8 
-a022  -e013  -027  0218 - 1 7 4  "239  -e221  -e204 -.111 "103 7 
-0255 -a259 -e243  -e139 "091 -a103  6 
"262  "235 -178  -a139 -e124 -a107 5 
-e251 "229 "243  -. 58 -.198 - e l l 6  -.094  4 
~ 2 3 7  -e257  "220 -a247  "228 -.228  -.176 -.088 3 
, 2 7 6 '  ,278  -320  ,374  ,373  ,366 ,329 "222 - e189   - so81  "261  "259  -a237  "164  2
-a253  a167 a157  -287  a099 ~ 1 3 8  ,132   -303  ,055 
-267  
,030  -a005  "012  -207 ,221  - 2 1 4  
a067   , 114  ,003 -214  ,207 e226  
,055 e 0 8 8  a199  0 9  230  ,226 ,221  
,076  a236  ,247 ,244  
,200   ,031  -013  

























.323  ,355 
230 
,217   -215  
a221  ,203 
a211  -217 
.199 .035 
- 1 7 3  a205 
- 0 7 3  -053  
, 0 6 4  -048  
-.182 
I 
s =  1 0  
1 ,298  . I 3 1  ,131 a095  .232 - a024  "032 - e221  
2  -.169 "228 "250 "248 -a214 -a198  -e225 
3 -.095 -a177 - r229  -.255 -a217 -a223  -e234 
4 "101 "122 -a196 -e240 -a215 -e225  -.Zlb 
5  -.116 -a131 -a145 ~ 1 5 9  -a220 "246 
7 "112 -a089 -a224  "236  "203 
6 "111 -e098 -a186  "255  -.228  -a229 
8 "178  -a213 
0 - a141   , 66  
9  -a179  -e185  -e201 
1 -e147 
a =  12  s =  2 0  - 
I 
.789 , 818  
, 7 1 1  ,447 
,729 -785  
a604  -470 


























.589 i - 0 9 5  - . 2 4 7  .253 ,159  ,230 -e250 ,142  -.250 - 2 4 6  -.236 , 248  "250 , 2 7 6  -.24e -. 170 -a254  "226 -.254 "250 "246 
I I  
I I 1 . .  1 
. " 
Toble 26 Concluded 
Pressme Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion E M = 2.01 R = 4.2 x IO '  
r .- Upper  Surface at  Station I I  Lower Surface  at  Station 
6 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 ! 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  e c 
8 I_ 1-201 



























e070 -083 a090 ,081  a069  ,063 ,062 , 055  a037 
,027 a 0 4 3  ,046 0 4 3  
-e002  ,023 ,032 .030 -020 ,010 -no10  -006 
,022  ,015 -023 
"095 
e 1 4 8  ,013 "102 ,019 '.OlO -e019  1010
"094 -a097 
- 0 2 8  ,017 e020 -6101 "103 
,012 ,019 "094 -6095 
-.OB3 -.OB4 "092 
,025 -a089 -a096 
-a044 -e088  
- e 0 8 4  








11 .O - e 0 4 5  ,153 
9 "077 -a088 

































~ 0 0 9  "045 -e166 
-a040 -e148 
















,347 ,344 a206 
,076 ,077 -a146 , 0 8 3  ,070 
-028 , 2 5 8  -a096 
,016 "223 "119 
"207 
"203 
,106 a154 -a157 
,092 -.259 
- a  192 
-063 .Ob2 ,912 
,047  22 -e001 ,641 
-039 ,024 -013 -a162 ,658 
,023 ,010 "024 -&191 a302 
,034 ,017 ,121 -4176 ,241 
-a116 -a254 "170 -022 ,019  a017 -e178 
-6161 
- e  183 " 0 8 5  "065 -4016 











-a074 - e 0 3 9  
- e 0 3 8  a159 







































-e012  -a055 
- a 0 4 4  
,087  ,074 
- e 0 8 0  
-e063 
"067 






- a  106 
- 0  108 
Table 27 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients on Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Configurotion F M I 2.01 R =  4.2XIOc 
NACA RM L'35ZO5 
c Lower Surfoce  at Stotion Upper  Surface  ot  Station 
; I 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  
'c e 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 6 1 9  
= 0 6  8 = -30 
1 
2 
-.1a2 a 2 1 9  -336   a245  -275  ,266  ,375  1 
a525 a905 -e167 -.138 -.111 "023 - 2 0 8  -232   -241   ,244  
"168  -a127 -e248  -078   ,107  ,126  m076 a070  e160 "076  "056 "034 5 
4 "201 -e174  "077 -e109  -116 e121  -128  ,109  -318  0450 -e225  "071 -a045 -.016  4 
3 "191 "163  "02  ,386  -142 ~ 1 4 4  ,150 e444 ,629  -a137 "109 "049  -a012  3 
2  -4156  -e157 "115 
5 
6 "029 "025 -031  -.235 6 
7 "031 -a028 -a235 -.078  "042 
.123 a116  -166 -si146  "193 
-093   -119  -a051  -e228 7 
9  -e124 9 -a106  ,020  -e014 
-so98 -033   -117  
"110 -e106 
8 8 "095 -.132 
,O 
-.111 , 1  
"007 
I ,-:::; 
-167  "073 
I I I I 
"113 





I I I I I I I 
a =  5- 
a =  
1 "106 :2;! -a130  ,2761  -a155  -2471  "143  -3411  -a166 
-a046  -e101  "231  "120  -a162 
-e041  "063  -e113  -.116  -.16? 
-a053  "042  -164  "124 -.2OE 
-.021 -a071  "148 
-.028  "171 -a152  "164 
"113 "179 
-a127  "178 




















1 - 3 7 8  -268  a278 - 2 4 9  , 3 2 8  - . 2 l l  
2  "020 "102 "129 -.156 -no98 "131 
3 -.010 -a044 -a103 -a138 -a085 "128  "217 
4 -a013 -a041 "066 - a 1 1 0  "091 -4125  "212 
6  -a026 -a019 -a053 -a164 
5  "032 -.051 -.Ob0 -164 "097 -a193 
7  -e030 -.038  -.145 "164 -a158 
8 -a128 
"109 1 
-167  - so78  0 
-.I50 "131 - . l l 8  9 
-.144 
(I = 06 
1 a119 .lo11 -a023  .1131-.021(-.0161  -e023 















8. 1 0  " 
w 
e207  ,230 
142 
a125  ,121  
, 1 2 4  ,108 
,120  a114 
, 1 0 4  -111 
,112  "024 
-.017 -a023 
"013 
-015  -a020 
I 
,381  ,470 
-351   -371  
-364  ,298 
a254 -083 
-085 










Table 27 Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delto  Wing  with  Control 
Conflgurotion F M c2.01 R = 4.2 x1o6 
%. .- Upper  Surface ot Stotion Lower Surfoce at Stotion 
6 l l 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 ( 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 [ 9 ?  




,261 1 1c 
I t  I I I I I 
,206  ,227 




.110  -.028 
-103 a107 
-e019 -a027 















0 0  
-233 ,236 
e135  ,050 
e067 -a058 






a271 ,242  ,148 
e141 ,167 -a226 -234 
-112 -159 -.208 -231 
~ 0 7 2  -e243 -e201 ,241 
a117 ,158 "207 -258 
.040 ,228 














a =  
i 
1 .187 ,288 -. 188 
"217 "079 "097 
"222 -e084 -+IO8 "195 
"207 -a103 -.121  "190 
-a219 
-a217 -a152 
















1.160 1 .1241 -351 
,222 -e283 a771 
~ 2 5 7  "270 -958 
,201 -.298 .594 
a143 -219 -.210 I 1 e350 -a184 "119  "052 -a005 .248 -249 -236 3 255 2 -e117 "132  "096 0393 a389  -381 .283 -556 ~ 0 2 6  "157 -a169 4 -239 -224  -196 "218 "119 "138 5 .229 ~ 0 9 6  ,076  ,087 9 "019 0105 ,073 8 a 0 0 6  -125 ,224 7 -.157 -049  -234 ,196 6 "205 -a203 ~ 2 8 7  -237 10 11 -a167 ,054 ,003 4 "066 5 -.088 6 -.084 7 "084 8 9  -e159 0 -e109 1 -.134 -e095 "155 -a123 1 ,229 to214 I I 




















Table 27 Continued 
pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration F M = 2.01 R = 4.2 x106 



























-e095 -. 102 
"071 
-a089 -. 145 
-.143 
,228 













-e189 L "240 
a =  
1 
2 -.144  "226 -a259 -.270 -a182 -a185 
1 ~ 3 2 0  -174 ,157 -121 ,195 -.217 
3 ,071 "164  "225  -.27 "167 -a183 -a225  ,253  ,280  ,27   a34  ,3  -095 3 
4 -e067 -a103  -a205 -a259  -a175 -a193 -a220  e234 a247 -242  a 37 a304 a286 -103 4 
5 -.089  -.110  "145 m216 -.184.-.2!4 ,238 -222 ,190  a071 ~ 2 7 9  a086 5 
6  -a084 -so78  -a152  "264 -227 ,233 -232 ,080 -091 6 
7 "087 -4096  -a204 "216 -a185 ,195 .222 a070  ,078 7 
9 "157  "168 -a209 -070  -067  -069 9 
8062  10 
11 
-346 ,376  ,385 -388 ,423  a391  ,388 
107 
8 -.159  -.2ll -217 .OS< a069 8 
10  -a116 ,223 e087 
11  "138 ,074 
8. 10 
1 10 11 






~ 2 5 7  
- l, -.239 
a = 12 




- a  162 
-.lo1 
-a107 
-e049 1 .09:l 1 -198 a223 -177 "051 ,215 a062 ~ 1 8 2  ,065 -060 -164 
8 -  30 
-.028 
. . 
NACA RM L55L05 
Table 27 Concluded 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta  Wing w i th  Control  
Configurotlon F M = 2.01 R 4.2 X I O ~  
157 
r . _  Upper  Surface  at  Station Lower Surface  at Stotton - 
6 1 1 2 1 3 ( 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  6 
- 
(I : 15 = 00 
-.257 



















- . 2es  ,023 
I
1 
.393  ,451  0451  ,444 
.300  , 12  a3 7 - 3 0 7  
.348  ,343 
a304 e285 -254 e123 
~ 2 8 8  ,300 ,297 ,130 
,240 -282 a117 ,127 
- 1 1 8  ,113 ~ 1 1 3  
,280  -106 ,111 
a127  a107 I , 0 5 2  I i 10 11 
NACA RM L 5 5 m  
Table 2 8  
Pressure Coefficients on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration G M = 2.01 R = 4.2 x IO' 
'c ._ Upper  Surface  at  Station Lower Surface  ot Station - 
8 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 ) 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 ] 8 1 9 ~  
n 5 00 
~ 
1 0  
I1 



































1 1 0  1 370 063 $030 027 ,016  ,013  .012 ' -095  ,.Ob7 , . 082  1 3 4 .483 e090 e092 ,152 ,335  a331 ,330 - a093   a093  .17C e050   e059   -059   - a l l0   "169  "192 ,016  ,016  a439  -a052  "160 -.20F -015  -e002 "209 -a080 - 1 2 0  -.2OF -008 -a017  -162  "115  "205 -032 -048 "207  "166 ,012 -0123 -a211  -a151 .a069  "158 ..Ob8 "178 171 a505 -316 ,388 178 -.008 .001 ,469  -417  o 304 ,034 5 6 7 
i- a -  00 8. 30 
2 1 01 .335 ,051  e016 a014 ,008 ,031 e045 .a013 .a031 e 198 - I - 3 3 1  "164 -e006 "126 ,058 -a184 0.263 -a143 , 1 8 8  - .I54 -a266 -a198 "275 -a181 - a 0 4 1  "215 -a207 "238 1 .147 ' 1 ,063  ,057  e050 ,048 -840 -771   , 49  2 ,027 3 a 0 2 1  -008 -.002 -4086  ,581  ,613  ,350 -003 "017  -649  ,789  -297 4 ,003  -a005 "040 -a239  ,552  -242 5 e012 -001  -so   -a213  ,129 6 -003 -004 ,008 -a211  ,192 a000 - . lo4  -006 7 8 - . lo3  -a104 -a011 9 - .049  -so60  10 "106 11 ,428 e 369 .Ob4 -031  -027  ,015 014 -e096 "063 




















-137   ,158   ,155   e l65   ,193   a199 -183  
- 0 8 5  -084 ,080 -190  e143  "0 5 
- 0 7 4   ~ 0 6 6   - 0 6 2  ,048 ,146  ,135  "045 
,067  ,056  ,028 -.Ob0 ,091   -e025 
a051  ,060  "057  -a055  "027 
-066  0062  -063  -e057  "036 
- 0 5 8  -a058 -a058 
-a021 - a 0 5 8  
"052  "055  "053 
"062 
"053 -.040 
a299 ,039  
"034 " 0 6 2  
-.Ob0 -a053 
- a  128 "193 











6 -a005 -no02 
7  -a010 -.014 
8 "113 
1 0  -a070 ,160 
9  -a106  "113 
11 "098 
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Table 2 8  Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficients  on Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration G M = 2 - 0 1  R =  4.2X106 
159 
* .- 
8 I 1 2 ) 3 1 4 1 5 ) 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 ( I 1 2 1 3 T - 4 ( 5 ( 6 ( 7 ( 8 1 9 ?  
.. Upper  Surface  at  Stotion Lower.  Surface  at  Stotion 
06 O fi = -30 
2  ,031 "110 "130 -a156 
1 ,372 ,229 a273 ,242 
1 4 1 7 1  I I 
I I I 1 
I 
a198 - 2 2 5  
137 





~ 1 0 5  "007 
-.o22 
e009 -a016 
I 8; -10 
,235 ,240 ,100 a003 
,139  ,424  a106  -a013 
-075  -a160  -e019  "068 
-116  -a028 e062  ,018 
"045  -e140 -.098 















a =  06 s =  10 " 
1 
e207 -so20 -e034 -e029 5 
-a105  -4045  -a025  -a012 4 
- i o 3 5  -a080 "027  -a010  3 
-e133 -a104 - e 0 8 6  -e019  2 
a 2 6 4  -293 a243  369
-a165  "096 "109  9 
E 
"141  -e131  -a011 "027 7 
-a131  "043  "002 -e024 6 
" 0 8 7  -a154 





"203  "112 
-.206 ~ 1 6 1  -so9  
"196 "179  "131 
-e204  "167 -e113 
,202 ,172 
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Table 2 8  Continued 
Pressure Coefficients  on  Delta  Wing  with  Control 
Configuration G M = 2.01 R = 4.2 XlO'  
LC ._ Lower Surface  at Station Upper Surface  at  Station 
6 6 1 ( 2 1 3 ( 4 1 5 ( 6 ( 7 ( 8 1 9 1 ( 1 ( 2 1 3 ( 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 ( 9  
.4- ._ 
8. 2 0  O 
1 
-248   e250   - 48  -717 ,683  
-151 ,059 -455 ,656 -239 
,129   a311  ,472 -555 ,275 4 
~ 0 8 7  - a039   e59   -216  5 
-096   -a013  ,203  e 
,055   -e094  ,217  1 
,101 E 
, 0 8 9  5 
1c  
11 
.335 1 ,368 ,241  -288  , 2 5 7  - a 1 3 1  , 0 4 4  ,159 
2   - so21  "090 "109 "139 "165 -a204 -.220 
4  "013 -so28 -a049 -a242 -4117 a 2 2 9  -a221 
3  -e011 -e030 -a084 - 1 2 0  "148 -e196 -a220 
5 "032 "037 a110  -282  "135 "222 
6  -e026 -.005 ,013  "203  "172 
7 "029 ~ 0 4 6  "156 - e138   - so83  
8 -e046 -e189 
9  "113 -a073 "185 
LO - a065   -283  
11  "052 ' - 0 2 i l  I 


















-.22: 1 0 9  - ,037  .210 .211 240 . 2 ? l  a198   a223   , 1  a 1 3 5  -118 a114  - 12  e 1 3 5  -117   - 00  - 70  a098  -103   ,116  -111 -103 -084 , 0 9 7  "030 ,112  -.OS2 -a029  e105 ,034   a027 -a031 "276 "148 - 2 8 4  "166 - a 1 7 3  "192 "173 "104 I -J-"- 6: 00 
I I I I 
2  -a083  -a173  -196  "209  "043 
3 1 I "043  ,3581 "110 ~ 1 9 6 1 - . 2 2 4 (   - a 1 6 4  -a213 .184/-.0 7  "058 1 2 3 
1 
,272   -302  
, 1 9 3  
,178   ,178  
e178   , 158  
e170  a161 
,143   -159  
,157   ,013  
,027   , 016  





















1 0  
11 1 
"149 I 1 1  I I I 1 I I 1 e3.25 ,164   -168   a131   , 641  - a054  
2  -a137  "213  "238  "249  a925  a476 
3  -e064  "156 "207 "255  -769   -298  
4 -.Ob2 -.0'>0 -.175 "270 - 4 6 1   e 1 8 9  
5 -e081 "096  -.l29  -193  "171  "107 
6  "077  -a067  -e057 -.259 "223 
7 - r 0 7 6  -.083  "134  "246 "113 
8 
9  "143  -a117 -.192 
"142  "174 
. o  -.lo2  .202 
I 1  - a125  
- 3 5 4   ~ 3 8 9   - 3 9 6   , 3 9 7  a 0 5 0  "079 "09C 
, 2 6 1  
-242   ,257   ,254   ,207   ,005   "028  "151 
,291   , 63   -096  "105 -.10f 
.249  -234  -202  "131  -a041  -a095 
,239  ,246  ,349  "195  -e160 
-201   , 238   a087   - e181  "146 
a228  ,138  ,034 
-089   , 134   -015  
.088 ,102 
~ 0 9 6  













1 a324 -148  a152 , 1 1 9  
2  -.156 -.235 "254 "259 
3 - e 0 8 0  -e176 -.220 - i 2 6 9  
4 -so78 -a112 -.188 "284 
6 -e095 - . O B 8  "077 -a250 
5  "099 "117 "140 , 1 7 9  
7  "095  "103 - * l 6 4   - e 2 2 6  
8 
9 - . l65  "137 "204 
"164 "195 






,381   -386   -208  
,277   , 4 7   , 210  
e240   , 110   - 3  
, 1 9 1  - a 1 1 1  "015 
- 2 5 1  -.094  -e098 




,348  ,376 
a252 
,232  ,241 
~ 2 3 8  a216 
,188 ,221  
,227  a228 
a214   a093  
,072  .082 
e069  ,063  
.072 
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Table 28 Contlnued 
Pressure Coefficlents on Delta Wing w i th  Control 
Configuration G M = 2-01 R 4.2 X IOb 
1 a072 
a221  ,267 ,329  ,395 -393 ,387  ,356 - a 0 0 8  ,005 ,324 -a246 -.240 -e215 -.135 2 
1 e194 a110 e362 e130 0166 e164 ,328 
3 "063  "157 -.206 
5 -113 -109 -.048 -230 ,231 ,250 -a222 -e222 ,192 -.098  "116 5 r.080 
4 a067 -286 ,263 ,095 ,253 a256  ,245 -e199 -167 "102 -*271 "174  -.092 "061 4 
3 ,126 -250 ,377 ,310 ~ 2 9 0  a 264 "195 "091 a050 -a243 
8 a050 ,095  ,227 
-0195 -.128 -a141 9 
8 -a178 "143 
e089 -085 e034 9 
0 
"127 1 
a071 a088 .201 -.lo4 10 
-089 11 
6. 0 0 "  (2' 12" 





























7-7- rn 194 I 1 ,324 -150 Z -.154  "235 3 -1077  -1178 4 -a078 -a113 5 -a098 -.119 5 -a094 - e 0 8 8  7 -a095  -e054 3 3 -e167  -a166 -.156 3 -a121 8265 1 -.112 ,348 ,375 ~ 2 3 2  a239 ,239 a214 ,228 ,225 ,200 a216 ,215 e053 ,059 ,050 ,087 a043 
s =  20 
I :  
1 1 11 10 











a =  12 
1 ,324 a152 ,150 -116 "179 
) -.155 -.237 -e259 -.246 -.204 
- a 0 7 8  -e178 "224 ,155 "194 
+ -a077 -a113 -a113 -a284 -a176 
5 -.098 -.120 -.0?8 ,375 -e217 
> - a 0 5 4  -a072 -.118 " 2 5 3  -.224 
I -e095 a006 -.203 -0224 -.121 
> -4133 "155  -.211 
-.128  "227 
1 -a033 -381 
a =  12 1 
1c 
11 1 0 1I a356 -389 a395 ,396 1.003  1.182 -245 ,257 -253 - 5 9 1  -862 ,968 a263 ,290 ,159 1.005 1.214 ,252 e232 -198 a237 1.137 ,803 a220 ,234 ,228 "051 ,815 ,242 -242  -207 ,038 - 8 3 4  ,069 a071 -272 ,222 ,075  ,259 a129  -127 
162 
Toble 28 Concluded 
Pressure Coefficients on Delta ' Wing with  Control . 
Configurotion M=2,01 R = 4.2 x106  
r .- Lower Surfoce at Station Upper  Surface  at  Stotion 
b 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 ( 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ( 6 1 7 1 8 1 9  b 
- ._ 
a = 15 8. 00 
2 
-.222 -.le5 -.la2 9 
8 
-a091 "210 "221 -.128 "116 7 
"235 "238 -e181 -e112 -.116 6 
"218 "207 ,286 "177 "142 "121 5 
-a182 -246 -.272.-.131 "217 -a138 "095 4 
-e175 -.154 -a100 -e276 -.:51 "239 "098 3 
-e179 "151 "105 -e271 -e273  -e259 -e195 
-.181 -.220 






-140 ,139 -293 ,296 ,292 
5  ,119  a332 a134 a250 ,282 -306 
4 -121 -349 a375 a317 ,307 -308 -304 
3  ,114 ,404 -410 ,336 -346 a317 
2 ,453 a461 -451 ,446 a451 -450 
6 
,241 -280 -121 ,141 a123 ' 7  
e277 -103  -116 
10 ,104 -124 













c 4 . 5 4  "I 
I-4.54 -I 
(a ) Tip-control  configurations. 
Figure 1.- Dimensional  sketches of test  configurations. 
are  in  inches. ) 
\ 
\ r A  
L A  
Section A - A  
\ 
















-6.001 .IO /\rSpoiler 
(b Trailing-edge-control  configurations. 















( c  ) Tab and  fence  configurations. 




A c  
T I ,  . .  . 
1 2 3 4 5 6  7 
L 1 2  4 6  7 
Figure 2.- Sketches  showing  approximate  extent  and location  f orifice . I ul F 
stations.  Spanwise  locations  of  stations  are  given  in  table I. 
and  chordwise  locations of orifices  in  table 2. "s ul 
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